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ABSTRACT 
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Drip irrigation design is a multi-step routine that has to be carried out in a step by step 

fashion with each step covering a part of the design process. An expert system has been 

developed with a set of external programs to accomplish the drip system design. The expertise 

used in the present expert system knowledge base was induced from engineering handbooks and 

articles as well as personal consultations. 

The expert system has been developed in such a way that a variety of cases can be 

handled. In addition, to simulate the human expert, a new drip irrigation design evaluation factor 

has been introduced (Design Success Indicator, DSI) in order to estimate the system response on 

field depending on the confidence of data being used. The results are very promising with 

respect to the expertise used. However many parts of the knowledge-base have to be fine-tuned 

in order to reach a highly performing expert system. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope and Purpose 

Water and labor shortage for farm operation and maintenance have motivated agricultural 

researchers to investigate new techniques for water application. Sprinkler and drip irrigation are 

considered a potential solution for these problems. The technique of drip irrigation was 

developed to provide more control of water, and farm operation under the above stated 

conditions. A drip irrigation system, due to the complexity in the way water is delivered to the 

crop, cannot be successful unless it is precisely designed and carefully operated. 

Maximization of yield or profit is the major driving force for adopting new techniques 

such as drip irrigation. The risk involved when using this new technique is very high in case of 

failure, but high yield, and thus profits is expected in cases of success. 

The success of an irrigation system depends upon the way it is designed and the way it 

is operated. The main parts of the irrigation system design process are: 1) laying out the system, 

2) hydraulic design, and 3) choosing appropriate equipment that will accomplish the task. Drip 

irrigation design procedure differs from other irrigation system design, because the system works 

under different hydraulic conditions and with different irrigation equipment. The work conducted 

for many years by Wu (1974, 1975) and his colleagues to generate a design procedures for drip 

irrigation is widely used and have opened a wide range of perspectives in design techniques. The 

work done by Bralts (1984) is a continuation of Wu's technique. Bralts used the finite element 

approach to analyze and design drip system. The major component for the above-mentioned 

approaches was the hydraulics. No previous work has considered the whole design process, 

rather concentrated on the hydraulics without incorporating other aspects of the overall system 
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design, such as soil-water-plant relationships, in one module. Classically every part of the design 

is treated as a stand-alone task that has to be performed by the design engineer before considering 

the next step. Covering system design in one module is very critical for revising and improving 

performance as well as detecting any problems within the system. 

Uncertainty is a factor associated with every measured quantity, either because of the 

estimation process, or because of the difficulty of its quantification. Design parameters for drip 

irrigation systems are not known with a high degree of confidence, but most of them have 

undergone an estimation process to make their use very easy for the designer. For example an 

important factor, the water requirement of the crop is not accurately known, and it can be either 

over-or underestimated. Other parameters, such as the soil physical and chemical characteristics, 

are just an approximations of the overall real conditions. This certainly leads to an uncertain 

estimates of the system efficiency, which may contradict the advantages for which the system was 

adopted. 

The recent development of computers and new techniques for problem-solving and 

decision-making has enabled many engineering activities to be done more efficiently and even to 

solve problems under very complicated conditions. Expert systems, which are a successful 

application of the artificial intelligence field, are one of the new tools from which one can benefit 

in problem solving. An expert system is defined as a computer program that emulates the 

behavior of a human expert within a specific domain of knowledge. Expert system involves 

generally decision making under uncertain conditions. Due to its structure the expert system 

encapsulates the human experts knowledge about the domain considered. The concept of 

knowledge and expertise is the backbone of expert systems, and will differentiate them from 

common computer programs. 

Drip irrigation design involves decision at many stages, for this a human expert 
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intervention is generally needed. Expert system has offered a better way of problem solving 

under uncertain conditions, moreover, they permit the transfer of knowledge about the problem. 

This will reduce the need for the presence of human experts. 

For these reasons the overall objective of this thesis is to formulate a drip irrigation 

design process using expert system technique. The specific objectives of this study are: 

1) To develop an expert system that will imitate the human expert in the domain of drip irrigation 

system design, using a commercially available expert system shell. 

2) To generate a drip design module that covers all the design stages and to achieve a more 

comprehensive design. 

3) To assess the potential of expert systems applications to engineering design specifically drip 

irrigation systems. 
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Drip irrigation is one of the efficient techniques for water application, thus has the 

potential to conserve water and improve land utilization. This technique consists of supplying 

water to the plant, usually on a near-daily basis, so that the crop evapotranspiration (ETcrop) and 

water application rates are maintained close to each other on a very limited time period of 24 to 

72 hours (Jensen, 1983; Cuenca, 1989). 

Theoretically, any kind of soil can be drip irrigated, with improved control over the 

amount of water being used for irrigation. In order to realize the advantages associated with drip 

irrigation, all phases of the design process have to be analyzed in terms of the degree of 

importance and the resulting affects on the design solution. 

2.1 Design parameters 

Proper system design requires information on physical and chemical properties of the soil, 

chemical properties of the water source, climatic parameters, expected crop response to irrigation, 

economic costs and benefits, and social and environmental impacts (Cuenca, 1989). The design 

parameters should be carefully established in order to achieve the desired efficiency and goals of 

the system. Determination of soil physical and chemical characteristics is vital for drip irrigation 

system design. One major goal, water savings by drip irrigation, is achieved by reducing the 

area irrigated. This "advantage" can present a danger if water does not reach the desired area 

(Jensen, 1983). To estimate the amount of water to be delivered and the area to be irrigated, the 

soil hydraulic characteristics as they affect the wetting pattern have to be known (Rawlin and 

Raats, 1975; Keller and Bliesner, 1990). A number of models for estimating the dimensions of 
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soil wetting patterns under a point-source emitter have been developed (Roth, 1974; Bar-Youssaf 

and Sheikholslami, 1976). In one of the interesting models (Schwartzmass and Zur, 1985), the 

wetted volume of soil is assumed to be dependent on the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, the 

emitter discharge, and the total stored water in the soil prior to irrigation. From this model an 

estimate of the size of the wetting pattern can be computed by: 

\<1) 

0.45 
(1) 

and 

n  =  K 2 ( V w )  022 
0.17 

(2) 
K Q .  

Equations (1) and (2) can be combined to yield the relationship between w and z' as: 

w = K^z' ) °'35(g) 032(C1)" 032 0) 

where z' = vertical distance to wetting front, m 

w = wetted width or diameter of water pattern. 

K, = empirical coefficient, 29.2 for metric units 

vw = volume of water applied, L 

C. = saturated hydraulic conductivity of soil, m/s 

q = point-source emitter discharge, 1/h 

K2 = empirical coefficient, 0.031 for metric units 
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K3 = empirical coefficient, 0.0094 for metric units. 

Equation (3) can be used to make a sensitivity analysis of the wetting geometry as 

affected by C„ q and Vw. Still the equation's value depends on the reliability of the input data 

(Keller and Bliesner, 1990). Thus, field tests are generally more reliable for estimating w 

(Figure 1). 

The system capacity under drip irrigation, as for other irrigation systems, is directly 

related to the crop consumptive use. Before addressing the system capacity question, it is vital 

to know how much water the crop will need over the peak water use period (Keller and Bliesner, 

1990). Hence, the volume of water delivered to the field is proportional to the peak water use 

for all irrigation systems. However for drip irrigation, the designer is not concerned with 

delivering water to the total area of the field, but rather only to the area which is very close to 

the plant roots. This raises the question of how much area needs to be watered. Ritchie and 

Burnett (1971) and Marsh et al (1974) suggest that consumptive use is somewhat related to the 

vertical projection of the canopy or the shaded area. The percentage shaded area (Pa) and the 

percentage wetted area (Pw) will help differentiate between water use under drip irrigation and 

under other irrigation systems. 

2.1.1 Percentage of area shaded and wetted 

As water is not delivered to the entire field an approximation of where to deliver water 

and how much area is to be wetted is crucial for achieving the goals of drip irrigation. 

The plant transpires through its leaves, and so we can limit the area being watered to the 

active portion of the field and crop. The percent shaded area Pd can be defined as the average 

horizontal area shaded by the crop canopy as a percentage of the total crop area (Keller and 

Bliesner, 1990). The percent shaded area is evaluated by a personal judgement and cannot be 
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Figure 1. Wetting Profiles for Equal Volumes (12 gal) of Water Applied at 

Three Different Application Rates on a Dry Sandy Soil (Data from: Roth, 1974). 
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estimated by equations, more-over it has to be estimated based on the crop at mature growth 

stage. 

Another factor has been investigated over the last few years to better understand the soil-

water hydraulics of drip irrigation is the percent wetted area (Pw). Pw is defined as the average 

horizontal area wetted in the top part of the crop root zone as a percentage of the total crop 

canopy area. The percent wetted area Pw is an easier factor to determine, yet has a potential for 

crop water use estimation (Keller and Bliesner 1990; James, 1988). The percent of area being 

wetted is related to the soil characteristics, the plant water response and to the device actually 

delivering water to the crop. As opposed to Pd, the percent wetted area can be estimated from 

the soil hydraulic characteristics, still no single "right" or proper minimum value for Pw has been 

established. Nevertheless, designs based on high values of Pw will insure that the plant has 

sufficient water in case of system failure or emitter plugging. 

The percent wetted area is the average horizontal cross-sectional soil area wetted at a 

depth of 150 to 300 mm (Keller and Bliesner, 1990) beneath the emitters divided by the total 

cropped area served. Values ranging from 33% to 67% have been used successfully, depending 

on the type and pattern of the crop canopy. Generally for widely spaced crops, Pw should be held 

below 67% to keep the strip between plant rows dry for cultural operations. For row crops Pw 

may approaches 100%. The necessary Pw depends on the type of crop and also on the soil 

hydraulics as well as the type of emitter. The soil characteristics will influence the wetting 

pattern, as stated by Equation 3. The wetted area will depend mainly on the horizontal and 

vertical water movement beneath the emitter. These facts are not yet very well incorporated in 

the estimation of the wetted area. 

A simple estimation of Pw can be made by: 
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_W P  =  P  100 (4) 
W SpxSr 

where Pw = percent wetted area, % 

Np = number of emission points per plant 

S„ = emitter spacing, which is the actual spacing between emitters on the same lateral, 

m 

Se' = optimal emitter spacing, which is 80% of wetted diameter (or wetted width) 

estimated from field tests or proper tables, as well as Equation 3, m 

w = wetted diameter (or wetted width), is the strip width that would be wetted by a 

row of emitters spaced at SJ (or closer) along a single lateral line, which is in 

the same time equal to the diameter of the circular area wetted by a single emitter. 

Also it can be estimated from field tests or available data in tables as well as 

Equation 3, m 

Sp = Plant spacing, which is the distance between plants in the same row, m 

S, = Row spacing, which is the distance between plants on parallel rows, m 

The system layout will determine how Pw will be estimated, (Figure 2). Equation 4, can 

be used for a single-lateral configuration. If Se is greater than Se' then Sc in equation (4) must 

be replaced by Se\ For double-lateral systems, the two laterals should be placed S„' apart (Keller 

and Bliesner 1990). The reason is to maximize the wetted area and reduce the dry strip, 

especially for row crops. 

For more complex layouts such as zigzag, pigtail or multi-exit, the emission points should 

be spaced to maximize the wetted area per outlet, without leaving extensive dry spots (Figure 2). 

This can be done by spacing the emission points Se' apart in both directions. Hence the wetted 
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area for the optimum spacing can be estimated by: 

NjXs'+w)}! 
P„= ' —100 (5) 

If the layout is not designed for maximum wetting (Keller and Bliesner 1990), and Se < Se\ then 

Sc' in Equation 5 should be replaced by S„. 

For spray emitters the surface area wetted should be first estimated. For this to be done 

a field test is necessary. Some sprayers have to be operated under the proposed design pressure 

and flow rate and the area wetted, A,, and the perimeter, PS, of the wetted area can be 

estimated. 

The value of Pw can be then computed by the following equation: 

N J A + ( S ^ XP S ) / 2 ]  (6) 
P =  P  '  '  ——-xlOO 

sp-sr 

where: A, = wetted area, the soil surface area directly wetted by the sprayer, mi2 

PS = wetted perimeter, the perimeter of the area directly wetted by the sprayers, m. 

2.1.2 Net water requirements 

The transpiration rate under drip irrigation is a function of the conventionally computed 

consumptive use rate and the extent of the plant canopy, which is the portion of the field covered 

by the crop canopy (Sharpies et alM 198S). A simple equation for estimating the average peak 

daily transpiration rate (Keller and Bliesner 1990) is: 
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Figure 2. Emission point layout and percent wetted area 

(after, Keller and Bliesner, 1990) 
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Td=Q.\P°/ud (7) 

where Td = average daily transpiration rate during peak period for a crop under drip 

irrigation, mm/day. 

Ud = conventionally average daily transpiration rate during peak period, based on a 

crop with full canopy, mm/day. 

Pd = ground area shaded by crop canopy at midday, %. 

Equation (7) accounts for partial coverage of the field. The constant 0.1 used is based on the 

observation that even when Pd is very low, the minimum Td is greater than (O.lUd). One of the 

reasons is when Pd approaches 100 %, Td has to be equal to Ud, this happens when the crop 

canopy increases towards full coverage. 

From the above equation the maximum net depth per irrigation is a combination of the 

conventionally computed net depth (without reduction accounting for partial irrigation) and the 

percent wetted area Pw. The resulting equation: 

d =MAD Pw WJZ (fi) 
* 100 100  ̂

where dx = maximum net depth of water to be applied per irrigation (based on maximum 

irrigation interval), mm 

MAD = management allowable deficit, % 

Pw = percent wetted area, % 
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W„ = available water-holding capacity of the soil, mm/m 

Z = Maximum(plant root depth, soil depth), m 

Actually, dx is the maximum net depth per irrigation based on the maximum irrigation 

interval. Many other factors such as management decisions, time of application per day, and 

environmental constraints will dictate another irrigation interval less than the maximum (Keller 

and Bliesner, 1990; James, 1988; Jensen, 1983). For this reason 4m the net depth to be applied 

per irrigation based on the actual irrigation interval, is estimated by the following equation: 

D = T D F  (9) 

where dn = net depth applied per irrigation to meet consumptive use requirements (based on 

actual irrigation interval), mm 

Tj = average daily transpiration rate during peak period, mm 

f' = actual irrigation interval, days 

In Equation (9) f' is based on a management decision but should be chosen so that dn ^ 

dx (Keller and Bliesner, 1990). 

2.2 Design methods and hydraulics of drip irrigation 

Hydraulic deisgn is one important phase of drip irrigation design. The success or failure 

of the system depends mainly on the hydraulic design. This, however, is a necessary condition 

but not sufficient for the system to be successful. Many researchers have tried to analyze the drip 

system hydraulics based on the classical concepts of continuity and energy. This includes the 

work of Meyers and Bucks, 1972; Wu and Gitlin, 1974; Howell and Hiler, 1974; Karmeli and 
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Keller, 1975; Keller and Bliesner, 1990. The following theory development will mainly follow 

the nomenclature used by Keller and Bliesner. 

2.2.1 Emitter flow and hydraulic theory 

The efficiency and success of drip systems relies largely on emitter hydraulic 

characteristics and the procedure for selecting them. Emitters vary in design from simple orifices 

to those with long paths and others having pressure compensating devices. The hydraulic 

characteristics of emitters have been developed by Karmeli (1977), and Wu, et al.t (1979) as 

follows: 

q  =  K d H x  ( 1 0 )  

where q = emitter flow discharge, 1/hr 

Kd = discharge coefficient, a characteristic of each emitter, constant,l.m'Vhr 

x = emitter discharge exponent, constant 

H = pressure at the emission point, m 

Equation (10) is derived from the principles of energy and mass continuity. Kd is a 

constant that represents the geometry and the acceleration effects, which are in turn reflected in 

the head loss. The x value reflects the pressure- flow relationship, and depends on the flow 

regime and the emitter type. For a long-path emitter under laminar flow x = 1; for turbulent 

flow x = 0.5 . Emitters with x values close to zero (not definite value can be stated) are 

considered pressure compensating devices (Wu et al., 1979) where the flow changes only slightly 

with pressure variation. Theoretically, pressure compensating emitters are the best choice for 
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drip irrigation, but other selection criteria, such as first cost and life, limit their use. 

2.2.2 Pipe line hydraulics 

The drip system network consists of many lateral lines, generally plastic pipes, connected 

to submains (sometimes called manifolds) or mains. This group is called a subunit. Several 

subunits, along with the headland facilities will form the drip system. The lateral is the very first 

unit controlling the emitters, and thus the efficiency of the system. The hydraulic success of the 

drip network will depend mainly on the choice of emitters and the design of the laterals. 

The flow conditions in lateral lines (and submains) is hydraulically steady, spatially 

varied, with decreasing flow and increasing or decreasing energy depending on the slope 

direction, Figure 3, ( Wu and Gitlin 1975). This consideration leads to the use of many 

empirical formulae, like the Hazen-Williams or Darcy-Weisbach equations for head loss 

computation (Keller and Karmeli, 1975; Watters and Keller, 1978; Jeppson, 1982). 

The Hazen-Williams equation is: 

hf=1.22xlOlo(QIC)1Ji52 L (11) 
f 04.871 

where hr = pipe friction head loss, m 

Q = flow rate, 1/s 

C = pipe roughness coefficient 

D = inside diameter of the pipe, mm; and 

L = total length of pipe, m. 

The constant 1.22xl010 is a units conversion. 
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A C-value of 150 is recommended in published Hazen-williams tables for very smooth pipe such 

as plastic pipe and tubing. 

Replacing C by 150 in Equation (11) leads to: 

where all variables are as previously defined. 

The Hazen-Williams equation was originally developed for hydraulic networks having 

Reynolds numbers of the order of 105 which is not the case for drip irrigation. Watters and 

Keller (1978) investigated the applicability of Hazen-Williams formula for drip irrigation systems 

with C value of 150 and where the Reynolds number is less than 25,000. They converted the 

C-value to an equivalent f-value and plotted the results on a Moody diagram. They found that 

the Hazen-Williams equation seriously underestimates pipe friction losses. This has been 

recognized by many researchers (Bucks and Meyers, 1973; Howell and Hiler, 1974), and so 

Watters and Keller suggested a C value of 130 for small-diameter trickle hoses. A C-value of 

150 can be used for large-diameter trickle hoses. Despite difficulties in the choice of the C-

value, the Hazen-Williams formula is still being used for friction head loss computation in drip 

pipes due to its simplicity and ease of implementation on computers. 

The Darcy-Weisbach equation is a more general empirical method for friction head loss 

estimation. The equation in its simplest form is: 

1.852 
(12) A,=11.38 x10s— L 

1 jj4.871 

(13) 
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where hf = friction head loss, m 

f = dimensionless friction factor 

D = inside diameter of the pipe, mm 

g = acceleration of gravity, m2/s, 

L = pipe length, m. 

Equation (13) depends basically on f. Since drip irrigation line is considered to be 

smooth and the flow is hydraulically turbulent (Bralts, 1984), the Blasius empirical formula for 

turbulent flow in smooth pipes can be used to estimate the f value, (Wu and Gitlin, 1974; Howell 

et al., 1981; Watters and Keller, 1978). The Blasius formula is: 

f-03164 

(14) 

where f = friction coefficient and 

Re = Reynolds number. 

The resulting friction head loss formula, after the combination of equation (13) and (14), 

for water at 20 °C (Watters and Keller, 1978) is: 

HF=7.S9XL07^-L (15) 
/ n4.75 

where Q = flow rate in the pipe, 1/s. All other variables are as previously defined. 

Due to the nature of the flow in a drip irrigation system and variation of water 

temperature from the inlet to the end of the pipe, the Darcy-Weisbach equation gives better 
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estimates of friction head loss than does the Hazen-Williams equation (Watters and Keller, 1978; 

Balogh and Gergely, 1985). 

Both the Hazen-Williams and Darcy-Weisbach equations have been combined into a 

general form (Wu and Gitlin, 1975; Wu et al., 1979), as: 

A H=-aQmL <16) 

where AH = head loss due to friction, m 

Q = total lateral flow, 1/s 

a = constant, 

L = total length of the pipe, m. 

m = exponent, depending on the formula used. 

The friction head loss distribution in drip pipes is not a straight line but rather approximates 

an exponential curve. By analogy with sprinklers, assuming evenly spaced emitters on the lateral 

discharging an equal amount of water, one can express the head loss as a constant multiplied by 

the total head loss expected when the lateral works as a supply line. Christiansen (1942) 

developed the F factor as a function of the number of outlets and the headloss equation used. 

h^^rFhf^^ (17) 

where F = reduction coefficient to compensate for spatially varied flow. 

Generally the F factor is taken equal to 0.36 for drip irrigation (Keller and Bliesner, 1990), 

because laterals generally have more than 15 outlets. 
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Another approach has been developed by Wu and Gitlin (1974), to account for the variation 

of the flow in the drip line. Again, they assumed that all emission points discharge the same flow 

and then they developed the concept of a dimensionless energy gradient curve, which can be used 

to compute the pressure head or the head loss at any point along any lateral line. Their method 

consists of using the dimenssionless energy drop ratio, Rj, which is the ratio of friction head loss 

occurring from the inlet to a point x on the lateral line and the total friction head loss occurring 

from the inlet to the downstream end of the line. The equation for R; is: 

(18) 
' A H hf 

where R; = energy drop ratio, 

AH; = hfx = is the pressure drop at distance x from the entrance, m, 

AH = hf = total pressure drop over the entire length of the lateral, m, 

If we define the length ratio as the distance from the inlet of the drip line to any given 

position, divided by the total length of the line: 

. x i-— 
L 

(19) 

where i = length ratio 

x = distance from the inlet to any point on the pipe, m, 

L = total length of the pipe, m 

Then a general energy drop ratio equation can be developed as follows: 
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*,=!-(!-Om+1 (20) 

where m = the exponent of the friction head loss formula, and all other variables are as defined 

previously. 

In the derivation of the above equation Wu and Gitlin (1974) neglected the velocity head change. 

A more general equation for Rj, accounting for this, has been developed by Yitayew and Warrick 

(1988) as follows: 

where AH*X = total energy drop for the entire lateral length with velocity head included, m, 

AHX = Total energy drop for the entire line without velocity head included, m, 

vD = mean velocity of flow at the lateral pipe inlet, ms*1, 

and all other variables are as defined previously. 

Yitayew and Warrick found that the neglecting of velocity head will result in a slight 

overestimation of the required inlet pressure. They suggested there is no reasons for not 

considering the velocity head when designing drip laterals. 

The change of gradient due to the field slope must be accounted for. The total energy 

available at any point of the pipe line can be computed by the Bernoulli's equation as: 

(21) 

(22) 
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or 

V1 
H=z+h+— 

28 
(23) 

where H = total available energy, m 

z = elevation head, m, 

_ = static pressure head (h), m 
y 

— = velocity head, m, 
2g 

According to Wu and Gitlin (1974), Wu etal., (1979) and Howell etal., (1981), the head 

velocity change is negligible. When this is the case the variation of the energy with respect to 

length becomes: 

dH_dz + dh 
dL dL dL 

where — = slope of the energy line, m/m, 
dL 

= slope of the terrain, m/m, 
dL 

— = pressure gradient with respect to length, m/m. 
dL 

Wu and Gitlin (1974) simplified the above equation using notations -Sf and -S„ for — and 
dL 
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^: , respectively, 
dL 

the minus sign is used to show that there is a decrease in the quantity with increase in distance, 

the resulting equation is: 

%^-S, (25) 

where all variables are as defined previously. 

The ± sign depicts the cases where the slope is downhill ( + sign) or uphill ( - sign) 

(Figure 3). Equation 25, shows that the change of pressure along the pipe line is a linear 

combination of the energy slope and terrain slope. For uniform terrain slope, an energy line 

equation can be developed (Wu et al., 1979) as: 

h^-R^HtRlAH' (26) 

where h; = head for any given length ratio i, m, 

H„ = Inlet pressure head, m, 

R,AH = friction head loss for the length ratio, m, 

R'iAH' = head loss or gain due to slope, m. 

R'; is by analogy the energy drop ratio for the slope. Equation 26 is very useful in 

predicting the energy at any point of the pipe line. This concept of energy gradient line has been 

used successfully to design drip irrigation networks. 
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2.2.3 Practical design methods for drip irrigation 

The previous section was mainly concerned with the hydraulic analysis of a single lateral 

pipe. A drip irrigation system is a complex network of laterals, submains and mainlines grouped 

in small units, called subunits. The design criteria for a drip irrigation network rely mainly on 

the previously developed equations. Computer-based methods for rapid iterations in order to 

reach satisfactory solutions were implemented by Edwards and Spencer (1972) for sprinkler 

systems using the Hardy-Cross method. Other researchers also used iterative techniques for 

lateral hydraulics design (Solomon and Keller, 1974; Wu and Fangmeier, 1974; Parold, 1977). 

All of the above-mentioned techniques start with the an assumed pressure a the distal end and use 

backward calculation procedure, to set the flow and pressure over each emission point up to the 

inlet end. The resulting pressure is compared to the desired one. Similar calculations, with 

different distal-end pressures, are made until the difference between the calculated inlet pressure 

and the desired one is acceptable. The required equations to accomplish this task are: 

where Hi+i = pressure head on emitter (i+1), m, 

Hi = pressure head on emitter i, m, 

hf(i) = friction head loss in section (i), m 

h'fffl = head loss or gain due to slope, m. 

The emitter flow rate at any point can be computed based on the assumed pressure at the 

distal end. For all emitters, the flow rate is computed by the emitter pressure flow relationship, 

Equation 10, as follows: 
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(28) 

where q; = flow rate of emitter (i), 1/s, 

Hi = pressure head over emitter i, m 

All other variables are as previously defined. 

Implementing the above technique on a computers leads to very good design results 

(Balogh and Gergely, 1985). 

Nomographs and design charts have been developed for each commercial pipe size 

available on the market using the above technique, with different flow rates and slopes (Wu and 

Gitlin, 1974; Howell and Hiller, 1974; Keller and Karmeli, 1978). The principle criteria in this 

design approach are the slopes and the energy gradient line. Knowing some factors, the charts 

can be entered with one unknown, which can be the flow rate, the length of the pipe, or the 

inside diameter. Nomographs and charts are a good means for pipe sizing and hydraulic design 

the ease of their use made them for popular in the domain of drip networks design. 

Economic pipe sizing is another criteria for drip irrigation design. The most economical 

pipe size (design) is the one that will results in a reasonable balance between the annual fixed cost 

of owning the pipe and the operating cost of pumping water through it (Keller and Bliesner, 

1990). The balance depends on: the annual hours of operation; the unit cost and expected rate 

of inflation of fuel or any other driving energy used; pipe price, anticipated life and friction 

characteristics; and the annual interest rate. To optimize the system we must find the set of pipe 

sizes that will minimize the sum of fixed plus operating costs. This technique is very usefull and 

the only problem is the market instability with respect to prices and inflation. A universal 

economic pipe sizing chart has been developed by Keller. This chart is very general, but still 
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the user has to go through some preliminary computations to account for the market conditions 

before using it. 

The finite element method is a technique for solving engineering problems by breaking 

the problem into simple one that can be solved by simple numerical equations. The method 

consists of using linear relationships between small parts of the system, and then expanding the 

analysis to cover the entire system. In general, the classical finite element method uses an 

integral formulation and a set of piece-wise smooth equations to approximate a quantity 

(Segerlind, 1982). To analyze the drip irrigation network using finite elements (Bralts, 1984) 

subdivided the system into two major parts, elements consisting of laterals and submains and 

nodes consisting of emitters and inputs. Relations between flow and pressure head were 

developed and linearized, and the linear system of equations found were subdivided into three 

parts 1) a general matrix containing the system parameters, 2) vector of known quantities and 3) 

a vector of unknown quantities. The linear system was solved for the unknown variables. This 

technique is very promissing, because it models the drip irrigation network and it accounts for 

many variables. This technique is difficult to be used by a non experienced user. 

2.3 Expert systems for decision making 

Real-world problems are generally complicated and their boundaries are not easy to 

define. In drip irrigation design many decisions processes are involved, such as choosing the best 

emitter, the length of application time, and the best layout of the system. The above decisions, 

taken as a whole, cannot be made by convetionnal programming approaches. They require some 

other means for solution, either by making decisions outside the numerical computations using 

an expert's knowledge, or by using a trial-and-error strategy until an acceptable solution is 

achieved. 
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a term used to describe any machine that performs tasks that 

a century ago would have been considered a uniquely human ability. The task performed by an 

artificial intelligence product involves symbolic reasoning ("thinking") rather than arithmetic 

calculation or information storage and retrieval (Feigenbaum, 1963; Minsky, 1968; Short! iffe, 

1976). The field of AI has many applications, such as machine learning, computer vision, natural 

language systems, and heuristic search. Heuristic search which is the basis for expert systems 

is based on the assumption that human thinking is accomplished by the coordination of simple 

symbol-manipulating tasks. To solve problems involving decision, human experts have developed 

strategies for quickly discounting preliminary possible actions that they can easily see are less 

desirable than others (Shortliffe, 1976; Forsyth, 1984; Liebowitz and De salvo, 1987). 

Expertise is a vague term, difficult to define, and even more difficult to extract in a 

tangible form from a human expert (Broner et al., 1990). Gordon (1989) reported that when a 

true expert is asked in an interview (one common way of knowledge acquisition) how he reasons 

about a problem in his domain of expertise, the expert will unconsciously revert to standard non

expert knowledge to explain himself. 

The major characteristics of an expert system are 1) The ability to perform at a level of 

an expert, 2) The comprehensive representation of domain-specific knowledge in the manner in 

which the expert thinks, and 3) The incorporation of explanatory mechanisms and intelligent 

communication interfaces. 

Expert systems differ from a conventional computer programs mainly by being more 

tolerant of errors and imperfect knowledge (Shortliffe, 1976; Gupta and Bandreddi, 1988; 

Liebowitz and De salvo, 1989) and by separating the expert knowledge from the general 

reasoning mechanism. 

Generally a traditional program has the following architecture: 
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Data + Algorithm = Program 

However the expert system architecture is: 

Knowledge base + Inference engine = Expert system 

The above scheme of an expert system introduces two new concepts as opposed to software 

tradition, the concepts of "knowledge base" and "inference engine" make up the backbone of an 

expert system. There are in fact four essential components of a fully fledged expert system 

(Forsyth, 1984; Liebowitz and De salvo, 1989): 

1. The knowledge base. 

2. The inference engine. 

3. The knowledge-acquisition module. 

4. The explanatory interface. 

All of the above modules are critical for any expert system. While some expert systems 

may lack one or two of them, a fully developed expert system should not. 

The knowledge base is a set of facts and heuristic (rules of thumb) about the problem 

(domain) derived from a human expert. Facts are short-term knowledge that can change rapidly 

during the course of a consultation, which is the term used to describe the interaction between 

the user and the expert system, due to the analogy with consultation with a human expert. Rules 

are long-term knowledge representations, which contain the expert's experience about the 

considered problem. Knowledge bases are generally presented in a rule format (Shortliffe, 1976; 

Forsyth, 1984). The production rules (another term for rule format) are a favorite mean of 
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encapsulating the rule-of-thumb (heuristic) knowledge. These have the familiar IF-THEN 

representation. In fact, human experts, when dealing with a specific problem, generate their 

decision or solution based on the IF-THEN type of thinking. The knowledge is then presented 

(Heatwole and Zhang, 1988) in the following form: 

IF A THEN B RAJ*) 

where A = is the premise of the rule 

B = is the conclusion of the rule 

f(A,B) — represent the certainty associated with concluding B when premise A is known 

to be true. It is also referred as the "rule confidence factor." 

A and B may be single or compound propositions. B can also be the premise of another rule. 

The rule can become more complicated than the above representation suggests. In fact, later 

researchers incorporated an "ELSE" part into the above rule format, so that the rule can be more 

powerful and consistent. The knowledge base consists of a very complicated network of inexact 

reasoning presented in the rule format. At this point the knowledge needs to be analyzed in order 

to reach the best decision, or solution, of the proposed problem. 

The inference engine is the control structure which allows various hypothesis and facts to 

be generated and tested to reach the decision or the solution. There are three types of inference 

strategies: 

1. Forward chaining, or data-driven chaining 

2. Backward chaining, or goal-driven chaining, and 

3. Sideways chaining, a combination of the two previous ones. 
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Broadly speaking forward chaining involves reasoning from known facts and data to 

hypotheses. In forward chaining the truth of the conclusion of one rule leads to another rule for 

which that conclusion is a premise. In backward chaining, one attempts to find a piece of known 

data to prove or disprove a hypothesis or a decision. The need to prove the truth of a premise 

of one rule leads to another rule for which that premise is a conclusion (Keller, 1987). There 

is a great deal of controversy between supporters of forward and backward chaining (Forsyth, 

1984; Keller, 1987; Liebowitz and Zhang, 1989). However pure forward chaining leads to 

unfocused questioning and a non-intelligent query, unless the knowledge base is very well 

structured. Backward chaining tends to be rather relentless in its goal-driven questioning. For 

these reasons successful expert systems use a mixture of both strategies. Naylor (1983) has 

recently described a new method known as the Rule Value approach which combines some of the 

merits of the two strategies; Forsyth (1984) called it "sideways chaining". An inference engine, 

working with forward or backward chaining, deals with uncertain data and this is where expert 

systems are considered very powerful. Real-world problems are often considered hard to grasp, 

and so the expert system approach enables us to work within this network of uncertainty. Many 

methods of dealing with uncertainty have been developed along with expert systems. Fuzzy 

logic, Bayesian logic, multi-valued logic and certainty factors are the mostly commonly used ones 

(Forsyth, 1984). 

The knowledge acquisition module, also called the dialogue structure, is the language 

interface which allows the user to interact with the expert system, query it, obtain explanations 

from it, and challenge its results. It is generally felt that the one important part of the expert 

system which differentiates it from other common software is the acquisition module. A part of 

the acquisition module, formatting new knowledge, is very important. In fact the knowledge base 

of the expert system needs to be updated each time new findings about the problem domain are 
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gathered (Forsyth, 1984; Shortliffe, 1976). The classical way of accomplishing this is to 

interview the human expert about the domain and then the knowledge engineer, the person 

responsible for translating the human expertise into the knowledge base, has to insert his gathered 

knowledge into the body of the knowledge base. Many other approaches using the learning 

machine concept have been tried in an attempt to automate this task (Quinlan, 1979; Michalski, 

1980; Forsyth, 1981; Lenat, 1982). 

The last of the expert system components is the explanatory interface or the human window 

(Forsyth, 1984). It reflects the care exercised by the developer over the user interface. At any 

time the user can ask the expert system why it is asking a specific question during the course of 

consultation, or how the system has reached a given decision. Donald Michi (1982) and others 

have warned about developing expert systems without a 'human cognitive window'. 

Due to the uncertainty of facts in the real world, an expert system must have a solid method of 

reasoning under uncertainty. As stated above many methods have been developed towards the 

solution of this problem. In the rule format presented above, f(A,B) represents the rule certainty 

for making the decision. In addition to the rule uncertainty, there may be an uncertainty in the 

antecedents A due to the uncertainty in user responses, or uncertainty in the conclusion of other 

rules which serve as antecedents to the current rule (Heatwole and Zhang, 1988). Thus, there 

are two types of uncertainty that must be dealt with in rule-based expert systems-rule uncertainty 

and evidence uncertainty. Through the whole network of rules the two types of uncertainty must 

be evaluated and the relationships for uncertainty propagation must be defined (Zadeh, 1965; 

Shortliffe, 1976; Shafer, 1987). The rule strength or uncertainty is a probabilistic evaluation of 

the rule usefulness, it is mainly based on the expert experience which is a personal judgement. 

The evidence uncertainties which a measure of the user's confidence about his answers, C(Ai) 

{i= 1,2,3, ...}, are generally provided by the user in response to prompts while the system is 
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running. Actually there are three types of uncertainty propagation: 

1. fAND, the confidence of compound premises connected by AND, such that: 

C(Ai AND Aj) = fAND(C(Aj), C(Aj)), where C(Ai), is the evidence uncertainty of 

condition A;; 

2. foR> the confidence of compound premises connected by OR, such that: 

C(A] OR A^ = foR(C(A,), CCA^); 

3. A function to determine the confidence, C(B), of conclusion B, based on the evidence 

confidence factors and the rule certainty factors. 

An overview of the commonly used methods for uncertainty propagation handling will be 

presented and it will follows the nomenclature used by Heatwole and Zhang (1988). 

a. Confirmation theory 

Confirmation theory is one of the simplest methods for representing uncertainty in rule-

based systems, and it has been widely used (Heatwole and Zhang, 1988). This model of inexact 

reasoning has been described by Shortliffe and Buchanan (1975) and has been used in the 

pioneering medical expert system, MYCIN. The certainty factor (CF) is used to represent 

evidence uncertainty. A certainty factor assigned for evidence (proposition) A is written as 

CF(A). CF(A) can take the values of 1 if the proposition A is undoubtly known to be true, -1 

if the proposition is definitely false, or CF(A) is 0 if the proposition is unknown or not yet 

determined. For the cases of evidence known, but with varying degree of confidence, a value 

between -1 and 1 is given to CF(A). In other words CF(A) represents the degree of certainty in 

its truthfulness or falsehood. Original evidence, which is not generated by the expert system is 

generally provided by the user in response to the prompt, or set to a default value at the 

beginning. Certainty factors for derived evidence (conclusions from other rules) are determined 

by the inference engine by an algorithm for inexact reasoning which follows: 
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IF A THEN B CF{BA) 

where CF(A,B) = nile certainty factor, which represents the degree of confidence in concluding 

B, given that A is completely true. 

The rule confidence factor can be determined from knowledge of probabilities of B occurring 

according to the relationships: 

CF{B^)= 

p(B/A) -p(B) 

i -m 
) 
p(B/A)-p(B) 

P(B) 

when p(BfA)>p(B) 

when p(BfA)=p(B) 

when p(BIA)<p(B) 

(29) 

where p(B) = prior probability of B independent of other factors, p(B/A) = conditional 

probability, expresses the probability of B occurring given that A is known to be true, 

computed by bayesian theory 

The explanation of the above equation is as follows. 

When p(B/A) > p(B), implies that A provides evidence that conclusion B is true, and 

CF(B,A)>0. Thus, if premise A exists, the confirmation of conclusion B increases. If 

p(B/A)= 1, then CF(B,A)=1, and it follows that when premise A is true then conclusion B is 

true. For opposite condition where p(B/A)<p(B), then Cf(B,A) <0 and the confidence that 

conclusion B is true will decrease. If p(B,A)=0, then CF(B,A)=-I, meaning that when premise 

A is true, B is completely false. When p(B/A)=p(B) this indicates that premise A has no effect 

on conclusion B. Thus A and B are independent of each other and CF(B,A)=0 (Shortliffe and 

Buchanan, 1975; Heatwole and Zhang, 1988). The CF(B,A) is not a probability; it is a 
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subjective estimate of the rule strength, made by the expert. Now the concern is to estimate the 

certainty of conclusion B, CF(B), based on the evidence confidence factor CF(A) and the rule 

strength CF(B,A). In a rule-based expert system the antecedent A may consist of several pieces 

of evidence connected by ANDs and/or ORs, and the evidences may be original (user input) or 

derived. For a single piece of evidence the confidence in conclusion B is computed by the next 

equation: 

CF(B)=CF(BA) x max[0,CF(/4)] (30) 

For compound evidence, where the evidence A in the premise of the rule is composed of several 

sub-premises, Aj {i = 1,2,3 connected by ANDs or ORs, the CF(A), is defined by: 

CF(A)=CF(Al AND A2... AND AJ 

=min [CF(At)t CF(A2), .... CF(AJ1 

CF{A)=CF(AX OR A2 ... OR AJ 

=max [CFOV, CF(^), .... CF(AJ\ 

After calculating the compound evidence confidence factor, CF(A), and having CF(B,A) from 

the domain expert, equation (31) can be used to compute CF(B). 

b. Bayesian probability 

Bayesian probability cannot be directly used in rule-based expert systems because of the 

rigid mathematical requirements of independence (Shafer, 1987). A subjective Bayesian approach 

was developed by Duda et ah, (1976) for the PROSPECTOR model (expert system for mineral 
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exploration, 1978). Consider a rule: 

IF A THEN B 

with A known to be true and prior probability p(B) specified. By Bayes' formula, the posterior 

probability p(B/A) is calculated as: 

p(B/A)=^p(AIB) (32) 
P(A) 

Because it is often computationally more convenient, Forsyth (1984) and Heatwole and Zhang 

(1988) proposed to work with odds rather than probabilities. Define the prior and posterior odds, 

respectively, of B as: 

o(B> = -e!2L-
[!-/>(«] (33) 

WBIA) - -i«-

Defining a "likelihood" ratio, LS, as: 

LS = p(AIB) (34) 
piA/not B) 
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Equation (33) can now be written as the odds-likelihood formulation of Bayes rule: 

CXBjA) = LSxOiB) (35) 

LS is specified by the expert to represent the rule strength or rule certainty. A high value of LS 

indicates that A is sufficient for B. If, in other hand, LS=1, then 0(B/A)=0(B) meaning A has 

no effect on B. If A is known to be false the posterior odds are determined as: 

OiBfnot A) = 1NXO(B) (36) 

where LN = is defined as: 

Uj „ Piflot AlB) (37) 
p(not A/not B) 

The LN value is provided by the expert by stating what p(not A/B) and p(not A/not B) are. If 

LN is low (0<LN< < 1), this is evidence that A is definitely false which transform 0(B) into 

odds heavily against B. The posterior probability can now be written as: 

pW/A)=—LSxPW— 
(U-1MQ+1 (38) 

p(Blno, A)=— 
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The above equations are based on certainly true or false evidences. Consider the case when the 

user supplies uncertain evidence (not definitely false or true). Let A' be all the relevant 

observations that the user makes with p(A/A') representing the uncertainty of the evidence. The 

expression for p(B/A'), which represents the effect on conclusion B due to the evidence 

uncertainty, can be written as: 

p(B/A ̂  = p(B/A)p(AfA f)+p(B/not A)p(not A}A*). (39) 

thus, 

p(B/A)=p(BIA) when p(i4/A^=1 
(40) 

p(BfAf)=p(Bfnot A) when pCA/A^O 

for 0^p(A/A')^p(A) 

p(BIAf)=p(Bjnot J4)+ p{B)-p{Bjnot A)p^A (41) 

and when p(A)£p(A/A')£ 1 

p{BIA ) =p(B)+
pWA)-*B)[p(A/A ̂ -piM 

1 -p(B) 

(42) 
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For the case of multiple evidences, the probability of compound evidence connected by logical 

operators AND or OR is calculated using the same method as for confirmation theory. For the 

case where a conclusion is supported by several rules, the prior odds 0(B/A/) and 0(B/A2') can 

be calculated based on the assumption that evidences are independent. An effective likelihood 

ratio L,'=0(B/A,')/0(B) is calculated, and the final posterior odds determined as: 

/ / / / <43> 
CXBIAl A£=Ll>d4xO(.B) 

The advantage of the subjective Bayesian approach is that it provides two rule strengths, LS 

and LN, which express the effect of positive and negative evidences on the conclusion of a rule 

(Heatwole and Zhang, 1988). 

c. Possibility theory 

This theory was developed by Zadeh (1978) based on fuzzy set theory. The possibility 

theory deals with vague events more than with random events. The whole theory is based on the 

concept of not having sharp boundaries so that elements may have partial membership, when 

compared to a certain characteristics of the group. The focus here is to use fuzzy sets to more 

accurately represent imprecisely defined concepts in the domain of knowledge. Any proposition 

in fuzzy set theory can be categorized in fuzzy subsets of a universe of discourse which is a set 

of all the possible values the proposition can take. With each fuzzy proposition we can associate 

a possibility distribution function, w'^: 



n,(«) = poss { X=u\X is A }=|i^(u) 
(44) 

where /iA(u) = membership function of A, and its values in the unit interval [0,1] is the grade 

of membership for u in subset A. This function can be expressed analytically, and 

it defines how sure we are from the proposition u is in subset A. 

As an example consider the statement "the slope is steep." At what value is the slope 

considered steep? Generally experts establish a threshold value, for example, a 5% slope, to 

delineate between the two states (steep, not steep). This will lead to consider a 4.7% slope to 

be not steep, while a 5.2% slope to be steep. Such discontinuous behavior, which is due to a 

strict partition of a set of values, is not satisfactory. A way of dealing with this problem is to 

use fuzzy sets to represent this variable in order to have a gradual transition between "steep" and 

"not steep". For the above example, let the universe of discourse, U, be the slope in the interval 

[0%, 10%]. To define a fuzzy subset "steep slope" of U. For example if the slope is less than 

2.5% the slope is not steep, if the slope is greater than 6% the slope is steep, but if the slope is 

between 2.5% and 6% we can define a function (membership function) to state that the slope is 

steep or not steep with a certain degree of confidence. The function can be analytical or simply 

expressed as a table of values relating the conclusion the slope is steep with a degree of 

membership to the subset "steep slope". The possibility distribution function is given as the 

possibility that X may take u as its value given "X is A," and is further defined to be equal to 

the grade of membership, /*A(u), of u in A, Thus, the possibility that u is the value of X is 

simply defined as the membership degree of u to A. 

In the case of compound conditions, for example, "Xj is AT AND X2 is AZ AND ... AND 

XN is An", leads to the joint possibility distribution function which can be written: 



=MIN [^/U;)] 

(/=!,.. JO 
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(45) 

and by analogy the joint possibility distribution function for "X! is AJ OR X2 is A2 OR ... OR 

XN is An) can'be written: 

£2(ui,U2,.",U//)=IIj,iiIi;i.w(«1,«2,."^<w) 
(46) 

-MAX [^(K,)] 

(i=1,.JV) 

Sometimes the information from the user is somewhat uncertain. Boissonet al., (1985) proposed 

a simple way to assign a small degree of possibility, e, to a value which may be expected to have 

some variability from the fuzzy membership value calculated ftom the user's input. The quantity 

a=l-e estimates the confidence level of the information, and the information "X is A with 

confidence a" is represented as: 

(49) 
n»=M4X [ki», c] 

Other strategies for uncertainty propagation can be used, but generally feeling is depending 

on the type of expert system one can choose the proper technique that fits the problem. 

Generally the first step in building an expert system is to select the problem, define the 

expert system goals, and identify the sources of knowledge (Forsyth, 1984; Liebowitz and De 
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salvo, 1989). After defining many aspects of the expert system, one important question still arise 

every time we are concerned with building one—its feasibility. The feasibility of the expert 

system, as defined by Liebowitz and De salvo, 1989), requires consideration of the following. 

1. The problem primarily requires symbolic reasoning, 

2. Heuristic rules are available for problem handling, 

3. The problem requires decisions that are based on incomplete or uncertain information, 

4. The problem must be bounded in knowledge, 

5. Inputs and outputs are clearly defined, 

6. The problem can have more than one solution, 

7. A good set of tests exist to compare the achievements of the approach, and 

8. Human experts' knowledge is well defined. 

To be approached by an expert system the problem may have some of the above 

characteristics (Forsyth, 1984;Keller, 1987) or all of them. The most important facet is the 

presence of knowledge from human experts or any other reliable sources. 

As for the agricultural engineering field, many expert systems have been developed lately 

and the expert systems technology is being considered as a potential option for some field 

problems (Mckinion and Lemmon, 1985). One of the leading expert systems in the domain of 

agricultural engineering was developed by Michalski (1980). He built a system that learns to 

classify soya-bean diseases. Bradley et al., (1988) developed an expert system for irrigation 

planning and design, they used a commercially available expert system shell to develop the 

knowledge base along with a conventional program to handle the hydraulic design. They 

suggested that the complexity and uncertainty involved in the process of irrigation system design 

made it necessary to consider both analytical and expert evaluations. The solution they presented 
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utilized the advantages of both program structures in a combination which they described as a 

"decision support system". King (1989) developed an expert system for irrigation crop 

management using the artificial intelligence language Prolog. Barrett et al., (1985) evaluated the 

potential for the use of Al to benefit agriculture. They have identified many areas like: 1) 

marketing support systems, 2) pest management, 3) troubleshooting/diagnosis and many others 

with the focus on expert's consultation and management. 

Most of the expert systems developed in the domain of agriculture emphasized the problem 

of management and decision making (Davis and Clark, 1989). None of these expert systems have 

been developed for the domain of engineering design, which has the necessary characteristics to 

be approached by the expert system method. Many other areas in agriculture are ripe for expert 

system technology (Mckinion and Lemmon, 1985) and many researchers are proceeding along 

these lines. 

Although expert system applications remain controversial with respect to their results, 

potentials and their future (Dreyfuss et al., 1987), the astonishing successes of some expert 

systems have made them a fruitful area in academic research and Al application. 

2.4 Summary 

The design of a drip irrigation system is the integration of physical components (emitters, 

valves, filters, pipes, etc.) into a system arrangement which is able to meet the crop water 

requirements, subject to many restrictions related to soil physical and chemical characteristics and 

equipment limitations. The system design depends on many factors, but finally the system design 

will be constrained by economic factors such as feasibility, investment, labor, return on 

investment (Jensen, 1983). Due to the uncertainty associated with many phases of the system 

design, and especially with the system parameters, the optimal system design will yield a 
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configuration which best meets the requirements while remaining within the constraint 

boundaries. An expert system can operate under these stated conditions and complicated decision 

making processes and assist in the selection of equipment and network layout, 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A prototype expert system that covers all drip irrigation design phases was developed to 

simulate the role of an engineer. The available knowledge base consists of guidelines and 

procedures described in engineering handbooks, drip irrigation design manuals, and technical 

articles, in addition to the expertise of some of the department faculty. The main book used in 

developing this expert system was that of Keller and Bliesner (1990). The drip irrigation design 

process presented in this book is very well structured and can be easily transferred to an expert 

system knowledge base. The knowledge from this book covers many important phases of the 

design process which makes it very suitable to define the boundaries of the expert system. This 

book however does not cover some of the important design phases that will be used in the present 

expert system. For this reason some of the knowledge used has been derived through personal 

consultations with other experts. 

An attempt was also made to evaluate the overall drip irrigation system design by means 

of the design success indicator (DSI) which is a measure of the success of the drip system design 

expected under the complicated flow of data used in the design process. The DSI actually is a 

combination of the hydraulic performance, represented by the emission uniformity, and the 

certainty of design variables. It reflects how well the system will behave on the field. 

The expert system consists of three parts: 1) an interview component that is used to query 

the user about the design variables and factors, 2) a control component that retrieves and writes 

data to specific spreadsheets and activates the external programs when they are needed and 3) a 

set of external programs to perform hydraulic computation. 
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3.1 Expert system development 

An expert system is composed of four parts: 1) the knowledge base, 2) the inference 

engine, 3) the knowledge acquisition module, and 4) the explanatory interface. It was not the 

goal of this research to develop an inference engine, and so a commercially available expert 

system shell was used. The choice of the expert system shell to use was basically dictated by the 

nature of the work being done. Some of the characteristics of this development are: 1) decision 

making, 2) data query from the user, 3) use of spreadsheets to store the design variables, 4) use 

of external programs to design the hydraulics and lay out the system, 5) display information to 

guide the user throughout the interview and 6) compute the expected DSI of the design with an 

uncertainty propagation routine. 

The expert system shell that was used is "EXSYS PROFESSIONAL" (Exsys Inc., 1990) 

which has many of the features required by this specific work. The expert system shell 

characteristics are 1) a rule editor which is very easy to use, 2) a complete set of features to 

communicate with spreadsheets, external programs, and screen customization abilities, and 3) a 

change and rerun feature which facilitates the task of system design optimization. 

3.1.1 Production rules and inference technique 

In a knowledge-based expert system the information about the problem being solved is 

represented by the rule format which is called a "production rule". A production rule is as 

follows: 

IF 

Condition 

OR/AND Conditions 

THEN 
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Conditions 

OR/AND Choices 

ELSE 

Conditions 

OR/AND Choices 

NOTE: 

REFERENCE: 

The above rule representation is specific to the expert system shell being used. The NOTE can 

be used to inform the user about what the rule is doing, or any other specific information. The 

REFERENCE is where the source of knowledge expressed in the rule can be cited. The ELSE 

part is optional but sometimes it is useful to trim the size of the knowledge base. The IF part 

is where the information coming from the user is tested against the expert system knowledge 

base. If the conditions being tested turns out to be true the rule is true and the decisions and 

conditions in the THEN part are executed. If the condition (s) in the IF part are false the rule 

is considered false and the ELSE part is executed if it exists. In the THEN part decisions are 

made (executed) depending on the rule status (false or true). 

The rules in EXSYS PROFESSIONAL are made up of the five parts, shown in the rule 

format mentioned above. The dynamic part of the rule is the condition (premise). A condition 

is simply a statement of facts that has to be tested for truthfulness or falsehood. One type of 

condition is made up of two parts-a qualifier and one or more values. The qualifier is an 

English sentence that ends with a verb generally prompting for data or some variable needed by 

the expert system. Another type of condition is made of string or numeric variables, which is 

another way of data acquisition like the qualifier. Values are the possible answers for the 

question expressed by the qualifier or variable. The rule will test the user's response to the 
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question and make the right decision based on the actual knowledge base. A confidence factor 

representing the certainties the user supply when answering the questions can be combined to 

generate an overall confidence about the expert system solution. 

There are two main inference strategies, forward chaining and backward chaining. 

Forward chaining is based on the order of rules, and if information is needed to satisfy the IF 

condition other rules will be invoked to derive that piece of information. The rules will then be 

tested in the order that they occur. In backward chaining rules will be tested in accordance to 

the choices order. If information is needed, the expert system will automatically check all of the 

rules to see if there is one that could provide it. The expert system will then "chain" to this new 

rule before completing the first one. This new rule may require information that can be found 

in yet another rule. The expert system will then again automatically test this new rule. The logic 

of why the information is needed goes backwards through the chain of rules. If finally the 

information is set by one of the rules the chain will unwind back to the starting rule. 

Consider the following rule from the knowledge base: 

IF 

The crop type is orchard 

THEN 

The emitter typel is point source 

Typel emitter here is a subset used to differentiate between point source emitters. 

At this point the expert system has to define the emitter typel which can be set by the 

crop type. The expert system will need then to know the crop type, it will test all the rules to 

see if there is one that tells if the crop type is orchard. Suppose in the knowledge base there is 

the next rule 
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IF 

The crop being grown on the field is apple 

THEN 

The crop type is orchard 

This rule will be then tested to see if the crop type is orchard. At this point the crop being 

grown on the field needs to be set. The expert system will search to find a rule that sets a value 

for the crop being grown on the field until the value for the emitter typel is set. 

Actually, the inference strategy used in this expert system is dependent on the hardware 

used, mainly on the available RAM (Random Access Memory). Because the expert system shell 

takes much of the memory and also the actual knowledge base is very large, it was impossible 

to fit both of them into the available RAM of the microcomputer when using a backward chaining 

inference strategy. In backward chaining the expert system will not ask an additional question 

unless the information cannot be determined from existing rules, which implies that the system 

will keep track of the chain of execution so it can go back to the starting rule. This will reduce 

the memory available for the rest of the run. Moreover stack size used in the expert system shell 

is set by the developer to a maximum number and size that is not sufficient for the present 

knowledge base to be run using backward chaining. However, the present expert system can be 

run using the backward chaining technique if the computer has more than 640 K of base memory 

(not the extended and expanded memory). For this reason the knowledge base has been 

developed in a way that makes it possible to run using either forward or backward chaining 

strategies depending on the available RAM. In forward chaining, since there is no much 

overhead of checking the rule set, the execution is fast, and uses less memory. The expert 

system shell used here makes it very easy to control the knowledge execution. With each expert 

system it is possible to choose a command file that holds the expert system's execution options 
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(inference strategy, rerun options, title, etc). There are mainly three inference techniques that 

can be used in this shell: 1) backward chaining, 2) forward chaining and 3) forward chaining 

with backward chaining on variables. As stated above the memory available for running the 

knowledge base is not enough when using a backward chaining. For this reason, a forward 

chaining with backward on variables is suggested when using a microcomputer with, 640K of 

RAM. 

3.1.2 Design parameters acquisition 

For this section only design parameters concerning the crop, the water, the soil and the 

project constraints are treated. Other design parameters will be discussed in section 3.1.4, of 

external programs. All of the above parts can be set by the user to meet his specific needs. The 

design parameters query module prompts the user for data input and makes up the dynamic part 

of the expert system. 

The expert system will generate questions for the user when variables (such as crop, soil 

or water) need to be defined. The input will be tested within the rules to make the appropriate 

decision for the next step. The expert system collects the input by mean of qualifiers or 

variables, which are rule premises that have to be tested. The user will be prompted to answer 

these qualifiers or variables questions. Many of the parameters are not directly answered, but 

rather retrieved from specific spreadsheets. The idea of avoiding some questions is very 

important especially when the variable is somehow a numeric constant. As an example of the 

use of spreadsheets for data storage, consider the soil characteristic of water-holding capacity, 

which is a constant that is specific for each type of soil. A parameter like this need not be 

retrieved from the user. Other factors, such as those concerning crop parameters, are also 

retrieved from spreadsheets. 
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The expert system covers six types of soil. Their characteristics are stored in a 

spreadsheet called WHC.WK1 (Table 1). This file contains the values of water-holding capacity 

of these soils. Crop data are stored in another spreadsheet called CROP1.WK1 (Table 2) which 

holds 1) the rooting depth of the crop (Z), 2) the peak daily and seasonal crop water requirements 

under two (humid and arid) climates (Ud and U,), 3) percentage area shaded by the crop canopy 

(Pd), 4) the management allowable deficit (MAD), 5) the crop salt tolerance with zero yield 

(ECEmax) and with no yield reduction (ECEmin), and 6) a confidence factor (CF) about the crop 

data stored. The spreadsheet contains the data on eight crops, but the user has the option to 

choose his own crop if it is not in the spreadsheet. If so, the expert system will query the user 

for the new crop parameters. The interview module is related to qualifiers and variables. An 

example qualifier is as follows: 

Q> The crop you will grow on the field is 

1 V> Apple 

2 V > Cotton 

3 V > Grapes 

4 V > Green beans 

5 V > Sugar beets 

6 V > Potatoes 

7 V > Tomatoes 

8 V > Sweet corn 

9 V > None of these 

The user will choose one of the above crops or choose the "None of these" option. In the 

latter case he will be prompted to enter the new crop data. Many of the design parameters are 

collected by qualifiers which are usually text strings. 



Table 1. Spreadsheet for soil data (WHC.WK1) 

(after, Cuenca, 1989). 

Soil type Infiltration TAW 

(mm/h) (mm/m) 

Sands: 50 80 

Sandy loam: 25 120 

Loam: 13 170 

Clay loam: 8 190 

Silty clay: 2.5 200 

Clay: 5 230 

Infiltration: Is just an average, field test is recommended. 

TAW: Total available water, representing an average value. 



Table 2, Spreadsheet for crop data (CROP1.WK1) 

(after, Keller and Bliesner, 1990; FAO, paper 24, 1984) 

Percent 
shaded 

area Pd 

Crop 
root 

depth z 

Climate type ECE 

Crop 

Percent 
shaded 

area Pd 

Crop 
root 

depth z Humid Arid 
MAD min max Crop 

% m ud 

mm/d 
u. 
mm mm/d 

u, 
mm % dS/m 

dS/m CF 

Apples 66 1 5.1 635 7.6 813 50 1.7 8 0.9 

Cotton 70 1.2 4.7 545 7.6 660 65 7.7 27 0.9 

Grapes 60 0.85 3.6 356 4.8 457 35 1.5 12 0.9 

Green beans 50 0.7 4.6 330 6.1 457 45 1 6.5 0.9 

Sugar Beets 65 0.9 4.6 584 6.9 711 50 7 24 0.9 

Potatoes 55 0.75 4.6 406 6.9 553 25 1.7 10 0.9 

Tomatoes 50 0.9 4.6 457 5.6 559 40 2.5 12.5 0.9 

Sweet Corn 55 0.5 5.1 508 7.6 610 40 1.7 10 0.9 

CF: Confidence in the crop data. This value is based on a personal judgement 

and can not represent in any way the real value. Because this data was 

collected from different sources a 9095 average confidence was assumed. 
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If the data is a numeric value the expert system will activate the question associated with 

the variable. For example the experts system needs to know the plant spacing between rows, 

hence the following question will be asked: 

[Sp] The plant spacing between rows (in m) is 

The user must answer with a numeric (greater than zero). The same technique was used to 

collect the rest of the data. When the expert system knows that the data need not be obtained 

directly from the user it will activate the communication routine to look for the variable in the 

spreadsheets. In case the user has chosen one of the crops that is already in the knowledge base, 

the expert system will retrieve the data from the spreadsheet CROP1.WK1. 

For example in case where the user has chosen apples as a crop and humid for climate. 

The expert system will determine the peak daily water requirement with a data acquisition 

command as follows: 

X> SS_RD(CR0P1.WK1, D13, [Ud]) 

where X > = the X prompt tells the expert system that data will be retrieved by a 

data acquisition command instead of direct question, 

SSJRD = tells the system to read from a spreadsheet, 

CROP1.WK1 = is the name of the spreadsheet where data is stored, 

D13 = cell address where data is stored, 

[Ud] = assign the data retrieved to the variable Ud. 

Soil data is retrieved in the same way. It was decided that some of the design parameters 

are vital for the design success and so the user will sometimes be required to input his confidence 

in the answers supplied. These values of confidence will later be used to compute the expected 
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DSI of the system. Although the interview module is self explanatory, the user can at any time 

request information about the variable and the reason behind the question in four ways 1) ask 

why has the question been asked, 2) ask how has a specific variable been set to a specific value, 

3) request information about the meaning of the question and what is supposed to be entered by 

replying the expert system with a question mark (?), and 4) get more information about a specific 

word in the question. These questions will be answered by the expert system, depending upon 

the type of question the system is asked. It may display the rule being tested, or display the rule 

or rules that set the variable value as well as display more information about the question. 

Specific and important words are highlighted when the question is displayed, and the user may 

request information about the highlighted item. An information file will be displayed, hypertext 

technique, described as follows, is used to construct these information files. This technique 

consists of highlighting a specific word and with each highlighted word there is an associated text 

file. Within this text file other important clue words can be highlighted, and so on. Information 

files can be nested up to 40 levels but for this expert system the number of layered hypertexts 

are kept low, in the order of 1 to 3 layers, to avoid confusion. 

3.1.3 Decision making and data processing 

Once the preliminary design parameters are collected the expert system will start using 

the data to make decisions and computations for the next steps of the design process. The 

original data (input) like the soil holding capacity and crop data will be combined to yield other 

important design parameters. The percent wetted area Pw, the leaching requirement LR,, the 

average daily transpiration rate Tj, the maximum net depth of application per irrigation dx, the 

irrigation interval f„ the required emitter discharge q,, the allowable pressure head variation AH„ 

and many other variables, are generated by means of simple design equations. Most of the 
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equations used to compute these design parameters have been presented in the literature review, 

the only difference being that the nomenclature used here is mainly the notations used by Keller 

and Bliesner (1990). After computing the Pw by Equation 4, defining the water-holding capacity 

of the soil and the depth of soil considered in irrigation, the maximum net depth of water to be 

applied per irrigation can be computed by Equation 8. 

The dx is actually based on the maximum irrigation interval (fj. Generally this maximum 

interval will be reduced depending on the management measures. To simplify the design 

computations Keller and Bliesner (1990) proposed to use an irrigation interval (F) equal to one 

day, the idea here is to let dx equal the net depth of water to be applied per irrigation d„, and both 

of them will be equal to the average daily crop transpiration rate during peak-water use Td. 

Because only a fraction of the soil volume is wetted under drip irrigation, Td can be computed 

by Equation 7. 
t 

When the irrigation interval is taken to be one day, the maximum net depth (d„ which 

is the depth of water that will be replace the soil moisture deficit when it is equal to MAD, based 

on the maximum irrigation interval, (Q and the net depth, (dj based on the actual irrigation 

interval, (f) will reduce to Equation 9. 

The seasonal irrigation efficiency, E* is primarily a function of application uniformity, 

but it also depends on minor losses due to runoff, leaks, filter and line flushing, and drainage. 

All of these losses lead to the definition of a new factor, the peak-use-period transmission ratio 

(Tr), which is the depth of irrigation water transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth 

of water actually transpired. It allows calculation of the extra water that must be applied to offset 

unavoidable percolation beyond the root zone. A similar factor can be computed on a seasonal 

basis, (TR). For the present expert system these two values are generated by rules based on three 

design factors: I) the crop root depth, 2) the soil texture and 3) the climate type. The E, can then 
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be estimated by: 

Es = EU when 7^1.0/(1.0-1 )̂ 

(50) 

where EU = estimated value for irrigation efficiency for design purposes, % 

LRi = leaching requirements, ratio. 

Once the leaching requirements is computed, the next step is to compute the depth of 

water per irrigation including the leaching requirements, which is the gross depth per irrigation 

(d). The expert system will test the computed values of Tr and LR^ Where LRt ^ 0.1 or the 

unavoidable percolation is greater than the adjusted leaching water required, Tf S: 0.9/(1.0-LR,) 

d will be computed by: 

d = d T "n r 
EU/100 

(51) 

where d = Gross depth of application per irrigation, mm 

All variables are as defined previously. 

If Tr > 0.9/(1.0-LRJ d is computed by: 

d = 
100dH n (52) 

EU(1.0-LR) 
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The gross volume of water required per plant per day can now be computed by: 

(53) 

where G 

K 

gross volume of water required per plant or unit length of row, 1/day 

conversion constant, which is 1.0 for metric units 

S, p crop spacing on the rows, m 

Sr = crop spacing between rows, m 

f' and d are as defined previously. 

Based on the depth being irrigated and the soil profile, the expert system will set a value 

for the optimum emitter spacing, and then the number of emission points per plant will be 

computed by: 

The expert system will then estimate an irrigation application time (TJ based on the rated emitter 

discharge. This time has to satisfy the optimization of the system which requires that the network 

needs to work for the longest possible time in order to reduce capital cost. Generally T, is close 

to 21 hours, which leaves some safety time for system failure and yet maximizes the system 

operating time. The required average emitter discharge can then be computed by: 

(54) 

where Np = number of emission points per plant 

Se = emitter spacing, m 
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_ G (55) 
9a ~ Np Ta 

where q„ = average emitter discharge, 1/hr. 

To compute the average emitter pressure head and the allowable head variation, the 

expert system will first choose an emitter type suitable for the crop, soil, water and farmer 

conditions. The knowledge base identifies two general types of emitters: 1) line source emitters 

and 2) point source emitters. To decide which type to use the expert system will categorize crops 

into three types: 1) orchard crops, 2) row crops and 3) vine crops. If the type of crop is an 

orchard a point source emitter will be used. If the type of crop is a row crop a line source will 

be used. If the type of crop is a vine crop, both emitter types can be used, so the system will 

use another variable to differentiate between them. Because point source emitter are generally 

more expensive the project budget will be investigated to decide which emitter type should be 

used. If the project budget is not constrained, point source will be adopted for vine crops and 

if some constraints over the budget are existent line source will be used. This is done because 

point source emitters are generally better than line source emitters with respect to hydraulic 

characteristics and reliability. This concludes the first phase of emitter selection. 

Each of the two types of emitters can be separated into two other subgroups. There will 

be two subgroups of point source emitters: 1) point source emitter with flushing abilities and 2) 

without flushing abilities. Flushing ability is an important characteristic of emitters especially 

when the water quality is not very good and for this reason the water quality will dictate whether 

or not to adopt the flushing abilities. For the line source the two subgroups considered are: I) 

monowall or 2) biwall line source. These two types are mainly related to water quality and 

project budget. Because monowall tubing can easily be flushed they can be adopted for low 
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quality water. Biwall tubing provide generally a better water distribution but it is more expensive 

than monowall tubing. For this reason the water quality and budget constraints have to be 

considered when choosing between these two. The third characteristic of point source emitter 

that should be used is pressure compensating, which is considered an extra safety. However, 

because a compensating emitter is generally expensive, it will not be adopted unless the project 

budget permits. Figure 4 shows a decision tree for the expert system's emitter selection. 

After selecting the emitter, the expert system will prompt for the emitter characteristics, 

the discharge coefficient Kj, the discharge exponent x, the emitter coefficient of manufacturing 

variation v, the emitter connection loss fe (Figure 8) and a confidence factor about these 

characteristics that the user has to supply depending on his personal judgement. These can be 

entered directly or the user may choose to enter a table of data about the emitter, the table of data 

is generally supplied by the manufacturer and it relates the emitter discharge to the pressure head 

required. A special external program will compute the Kj and the x. Other characteristics still 

be retrieved from the user. The expert system will then compute the average required emitter 

pressure head using Equation 10. The minimum permissible discharge (qj and minimum 

pressure head of the system can be computed based on the required emission uniformity, which 

is estimated for a proposed design based on the ratio of the lowest emission rate to the average 

emission rate (Keller and Karmeli, 1975) and the emitter coefficient of manufacturing variation 

(v). The equation that relates q,,, q,, EU and v is: 

EU = 100(1.0-1.27— -̂)— (56) 
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Figure 4. Emitter selection decision tree 
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where EU = design emission uniformity, % 

v = emitter coefficient of manufacturing variation 

Np = number of emission points per plant 

= minimum emission rate for the system, 1/hr 

qs, = average or design emission rate, 1/hr. 

The minimum pressure can then be computed using Equation 10, and the allowable pressure head 

variation AH, for the subunit or the system is calculated by: 

where AH, = Allowable pressure head variation in the subunit or the system, m 

Hn = Minimum pressure head that will give q,,, m 

Ha = Average pressure head that will give q,, m 

AH, is an important design parameter because the subunit hydraulic design will depend on its 

value. 

The total system capacity (Q,) for uniformly spaced laterals that supply uniformly spaced 

emitters can be computed by: 

A H, = 2.5(H,-Hn) 
(57) 

(58) 

where Q, 

K 

= Total system capacity, 1/s 

= Conversion constant equal to 2.778 for metric unit 
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A = Field area, ha 

N, = Number of operating stations 

All of the above computation are handled within the expert system, which will start computing 

these parameters by combining variables from previous steps. Every time the expert system find 

that some piece of data is not present it starts to define it from the knowledge base by checking 

the rules that have fired (rules that are true). In case no rules define that piece of data, the 

system prompts the user to enter its value by displaying its associated question. After computing 

the design parameters or collecting them from the user, the values will be stored in two special 

spreadsheets: 1) spreadsheet for drip irrigation design data called FORM1.WK1, which contains 

all of the planning design parameters (Table 3) and 2) spreadsheet for drip irrigation design 

factors, which contains more elaborate data. This spreadsheet is called DTAT.WKl (Table 4). 

Once this work is ready the expert system will start the hydraulic design process by directing the 

control to the external programs. 

3.1.4 External programs 

Because the system hydraulics involves some complicated computations which are not 

suitable to be handled within the expert system, it was decided that a set of external subroutines 

will do this task without complicating the knowledge base. Actually the expert system shell being 

used, as mentioned before, allows communication with external programs, and thus the system 

can exchange data back and forth with them. The drip irrigation design process involves four 

separate subroutines written and compiled in "Quickbasic": 1) system layout, 2) lateral 

hydraulics, 3) manifolds hydraulics and 4) mainline hydraulics. All subroutines yield the required 

system total dynamic head (TDH), which can be used later to design the pumping station for the 

system. Another external program (EMnT.BAS) computes the emitter Kj and x, specifications 



Table 3. Spreadsheet FORMl.WKl, Design parameters, 
part 1. (after Keller and BLiesner, 1990) 

I PROJECT 

II WATER AND LAND. Notation Data 

Field area-(ha): A 

Effective rain-(mm): Rn 

Residual soil water-(mm): Ms 

Water supply-(l/s): Qw 

Water quality-(dS/m): ECw 

Water quality classification: Class 

III SOIL AND LAND. 

Total soil depth-m: Zs 

First layer-m Z1 

Texture of first layer: Textl 

WHC of first layer-mm/m: Wal 

Second layer-m: Z2 

Texture of second layer: Text2 

WHC of second layer-mm/m: Wa2 

Third layer-m: Z3 

Texture of third layer: Text3 

WHC of third layer-mm/m: Wa3 

Soil limitations: Lim 

Management allowable deficit-%: MAD 

Crop: Name 

Plant spacing (between lines) Sr 

Plant spacing (on the row)-m: Sp 

Plant root depth-m: Z 

Percent shaded area-%: Pd 

Average daily peak ET -mm/day: Ud 



Table 3—Continued 

Seasonal water requirement-mm: Us 

Leaching requirement-ratio: LRt 

Actual A.W: mm/m Wa 

IV EMITTER. 

Type: Type 

Confidence in the emitter data (< — 1): 

Pressure [head]- m: H 

Rated discharge @ H- 1/hr: q 

Discharge exponent: X 

Coefficient of variability: V 

Discharge coefficient: Kd 

Connection loss equivalent-m: fe 



Table 4. Spreadsheet DT AT. WKl, Design parameters, 
part 2. (after KEIIer and BLiesner, 1990) 

I. PROJECT 

n. TRIAL DESIGN Notation Data 

Emision point layout: 

Emitter spacing on row -m: Se 

Emitter spacing betwen lines-m: SI 

Emission points per plant: Np* 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 

Maximum net depth-mm: dx 

Average peak transpiration-mm/day: Td 

Maximum interval-days: fit 

Irigation frequency-days: f(l) 

Net depth per irrigation-mm: dn 

Assumed uniformity-%: EU 

Gross depth per irrigation-mm: d 

Gross water/plant-l/d/plant (1/d/m): G 

Application time-hr: Ta 

III. FINAL DESIGN 

Application time-hr: Ta 

Irrigation interval-days: f 

Gros depth per irrigation-mm: d 

Average emitter discharge-I/hr: qa 

Average emitter head-m: Ha 

Allowable head variation-m: DHs 

Emitter spacing on row-m: Se 

Emitter spacing between rows-m: SI 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 

Number of stations: Ns 



Table 4—Continued 

System capacity-I/s: Qs 

Seasonal efficiency-%: Es 

Seasonal irrigation-ha-m: Vs 

Seasonal operation-hr: Ot 

Total dynamic head-m: TDH 

Actual uniformity-%: EU 

Net application rate-mm/hr: In 
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based on the user's supplied data. 

3.1.4.1 System layout routine 

In the present work not every situation was covered. The field shape has been restricted 

to rectangular or square patterns. The layout program LAYOUT.BAS was developed under these 

restrictions. The user will be shown a non-scaled rectangular field with three possible water 

source positions and four types of slopes, Figure 5. The user has then to define his field 

configuration which is a combination of: 1) the water source position, 2) the East-West and 

North-South slope directions and values and 3) the East-West (Disl) and North-South (Dis2) field 

distances. The layout program uses two different assumptions. The network layout should gain 

the maximum possible head from the field slopes, which implies that the laterals and manifolds 

have always to run downhill. This is allowable because the subunit, which is defined by the set 

of laterals connected to a manifold, can have its own pressure and flow control unit. The field 

will be subdivided into small subunits of less than 4 hectares and the laterals will run for a 

distance close to 200 meters. The restriction of the subunit area is adopted to reduce the pressure 

and flow variation within the subunit. Depending on whether or not the field has slopes the 

laterals will be paired (for sloped field) or single if there is no slope. When paired, one section 

will run uphill and the second will run downhill. This is done by balancing the minimum 

pressure in the two lateral sections (Keller and Bliesner, 1990). If there is no slope the laterals 

will extend equal distances in both directions from the manifold. The layout program will first 

define the subunit area and dimensions; then the steepest slope will be used to lay out the laterals, 

which in turn will define the whole network layout. Usually the manifold is perpendicular to the 

laterals and the mainline is perpendicular to the manifolds. Because of the location of the water 

source, which is involved in the layout, the perpendicular layout was not always used. 60 types 
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Water source position 

options 

Dis2 

Water source position: Al, A2 or CI 

Disl: Distance between C1-C2 

Dis2: Distance between C1-C3 

HS, slope direction C1-C2: 1 or 2 (arrows pointing downslope) 

VS, slope direction C1-C3: 3 or 4 (arrows pointing downslope) 

Figure 5. Field configuration display 
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of layouts are defined and the program will define the one that meets the above criteria. The 

layout program output consists of the following 10 variables. Field length, the field width, the 

lateral length, the manifold length, the mainline length, the lateral slope, the manifold slope, the 

mainline slope, the number of subunits and a coefficient for the mainline flow based on the water 

source position. If the mainline extends in both directions of the water source the flow in each 

leg will be half of the total flow. All of these variables are written to the ASCII file 

RETURN.DAT that the expert system will read. The control is next directed to the external 

program for laterals design. 

3.1.4.2 Lateral design routine 

To reduce the flow into the lateral and to limit variations of flow and pressure, laterals 

are generally paired. In case of no slope in the lateral direction the two section will have equal 

lengths, but if there is a slope in the direction of run it is usually most economical to make the 

section running uphill shorter than the one running downhill. This requires that starting from the 

same manifold connection, the minimum pressures along the pair of laterals are equal. The 

program will determine the lateral characteristics as: 1) the flow rate, 2) the inlet pressure, 3) the 

pipe size without tapering and 4) the best manifold location. The first step is to compute the 

lateral flow rate, based on the average lateral with average emitter as given by: 

Ql = hq <S9> 
'  s , '  

where Q[ = lateral flow rate, 1/s 

L, = lateral length, m 
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q, = average emitter flow, 1/s 

S„ = emitter spacing on the lateral, m 

The lateral pipe diameter can now be computed using the friction head loss by modifying 

Equation 15, to account for flow variation and emitter connection loss. Splitting the AH, equally 

between laterals and manifolds, the lateral pipe diameter will be the minimum commercial one 

available which has a headloss less than or equal to that calculated by: 

rK l, W (60) 

100 D*1S se 2 

where K = conversion constant equal to 7,89xl07 for metric units 

F = reduction coefficient to compensate for the discharge along the pipe. Usually 

it can be assumed that F=0.36, because drip laterals almost always have more 

than 15 outlets 

AH, = allowable head pressure variation, m 

fe = emitter connection loss as an equivalent length of lateral, m 

D = pipe inside diameter that satisfies the equation, mm 

Because laterals are always paired the "best" manifold position (Y) has to be determined. 

It is located where the uphill and downhill friction curves intersect (Figure 6). The next equation 

gives the pressure distribution for the downhill lateral: 

r +A He+Hn 
(61) 
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where (H)d = pressure head along the pipe friction curve for downhill lateral, m 

hf = friction head loss for entire lateral of length L,, m 

x = distance from the downhill end of pair of laterals, m 

AHC = difference between the downhill (closed) end pressure head and minimum 

pressure head on the lateral, m 

Hn = minimum pressure head for the downhill lateral, m 

Keller and Bliesner (1990) used the notation L,, to represent the length of the pair of laterals 

instead of L( (Figure 6). 

Similar equation can be developed for the uphill section as: 

\275 (62) 
(H). = AJl-f +A E,*U, 

I \2 

'HI 

where (H)u = pressure head along the pipe friction curve for the uphill lateral section, m 

AE, = absolute difference in elevation between the outer ends of the pair of laterals, 

m. All other variables are as defined previously. 

The location of Y can then be determined by equating Equations 61 and 62: 

/ \2.75 

MI) +A"< - +AE, 
(63) 
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Figure 6. Paired lateral and "Best" manifold position 



Letting Y = x/L, and rearranging the above equation gives: 
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AEl - _ y115 _ 75 
hf 

To solve for Y the left hand term of equation 64 can be expanded to give: 

AEt - Affc AE, AEj AHe (65) 

hf hf hf A E{ 

AHC is the difference between the closed end pressure and the lateral minimum pressure heads. 

When the lateral is level or uphill AHC = 0. For downhill laterals with steep slope, i.e., lateral 

slope is greater than the friction curve slope, AHC =-AE, -hf. For downhill laterals with a lateral 

slope less than the friction curve slope, the location of the minimum pressure (y) on the lateral 

is where the friction curve between two consecutive outlets, j', is equal to the ground slope. The 

location of this point (y) can be obtained by: 

( A E,\ o&i 
y = (66) 

"/ 

The. AHC can now be computed by: 
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A He = AEfy)-h/y)"5 
(67) 

where y = length ratio where the friction curve and ground line have the same slope 

Equation 65 becomes: 

Equation 69, has to be solved by iteration and the resulting Y will set the position of the manifold 

between the pair of laterals. 

The lateral inlet pressure (Hi) is also an important factor. For a pair of laterals, the 

lateral inlet pressure, H|, and average lateral friction head loss ( h/) , Figure 6, must be 

approximated by: 

(68) 

Assuming F=0.36, these equations will lead to: 

(hf) = -hf [y375+(i-y ?nsvhf [r27S-u-r )2-73](i-r) (70) 
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The average difference in elevation along the pair of laterals (AE; ) is: 

(A E) = 0.5A E{ 

(71) 

The H| can then be computed by: 

HrHa-(h^hf Y2-15+0.5AErAElY 

(72) 

The minimum pressure head over the pair of laterals will be computed by the next equation: 

(73) 
Hn = Hr(l-Y)AEr(l-Y)21shf 

This concludes the lateral hydraulic design. 

For the next step, manifold design, the difference between maximum and minimum 

pressure heads along the lateral must be computed, as follows: 

A H{ = HrHn ; if(HrHJ * A Hc 

AH, = AHc ; if (HrHJ < AHc 

(74) 
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The lateral design program is activated by the expert system when design data are 

available and after the layout program has been executed. The expert system will prepare an 

ASCII file called PASS.DAT that contains all the design input for the lateral. This file will be 

read by the LATERAL.BAS program and then computation will be performed and all the lateral 

specifications will be written to the ASCII file, RETURN.DAT, that the expert system will read. 

The ASCII files PASS.DAT and RETURN.DAT are initialized by the expert system each time 

an external program is invoked, so data can be exchanged between the expert system and the 

external program without confusion. Once RETURN.DAT is generated by LATERAL.BAS 

control returns back to the expert system, which will start running the manifold design routine 

(Figure 7). 

3.1.4.3 Manifold design routine 

Manifolds are multi-outlet pipelines like laterals. The only difference between them is 

that the flow rate is much higher in manifolds, and usually they are tapered, having up to four 

pipe sizes (Keller and Bliesner, 1990). This is done to economize on pipe costs and to keep the 

pressure head variation within the desired limits. For the present work the manifold will be 

singly connected to the mainline. The is because manifolds are generally operated individually. 

The flow velocity should be limited to 2 m/s. 

The expert system will ask the user if he wants the manifolds to be tapered, then 

MANIFOLD.BAS program reads the ASCII file PASS.DAT generated by the expert system. 

The first step is then to determine the manifold allowable pressure head variation as follows: 
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Figure 7. Expert System flowchart and ASCII files handling 
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(A HJa = AH.-AH, (75) 

where (AH Ja = allowable manifold pressure head variation, m 

AH, = allowable pressure head variation in the subunit, m 

AH, = difference between maximum and minimum pressure in the lateral, m. 

The hydraulic grade line (HGL) method will be used to design the manifold. It is a 

numerical method developed by Boswell (1985) to be used on computers and it can be used only 

for manifolds serving equally spaced laterals having equal flow rates. 

The elevation of the hydraulic grade at any point x along a pipe friction curve that is 

tangent to an HGL with slope S can be computed directly. This is done by adding hfx to AHC, 

(Figure 8) to obtain: 

h, = v A/rc 
(76) 

where H„ = hydraulic grade at a point x along a pipe friction curve that is tangent to the 

HGL, m 

hfx = friction head loss from point x to the closed end, m 

AHC = difference between the closed end and minimum pressure head along the 

pipeline, m. 

Some notations here (AHe, hr etc) are the same ones used for lateral design development, because 

manifolds are actually multiple outlet pipe lines like laterals and there is no need to extend the 

list of notations. 
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hrx can be computed by: 

(77) 

where Lm = Length of the manifold, m 

Replacing AHC by its values in Equation 67 and y by its equivalent value from Equation 66 and 

rearranging gives: 

JFK H= 
* 100 V m) 

lla
t s°>b m-F) 

jVb' 100 
(78) 

in which: 

(Q )b 

F = 1/a, and a = (1 +b) 
Dc 

(79) 

where Lm = manifold length, m 

x = distance from the closed end, m 

S = absolute slope of the HGL to which the pipe friction curve is tangent, % 

J = friction head loss gradient, m/lOOm 

Qm = manifold flow rate, I/s 

D = inside diameter of the pipe, mm 

b and c = flow rate and pipe diameter exponents, 
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Figure 8. Tapered manifolds design for different slope cases. 
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If D <, 125 mm b = 1.75, c=4.75, and if D & 125 mm then b = 1.83 and c = 4.83 

K = conversion constant = 7.89xl07 when 125 mm, and equal to 9.58xl07 when 

D ^ 125 mm. 

As the manifold will be tapered, there will be a series of intersections between pipe-

friction-loss curves for adjacent segments with different pipe sizes (or diameters). The locations 

of these intersections must be determined to select the length of each size of pipe and compute 

the pressure head variation along the tapered manifold. Keller and Bliesner (1990) proposed an 

equation that computes the location of the intersection between the friction curves (see Figure 8) 

for a pipe with diameter D, and the next larger pipe with diameter D2 as follows: 

JCj=«& 
'b(D2Y'b 

- Hpiy'bV/fl 

{ (Z)J)"C - (DJ-C 
(80) 

in which: 

* = (7T)(|)1/t 
(81) 

For the HGL method, the following steps were used to design the tapered manifolds. 

Step 1. Set Hx at the inlet end of the manifold at (AH^+AEs, for downhill, where AEm 

is the absolute elevation difference between outer ends of the manifold, at 

(AHfor level, and (AHJa ~AEm for uphill manifolds. 

Step 2. For downhill manifolds find the smallest diameter pipe that gives S ^ 100 

AEJLa using Equation 78 with x=Lm and Hx from Step 1. For level or uphill 

manifolds find the smallest pipe diameter that gives hf <, H, from step 1. 
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Then determine the absolute percentage slope of the HGL to which the pipe 

friction curve (see Figure 8) is tangent, by rearranging Equation 78: 

Step 3. Starting with the D found in step 2 as the inlet end pipe diameter, select up to 

three smaller pipe diameters, with the smallest no less than one-half the inlet pipe 

diameter. 

Step 4. Using Equations 80 and 81 find the intersections between the different pipe 

sections selected in step 3. 

Step 5. Determine the length of each size of pipe as follows, beginning with the smallest 

diameter pipe, L,: 

L, = (x, -0) 

U = (x2 -x,) 

L, = (Lm -Xn,) 

Step 6. Determine the head loss due to pipe friction, hf for the tapered manifold by: 

S (82) 
(LJ100X1-F) 

\b( (*!>' [(V-fr,)" 

'IcD,/ (02)c (0/ > 

(83) 

where Dn = Diameter of largest pipe, mm 

x, = L, = Length of smallest diameter pipe, m 
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x2 = L1+L2 = Length of the smallest plus length of next larger diameter pipe, m 

Xn = Lm = Length of the manifold, m 

Other variables are as defined previously. 

Step 7. Determine the manifold inlet pressure required, (HJ by the next equation: 

Hm = H,+khf+O.SAEm (84) 

where Hm = manifold inlet pressure head, m 

H, = average lateral inlet pressure head, by Equation 72, m 

k = 0.75 for manifolds with one pipe size, 0.63 for two pipe sizes, and 0.5 for three 

or more pipe sizes 

hf = Manifold pipe friction head loss, m 

AEm = Elevation difference between the closed and inlet of manifold, which is positive 

(+) for uphill and negative (-) for downhill manifolds, m. 

All the variables computed by the program MANIFOLD.BAS will be written to the 

ASCII file RETURN.DAT which will be read by the expert system. The expert system will then 

go to the last hydraulic design routine which is the mainline hydraulic design. 

3.1.4.4 Mainline design routine 

To complete the drip system design the control head components and main pipe network 

must be specified. To design the pumping plant the total dynamic head (TDH) that will be 

required at the system inlet must be estimated. Therefore the anticipated head loss through the 

control head and main pipe network must be determined (Keller and Bliesner, 1990). Because 
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each subunit will be operated and controlled alone, the mainline design is somewhat independent 

of the subunit design. The pressure head difference (Hf0) due to pipe friction, hr computed by 

Equation 15 with a pipe diameter that will give a velocity less than 1.5 mis (Keller and Bliesner, 

1990), and elevation difference, AHe, between the control head and the last manifold inlet can 

be determined by: 

Hfe=hf+AHe (85) 

Then the manifold inlet pressure Ho (Equation 84) and the pressure head difference (Hfc) will be 

equal to (Hm + Hfe) for the main line. This will establish the friction head loss. 

Finally the TDH can be computed by summing the following factors: . 

1. Dynamic lift 

2. Supply system losses 

3. Control head losses 

4. (Hm+Hfc) 

5. Miscellaneous losses in subunits 

6. Friction loss safety factor, which is 10% of the sum of friction head losses 

and 

7. Pressure head allowance for emitter deterioration, which accounts for emitter loosing 

its pre-design characteristics. This value can go up to half the average emitter pressure 

head. 

For the present expert system not all of the above factors were considered because the 

purpose was to design the subunit which is the most critical part of the drip system and also 
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because other factors can easily be added later by the design engineer when they are known. 

Actually just the last four factors will be used to compute the TDH. 

The MAIN.BAS program will read the PASS.DAT file (generated by the expert system), 

which contains all the necessary mainline design variables. The TDH will be estimated, and data 

will be written to RETURN.DAT which will be read by the expert system. This will close the 

set of external programs and return the final control to the expert system. 

At this point the system net application rate (IJ can be computed by: 

/ -KEVNpq° <86> 

" 100 S/r 

where In = net application rate, mm/hr 

K = conversion constant equal to 1.0 for metric units 

Design data will then be written in part to the spreadsheet DTAT.WK1, and a final design 

report will be displayed to the user containing all the design parameters and values. 

The drip system design has to be evaluated to check the expected design success. This 

will be done by mean of a factor called design success indicator (DSI). This factor is based on 

uncertainty propagation through the whole design process, starting from data collection and 

ending with the TDH. 

3.1.5 Design success indicator 

Any irrigation system design will depend mainly on the reliability of the parameters used 

to define it. The hydraulics of the system, as suggested by the developed equations, rely on three 

sources of data which are 1) crop parameters, 2) soil parameters and 3) constraint applied by the 
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farmer or the environment (market, water supply quality, etc). Because human intervention is 

involved in the data collection and parameter definitions, some non-reliability would be expected 

under these conditions. This will influence the overall system design in one of two ways: 

overestimation or underestimation. Both are unacceptable because of the cost or risk associated 

with them. Traditionally irrigation systems are evaluated by means of their emission uniformity 

and irrigation efficiency. Unfortunately other factors can affect the expected success of the 

design. 

As a means of estimating the expected success of the design, each piece of data used in 

the process will be associated with a confidence factor (CF) that reflects its degree of closeness 

to the real value. Although all types of data are not 100% certain, it was decided that just the 

most important ones will be used in the computation of DSI. The user must supply his degree 

of confidence about the data he enters each time a question is proposed. 

Even though not all of the confidence factors will be used to compute the DSI, the ones 

used will be divided into two groups: 1) high-influencing factors and 2) low-influencing factors. 

For example the daily crop water consumptive use at the peak-period (U^) is a very important 

factor that will define all the system hydraulics and so it is assigned to group 1. On the other 

hand a design parameter like the soil hydraulics will influence the DSI but not significantly 

because with proper design and layout its affect can be overcome. Therefore, it will be placed 

in group 2. All other parameters will be investigated and placed in the appropriate group. 

At the start of the expert system the DSI factor will be initialized to a value of 1, and 

through the execution of the knowledge base the DSI will decrease by multiplying its last value 

by the CF of the design parameter from group 1 or averaging its last value with the CF of the 

parameter from group 2. The uncertainty propagation through the system design process is then 

computed by: 



DSIitl =-i [DSI^CFiParameterJ] 
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(87) 

DSIm = DSI^CF(Parameter^ (88) 

where DSIi+, = DSI value at the present phase of the design 

DSI; = DSI value from the previous phase 

CF = Parameter confidence factor 

Parameter! or Parameter are the design parameters from group 1 or 2 

The DSI keeps decreasing each time a parameter from group 1 or group 2 has a CF less 

than 1. Finally the DSI value will be multiplied by the system emission uniformity to generate 

the overall system design success indicator. The value of DSI will generally be less than one. 

The expected system success will be high if the DSI is close to 1. For the present work no 

specific value for DSI can be set to define a definite success or failure. Rather, the final value 

can give the designer a feeling of how the system response will be on field. 

The DSI factor is far away from being useful at this stage, especially with the weakness 

of the uncertainty propagation routine being used. Rather it is an idea that one can investigate 

for the sake of evaluating irrigation systems based on the certainty of the design parameters. Up 

to this time, irrigation systems are evaluated by means of emission uniformity and irrigation 

efficiency, which are satisfactory, but theoretically there is no reason to not evaluate the irrigation 

system by a combination of the confidence in its parameters along with the conventionally 

evaluation method of emission uniformity and irrigation efficiency. 
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3.2 Design summary 

At the completion of the drip system design the expert system will end up writing the 

design parameters and values to three types of interfaces: 1) expert system results display, which 

is open to the user response like how, why, change and rerun options, 2) spreadsheet 

FORM1.WK1 which contains the design parameters and emitter data and 3) spreadsheet 

DTAT.WKl which contains the design values and factors generated during the design process. 

All of this output must be checked by the user to see if the results meet his requirements and 

conditions. If necessary the user can change any of the input variables and rerun the program 

to optimize the system design. The network layout needs to be interpreted by the user, because 

the program output only consists of a series of values concerning the lengths and slopes of each 

network. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXAMPLE RUN AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In order to evaluate the present expert system two sample designs were conducted. One 

sample tests the integrity of the expert system with respect to the knowledge used. It is simple 

with respect to conditions and covers all the design steps. This first example is a comparison 

between the expert system results and hand calculations results, while the other example is a 

comparison between the expert system design and a typical design from Keller and Bliesner 

(1990). Reasons for some differences are discussed. 

4.1 Sample design 1 

An apple crop is to be grown on a field of a typical rectangular shape. The general 

climate is arid and the budget available for the project is good. The adoption of reliable and 

good equipment is not a problem for the farmer. No constraints will be applied on the design 

in order to see how the expert system makes its decision under a wide range of parameters. 

4.1.1 Field and crop data 

The field is rectangular with an area of 10 ha. The East-West distance (Disl) is 250 m 

and the North-South distance (Dis2) is 400 m. One slope in the field is 0.5% downhill from the 

water source. The field configuration is presented in Figure 9. The soil texture is loamy with 

a depth of 1 m. The plant spacing is 4 by 4 m. The data on crop has a confidence of 90%. 

4.1.2 Design conditions 

To complicate this example no restriction will be applied to the design; the budget will 
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be assumed to allow reliable and expensive equipment to be used. The emitter that will be used 

has a rated discharge of 4 1/hr at 8 m pressure head. Water will be supplied with a rate of 30 

1/s to the field, with a high water quality rating and a salinity of 2 dS/m. The residual soil 

moisture from off-season is 20 mm and there is no effective rainfall during the irrigation period. 

For the hydraulic design the manifolds will be tapered in order to reduce the cost of pipes. All 

these conditions are listed in the design report (Appendix C). All the design parameters have a 

confidence factor value of 95%. 

4.1.3 Hand calculations 

The layout will be the same generated by the external program LAYOUT.BAS, Figure 

9. The equations used are the ones developed previously in chapter 2 and 3. 

Using the data presented above and assuming a 2 m emitter spacing on laterals, the number of 

emission points per plant, Npf computed by Equation 54 is: 

s„ 4 N =—=—=2 
P Se 2 

For a medium textured and stratified soil the expected wetted area is Se'x w = 1.7x2.1 m x m, 

Keller and Bliesner (1990). Using Equation 4, the percent wetted area is: 

Pw=-^~ 100= 2x1,7x2110° =44.625% 
w SpxSr 4x4 

The maximum net depth, d„ computed by Equation 8 is: 
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d MAD K ^ 50x44.625xl70xl=37 93mm 

1 100 100 ^ 100x100 

The average peak transmission rate using data from Table 2, Td, computed by Equation 7 is: 

Tj=0.1Pj'51/j=0.1x660'5x7.6=6.17 mmfday 

The irrigation interval will be assumed 1 day, f'= 1 day. 

The emission uniformity for design purposes based on a uniform soil, 2 emission points per plant 

and a point source emitter (Keller and Bliesner, 1990) is: 

EU = 87 % 

The leaching requirement, is: 

EC ? 
LR= ^ =-=0.125 

v 2{ECEmax) 8 

LRt > 0.1, hence the gross depth per irrigation, d, based on a peak period transmission ratio Tr 

= 1.0 and computed by Equation 52 is: 
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The gross volume required per plant per day, based on a 4 by m plant spacing, can be computed 

by Equation 53 as: 

G = n 8.105 = Ar^S^=1.0x-^±x4x4= 129.68 Ifday 

The average emitter discharge required, q», based on an application time T„ = 21 hours. Using 

Equation 55 is: 

qa = 3.09 Ifhr 
Ha N„Ta 2x21 p ° 

A point source compensating emitter was selected, its characteristics are listed in Appendix C. 

The average emitter pressure head, H,, computed by Equation 10 is: 

Ha = -sr-isr—-

The minimum emission rate, q„, can be computed by modifying Equation 56 to give: 

^ = gJZUIlOO g 3.09x87/100 = ̂  ?fc. 

" (1.0-1.27v/^Ap (1.0-1.27 vjfi) 
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3.23 
KdJ U.853J 

m 

And finally, the allowable pressure head variation, AH„ can be computed by Equation 57 as: 

A H =  2 . 5 x ( f f a - f f n ) = 2 . 5 x ( 3 . 9 8 ' - 3 . 2 3 ) =  1.875 m 

All of the above computations were the same as the ones generated by the expert system 

(Appendix C). The hydraulic design was developed by hand too as follows: 

The lateral flow rate, Qt, computed by Equation 59 is: 

Q. - _jA_a200xM9 = 

' 3600x5. 3600x2 e 

The AH, from previous calculation was 1.875 m. Using a diameter D = 12.7 mm ( 

LATERAL.BAS, Appendix B) the lateral friction head loss, hf, (with half the pair of laterals flow 

rate and half the length, because the laterals are paired) by Equation 60 is: 
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L. O, (S +/J 
h, = FK 1 1 K ' Jt 

f 100 D415 se 

^.36X7.89X107X<200^ <W*W)"5 (2+0.1) 
100 12.7475 2 

=  0 . 7 m s  1 . 8 7 5 / 2  

The absolute elevation difference between the outer ends of the pair of laterals, AE,, is 

5,xL. 
A E. = = 1 m 

' 100 

In the uphill section of the lateral AHC = 0. 

Equation 69 was solved by iteration to lead to the best manifold position, Y = 0.61 as: 

A E, ( AE \lJ7 

-0.36 = y275-(i-y)2-75 

^ hf J 
0.18 = 0.61275-(1-0.61)275 

With AE, = 1 m and hr = 4.7 m (this is based on a single lateral with a total flow and length 

equal to that of the pair of laterals) from previous calculations, Y=0.61 satisfies the above 

equation and so the manifold should be positioned at 0.61xL, starting from the downhill section. 

The average lateral friction head loss, ( , can be computed by Equation 70 as: 



hf = 0.25x4.7[0.61373+(1 -0.61)"5] 

+4.7x[0.612/7i-(l-0.61)2-75](l-0.61) = 0.55 m 
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And the average difference in elevation along the pair of laterals, ) , computed by 

Equation 71 is: 

AiT, = 0.5AE, = 0.5x1 = 0.5 M 

The pair of lateral required inlet pressure, HJf computed by Equation 72 is: 

HT =tfa-(ft/)+A/275+0.5A£rA£,r 

= 3,98 -0.55 +4.7xO.612-73+0.5 -1 x0.61 = 4.53 

The lateral minimum pressure head, H,,, compute by Equation 73 is: 

HH = 4.53-(l -0.61)xl -(1 -0.61)2,75x4.7 = 3.79 M 

Using Equation 74, H| - Hn = 0.74 m & AHC = 0.15 m, so AH) = AH! -AHn= 0.74 m 

The manifold allowable pressure head variation, (AHm)#, computed by Equation 75 is: 

(AHJA = AHT-AHT = 1.875-0.74 = 1.135 M 
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The HGL method will be used to design the manifold as presented in Chapter 3. 

The manifold is level by Step 1 (Section 3.1.4.3), Hx should be set to (AHJ, = 1.135 m. 

The manifold friction head loss with a diameter D = 55.4 mm is 

hf = 0.36x7.89xl07x 125 (31*0086>175 = 1.03 m 
f 100 55.44-73 

which satisfies hr £HX. 

The absolute percentage slope of the HGL computed by Equation 82 is: 

S . = 0.37 % 
{ (125/100)(1 -0.36) J 

The $ that should be used can be computed by Equation 81 as: 

$ = = — x( 0,37 )11115 = 0.000815 
Qm & 2.67 7.89xl07 

Three smaller diameter can be chosen now (MANIFOLD.BAS, Appendix B): D3 = 44.6 mm, 

D2 = 38.9 mm and D, = 25.4 mm. Using Equation 80, the intersections between the friction-

loss curves for the set of pipes chosen are: 

Xj = 9.08, x2 = 20.21 and x3 = 32.44 

The different section lengths are computed by Step 5 (Section 3.1.4.3) as: 
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Li = x, — 9.08 m 

Lj = x2 - Xj = 20.21 - 9.08 = 11.13 m 

La = x3 - x2 = 32.44 - 20.21 = 12.23 m 

L< = Lra - x3 = 125 -32.44 = 92.56 m 

The head loss due to pipe friction can now be computed for the tapered manifold using Equation 

83 as: 

kf = 339x(9.16x10"5 +9.71 x 10"3+1.52 x 10-4+0.0029) 

= 1.09 m 

Finally the manifold required inlet pressure, Hm, by Equation 84 is: 

Hm = Hl+kh/+0.5&Em = 4.53+0.5x1.09+0 

= 5.07 m 

The mainline design now can be carried as follows: First the mainline flow rate has to be 

computed as: 

Q = NmQm = 4x2.67 = 10.68 l/s 

The diameter that gives a flow velocity less than 1.5 m/s in the mainline pipe is D = 108.7 mm 

(MAIN.BAS, Appendix B). 
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The friction head loss in the main line will be: 

L O175 
hf = FK L Q 
f 100 /><•« 

- 0.64x7.89x10^x120, 10^!! 
100 108.74'75 

= 2.03 m 

A friction loss safety factor of 10% has to be used as: 

Friction-loss safety = 0.1x(2.03 - 1.5 + 5.34 + 8 - 3.98 + 1.5 ) = 1.139 m. 

The pressure head allowance for the emitter deterioration is 50% the emitter pressure head, and 

the miscellaneous head losses in the system are assumed 8 m. The TDH can then be computed 

by summing all of these factors as: 

TDH = 5.34+8+1.139+0.53+0.5x3.98 

= 17.0 m 

This will conclude the whole drip system design. 

4.1.4 Discussion 

The summary of results from hand and expert system calculation is shown in Table 10. 

From the above table, the expert system results and the hand calculations are close except the 

TDH value which was lower with hand calculations this is due to the set of pipes used. However 

the difference between other variables is due to the rounding in the hand calculation. Actually 
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this example shows that the expert system follows exactly the expertise of the knowledge-base. 

The Anal value of the DSI computed by the expert system was 0.83 based on a 95% confidence 

in all the variables. A more detailed report about this example can be found in Appendix C. 

Table 5. Design summary for example 1. 

Design output Expert system Hand computation 

AH„ m 1.81 1,875 

TDH, m 16.26 17.0 

Mainline L, m 300 300 

Mainline D, mm 108.7 108.7 

Manifold: L1-L2-L3-L4, m 4.07-4.99-5.49-110.44 9.08-11.13-12.23-92.6 

D^Dj-Da-D*, mm 25.4-38.9-44.6-55.4 25.4-38.9-44.6-55.4 

Lateral Paired Paired 

Length, m; D, mm 200 - 12.7 200 - 12.7 

Best manifold position, Y 0.605 0.61 

DSI 0.83 N.A. 
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4.2 Sample design 2 

This sample design compares the design from Keller and Bliesner (1990) and the expert 

system. 

A small field, with a rectangular shape (Figure 10 or Figure 11) will be used to grow 

tomatoes. In the Keller and Bliesner example, they used one-layer soil clay loam having a WHC 

slightly less than the stored value in the spreadsheet used by the expert system. The layout 

generated by the expert system is different than the one set by Keller and Bliesner. In fact the 

expert system, as discussed in Chapter 3, will first lay the laterals on the slope that will optimize 

the energy loss. For this reason the layout generated by the expert system and the one from the 

example are different (Figure 11). This will later affect many aspects of the hydraulic design. 

The spreadsheet generated by the expert system is shown in Table 10. A more detailed expert 

system design report can be found in appendix C. 

4.2.1 Results and discussion 

The expert system made the decision that the laterals should run downhill and so a 

manifold crossing the field horizontally has to be used. Because of the slope the manifold is 

downhill from the water source (Figure 10). The TDH computed by the expert system was 10.95 

m and the one from Keller example was 14.32 m, these two value are different because of the 

difference in the set of pipe sizes used. Pipe sizes chosen by the expert system and those from 

Keller example are given in Table 6. 

These results seems to be different, for two reasons. The layout is not the same, actually 

the layout suggested by the expert system uses the field slope to lay the laterals which is not the 

case for Keller's case. The laterals for the expert system are also longer but less number of them 

is needed. For Keller's example the operating time per season is 215 hours, however the expert 
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system has generated an operating time per season of to 121 hours. For this reason the operating 

cost for the design generated by the expert system is much lower compared to the one expected 

under Keller's computation. The expert system output concerning the pipe sizing and layout can 

always be adjusted. For example in this sample calculation, the expert system layout can be 

altered in order to avoid the use of mainline. 

The final DSI value was 0,83 based on 95% confidence in all the design factors. 
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Table 6. Design output for example 2. 

Design output Expert system Keller calculations 

AH„ M 0.835 1.77 

TDH, M 10.95 14.32 

Mainline L, m 97.5 None 

Mainline D, mm 160 None 

Manifold Four sections Four sections 

Ljt L3, m 16.97-14.74-24.13-41.16 35.5-26.5-42.9-90.2 • 

D„ D2, D3S D4, mm 67.4 -83.4-108.7-127 38.1 -50.8-63.5-76.2 

Lateral Lh m 195 97 

Lateral D, mm 20.9 15.87 

Best manifold position, Y. 0.99 N. A 

Operating time per season, 0„ 

hours 

120.98 215 
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Figure 10. Field configuration and network layout for Example 2, by Expert system 
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Water source position 
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Figure 11. Field configuration and network layout for Example 2, from Keller 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 
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The main objective of this research was to elaborate a comprehensive and intelligent 

design routine that will simulate the human expert when designing a drip irrigation system. The 

expert system was developed in a very general format that can handle many design cases. The 

results as presented in chapter 4 were very promising with respect to the knowledge used. The 

ability of covering the whole design from the first step of data collection to the computation of 

the total dynamic head was a very good means for viewing the design flow, as well as optimizing 

the system. 

Even though the results were promising, some restrictions apply to the expert system. 

The field shape has to be close to a rectangular pattern, the layout output will always use 

mainline, manifolds and laterals and the user must have some knowledge about drip irrigation 

design because some of the questions require specific knowledge. 

The whole design process can be done in one module that takes the user's input and 

design the drip system without the need for separate design phases. The ability of designing drip 

systems in one module is very important if one wants to analyze the affect of many design 

parameters on the output. For example, the emitter can be changed and the expert system can 

rerun the data, many other design parameters can be changed too. This ability of changing data 

is a good means for design optimization. 

The DSI factor was used as a mean for the drip design evaluation based on the certainty 

of the data and the system emission uniformity. The uncertainty propagation routine, however, 

was very weak which make the DSI factor not useful at this stage, but the user can still have a 

feeling of how the drip design response will be on the field. 
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The expert system can be improved, especially its layout routine which has to be 

improved in order to cover more complicated conditions and use more reliable decisions. The 

emitter selection can be improved also to use more variables in the process than what is used. 

The advantages of this expert system are as follows: 

1) achievement of a comprehensive design that covers the most important parts of the design 

process, 2) automation of the design by using spreadsheets to store some of the design 

parameters, 3) automation of the network layout process, and 4) the introduction of a new means 

for drip irrigation system evaluation, the DSI. 

The expert system as for now needs many improvements. The layout routine used has 

to be more general and overcome the use of ground slope as the main criteria for laying the 

laterals. The improvement of the emitter selection process is critical too. As for other aspects 

of the knowledge base, like design emission uniformity and application time can be more open 

for the user intervention. The user of the expert system has to have some knowledge about drip 

irrigation design domain because some of the questions proposed by the system are very 

important yet they have to be very precise. 
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Subject: DRIPD is an expert system for drip irrigation design. 

Author: Kamel Didan, U of A. ABE dept. 

Starting text: 

The expert system will ask you a variety of questions related to drip 
irrigation design. Sometimes you have to enter your confidence about 
some of the variables. For more reliable results the user is required 
to go through the two spreadsheets (CROPl.WKl and WHC.WKl) and make the 
changes he wants to meet his specific conditions, because these two 
spreadsheets contain very general data. 

Ending text: 
The design is complete now. The next screen will display for you the 
design output with a variable called "Design Success Indicator" which 
reflect the expected success of the proposed design based on the 
confidence of the data supplied. In the same time two other 
spreadsheets containing the design parameters and results will be 
generated (FORM1.WK1 and DTAT.WK1), these are two important files that 
the user have check. A change and rerun option can be used to change 
some of the results not suitable for the user. Many other options are 
available (See the results bottom window). < PRESS ANY KEY NOW>. 

Derivation: ALL RULES USED 

PROBABILITY SYSTEM: 2 

DISPLAY THRESHOLD: 10 

QUALIFIERS: 
/* Qualifier 1 
Q > Do you want to continue (Y/N) 
V> Yes 
V> No 
Name: Continue 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
I* Qualifier 2 
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Q> **Rainfall** on the region where the project is being designed is 
V> expected 
V> not expected 
Name: Rain 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 3 
Q > The irrigation **water quality classification** is 
V> Good 
V> Moderate 
V> Poor 
Name: WQClass 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/# Qualifier 4 
Q> The number of soil **layers** is 
V> 1 
V> 2 
V> 3 
Name: lnumber 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 5 
Q > The field **soil limitations** is (are) 
V> None 
V> Some 
V> Serious 
Name: limitations 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
I* Qualifier 6 
Q> The crop you will grow on the field is 
V> Apples 
V> Cotton 
V> Grapes 
V > Green beans 
V > Sugar beets 
V> Potatoes 
V> Tomatoes 
V > Sweet corn 
V> None of these 
Name: Crops 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
I* Qualifier 7 
Q> The **budget available** for emitter selection is 
V> **Good** 
V> **Medium** 



V> ""Tight"" 
Name: Economy 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 8 
Q> The ""water supply quality** (in all aspects) is 
V> Good 
V> Fair 
V> Poor 
Name: Watquality 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 9 
Q> The ""crop type"" is 
V> Orchard 
V> Vines 
V > Row crop 
Name: Croptype 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 10 
Q> The ""emitter*" general type is 
V > ""Point source"" 
V> ""Linesource"" 
Name: Emittypel 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 11 
Q > The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is 
V> ""Compensating"" ""point source"" emitter with ""flushing abilities* 
V> ""Compensating"" ""point source"* emitter 
V> ""Point source"" ""emitter"" with ""flushing abilities"" 
V> Simple ""point source"" emitter 
V> **Mono wall** drip tubing 
V > **Biwall** drip tubing 
Name: Emitter specifi 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 12 
Q> The [[*QV11]] **specifications*" are required now, by mean of 
V > ""Direct values"" (Kd, X, v, q and fe) 
V> ""Table of data"" ( v, fe will be supplied alone) 
Name: Emittspecgiven 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 13 
Q> The field ""general topography"" is 
V> ""Uniform"" 
V> ""Undulant"" 
Name: Topography 



Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 14 
Q> The crops* root depth classification is 
V> Shallow 
V> Medium 
V> Deep 
Name: Rtdepthclass 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 15 
Q > The soil general texture is 
V> Coarse 
V> Medium 
V> Fine 
Name: texturesoil 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 16 
Q> The soil stratification characteristics is 
V> Homogeneous 
V> Stratified 
V> Layered 
Name: Stratifications 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 17 
Q> The """"general climate"" in the region is 
V> ""Humid"" 
V> ""Arid"" 
Name: Climate 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
I* Qualifier 18 
Q> The soil ""texture*" of the first layer is 
V> Sands 
V > Sandy loam 
V > Loam 
V > Clay loam 
V > Silty clay 
V> Clay 
V> None of these 
Name: textured 1 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 19 
Q> The soil ""texture"" of the second layer 
V> Sands 
V> Sandy loam 
V > Loam 
V> Clay loam 



V> Siltyclay 
V> Clay 
V> None of these 
Name: texture#2 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
/* Qualifier 20 
Q> The soil *'*'textureA'"' of the third layer is 
V> Sands 
V > Sandy loam 
V > Loam 
V > Clay loam 
V > Silty clay 
V> Clay 
V > None of these 
Name: texture#3 
Display at end 
Maximum acceptable = 1 
I* Qualifier 21 
Q> Do you want the manifold pipe to be AAtaperedAA 

V> YES 
V> NO 
Name: Tepering 
Maximum acceptable = 1 

CHOICES: 
/* Choice 1 

C > The design is complete 

VARIABLES: 

[DSI] The DESIGN SUCCESS INDICATOR of the system "DSI" (out of 1) is 
equal to 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Initialize = 1.000000 
[CFBUDGET] AAHow sure**' you are (out of 1) from your budget being 
[[*QV7]] 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFRAIN] What is your AAconfidenceAA about the amount of rainfall in 
the region (out of 1) 
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Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFMS] Your ""confidence"" about the amount of residual soil water (out 
of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFQW] Your ""confidence"" about the rate of water flowing to the 
field (out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFLIM] ""How sure"" you are from the soil limitation being [[*QV5]] 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CDTEXT] ""How sure"" you are from your soil texture being [[*QVI5]] 
(out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFSTRATJ "AHow sure"" you are from your soil stratification 
characteristics being [[*QV16]] (out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFECW] Your ""confidence*" about the water salinity value you have 
entered (out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[CFQUAL] Your ""confidence"" about the water quality being [[*QV3]] (out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[PROJECT NAME] The ""project name"" is 
Display at end 
Type = S 
[RN] The ""average rainfall"" on the region (in mm) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[MS] The starting ""residual soil water"" in the soil (in mm) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[QW] The ""source water supply"" for the field (in 1/s) is 
Display at end 



Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[ECW] The **irrigation water salinity** (in dS/m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[QUALITY] The irrigation water '"'"quality rating** is 
Type = S 
[ZS] The total **depth of the soil** (in m) is 
Type = N 
Initialize = 0.000000 
[Zl] The depth of the first layer (in m) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[TEXT1] The **texture** of the first layer is 
Type = S 
[WA1] The **water holding capacity** of the first layer (in mm/m) is 
Type = N 
[Z2] The depth of the second layer (in m) is 
Type = N 
[TEXT2] The **texture** of the second layer is 
Type = S 
[WA2] The **water holding capacity** of the second layer is 
Type = N 
[Z3] The depth of the third layer (in m) is 
Type = N 
[TEXT3] The **texture** of the third layer is 
Type = S 
[WA3] The **water holding capacity** of the third layer (in mm/m) is 
Type = N 
[LIM] The **soil limitations** on the field 
Type = S 
[CROPNAME] The crop being grown on the field is 
Type = S 
[NEWCROP] The **name of the new crop** is 
Display at end 
Type = S 
[Z] the crop **rooting depth** at maturity (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[CF IN DATA] What is your **confidence** about the [[newcrop]] data 
you have entered (out of 1) 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.800000 
[MAD] the **management allowable deficit** associated with the crop 



(in %) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 100.000000 
Lower limit = 25.000000 
[UD] The ""peak daily consumptive use** of the crop (in mm/day) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[US] the ""seasonal crop water requirements*" (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[ECEMIN] The ""minimum crop salts tolerance"" no yield reduction (in 
dS/m) is 
Display at end 
Type — N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[ECEMAX] The ""crop maximum salts tolerance"" with zero yield (in 
dS/m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[SR] The ""plant spacing on the same row"" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[SP] The ""plant spacing between rows"" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[NEWMAD] The ""management allowable deficit"" for the [[NEWCROP]] 
(in %) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[NEWSR] The ""plant spacing on the same row"" of [[NEWCROP]] (in m) 
is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[NEWSP] The ""plant spacing between rows""of the [[NEWcrop]] (in m) 
is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[NEWZ] The ""rooting depth"" of [[newcrop]] at maturity (in m) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[NEWUD] the ""peak daily consumptive use"" of [[newcrop]] (in mm/day) 
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is 
Type = N 
[NEWUS] the **seasonal crop water requirements** of [[newcrop]] (in 
mm) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[PD] The AApercent of shaded area** associated with [[newcrop]] (in %) 
is 
Type = N 
[LRT] The **leaching requirement** for the proposed crop (fraction) 
is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[SE1] The **optimal emitter spacing** (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[W] The **wetted width** by a row of emitters (in m) is 
Type = N 
[NP] **Number of emission points** per plant 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[SE] The **actual emitter spacing** along the lateral line (in m) 
Type = N 
[PW] The **percent wetted area** under the optimum configuration (%) 
Type = N 
[WA] The available **water holding capacity** for the plant (in mm/m) 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[X] The emitter **discharge exponent** is 
Type = N 
[KD] The emitter **discharge coefficient** is 
Type = N 
[V] The emitter **coefficient of manufacturing variation** (v) is 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[EM] Your "confidence** in the emitter data you have entered (out of 
1) is 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.900000 
[Q] the **rated discharge of the emitter** that will be used (in 1/h) is 
Type = N 
[H] The corresponding pressure for the rated discharge you have 
entered (in m) is 
Type = N 
[PW1] The adjusted wetted area (in %) is 
Display at end 



Type = N 
fFE] For the emitter you have chosen the '"''connection loss*" as an 
equivalent length (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 1.000000 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[DX] The maximum net depth of water to be applied per irrigation (mm) 
is 
Type = N 
[TD] The average daily transpiration rate during the peak period (in 
mm/day) is 
Type = N 
[TSJ The seasonal transpiration under trickle irrigation (in mm) is 
Type = N 
[DN] The net seasonal irrigation depth needed to meet seasonal 
transpiration requirements (in mm) is 
Type = N 
[FX] The maximum irrigation interval (in days) is 
Type = N 
[Fl] The irrigation interval or frequency for the design purposes (in 
days) is 
Type = N 
[DN1] The net depth of water to be applied per irrigation "based on F 
interval" (in mm) is 
Type = N 
[TR] The **peak period transmission ratio** is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[TRS] The "^seasonal transmission ratio** for the crop is 
Type = N 
[TRSCASE] The case to select the seasonal transmission ration for the 
crop is 
Type = N 
[D] The gross depth of application per irrigation (in mm) is 
Type = N 
[G] The **gross volume required per plant** (or unit length of row) 
per day (in I/day) 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[DG] The gross seasonal depth of irrigation required (in mm) is 
Type = N 
[VS] The gross seasonal volume of irrigation water required (in ha-m) 
is 
Type = N 
[TA] The irrigation "application time** required during the peak 
period (in hr/day) is 



Type = N 
[NS] The number of ""operating stations** is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[TANEW] The """""adjusted irrigation application time** (in hr/day) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[VSI] The system coefficient of manufacturing variation 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[HYDRO] The hydraulic variables are (1 = ready) 
Type = N 
[SL] The emitter spacing between laterals (in m) 
Type = N 
[CFDATA] the "confidence** associated with the crop data (out of 1) 
is 
Type = N 
[CROPCASE] the data about the crop is 
Type — S 
[NEWECEMAX] The **crop maximum salts tolerance** of [[newcrop]] (in 
dS/m) is 
Type = N 
[NEWECEMIN] The **minimum crop salts tolerance** od [[newcrop]] (in 
dS/m) is 
Type = N 
[LAYOUT] The layout process is 
Type = S 
[LATERAL] The lateral data is 
Type = S 
[MANIFOLD] The manifold data is 
Type = S 
[MAINLINE] The mainline data is 
Type = S 
[QS] The **total system capacity** (in 1/s) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[A] The field area (in ha) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[FLL] The field length (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[FWD] The field width (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[NB] The **number of blocks** in the field is 



Display at end 
Type = N 
[SYSFLOW] The """"actual system capacity*" (in 1/s) is 
Type = N 
[EU] The recommended range of ""design emission uniformity"* (in 
is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Upper limit = 100.000000 
Lower limit = 80.000000 
[ES] The ""seasonal irrigation efficiency"* (%) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[EUA] The ""actual system design uniformity"" (in %) is 
Type = N 
[QN] The ""minimum emission rate"" (in l/hr) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[HN] The ""minimum permissible pressure head"" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[QA] The ""average emitter discharge"" (in l/hr) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[HA] The average emitter pressure head (in m) 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[OT] The ""operating time per season"" (in hours) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[DHS] The ""allowable head variation"" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[TDH] The ""total dynamic head"" required by the system (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[ML] The main line length (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MSLOPE] The main line slope (in %) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MAIND] The mainline pipe diameter (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LM] The length of the manifold (in m) is 
Display at end 



Type = N 
[MFSLOPE] The manifold slope (in %) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MAINM] The coefficient for the manifold flow (1 or 0.5) is 
Type = N 
[MFQ] The manifold average discharge (in l/s) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[TAP] The manifold will be "tapered" (YES/NO) 
Type = S 
[MFD] The manifold pipe diameter if no "tapered" (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[HM] The manifold "required inlet pressure" head (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MFP] The "manifold best position" (as a length ratio) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[NSEC] The "number of sections" used in the manifold pipe are/is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LSEC1] The length of the first "section of the manifold" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MFD1] The manifold first "section pipe size" (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LSEC2] The length of the second "section of the manifold" (in m) 
is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MFD2] The manifold second "section pipe size" (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LSEC3] The length of the third "section of the manifold" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MFD3] The manifold third "section pipe size" (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LSEC4] The length of the fourth "section of the manifold" (in m) 
is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[MFD4] The manifold fourth "section pipe size" (in mm) is 



Display at end 
Type = N 
[LL] The lateral length (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LLSLOPE] The lateral slope (in %) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LFLOW] The lateral average discharge (in 1/s) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[LTD] The lateral pipe diameter (in mm) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[HL] The lateral required inlet pressure head (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[DHL] The lateral maximum pressure head variation is (in m) 
Type = N 
[EHFM] '"''Miscellaneous losses"" in the system (in m) are 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[CHLOSS] The "control system head lossesAA "filter, flow meter, 
plumbing system etc" (in m) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
Lower limit = 0.000000 
[MLS] The miscellaneous head losses in the subunit "Pressure control, 
Safety screens, etc" (in m) are 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[IN] The AAnet application rateAA for the system (in mm/hr) is 
Display at end 
Type = N 
[WATT] The step now is 
Type = S 
[PROJECT] The project design is 
Type = S 
[EMITTDATA] The emitter data is now 
Type = S 

RULES: 

/* RULE NUMBER: 1 
RULE: TEST 



IF: 
Do you want to continue (Y/N) {Yes} 

THEN: 
X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, blO, [Project name]) 

and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE PSI] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
ELSE: 

X> STOP 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=0/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the project name. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 2 
RULE: AREa 
IF: 

The ""budget available" for emitter selection is {""Good""} 
THEN: 

[DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFBUDGET] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl5, [A]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks about the project budget status, which will be used as 
an indicator for equipment selection (emitters). And also will asks 
about the area of the field. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 3 
RULE: Budget# 1 
IF: 

The ""budget available"" for emitter selection is {""Medium""'} 
THEN: 

[DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFBUDGET]*0.95 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl5, [A]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will ask for the area and the budget. In the same time the 
DSI of the system will be reduced because the budget is not very good. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 4 
RULE: Budgets 
IF: 

The ""budget available"" for emitter selection is {""Tight""} 
THEN: 

[DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFBUDGET]*0.90 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl5, [A]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will ask for the area and the budget. In the same time the 
DSI of the system will be reduced because the budget is not very good. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 5 



RULE: Rainfall 
IF: 

AARainfallAA on the region where the project is being designed is 
{expected} 

THEN: 
X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\form 1.wk 1, cl6, [Rn]) 

and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CFRAIN])/2 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C17, [MS]) 
and: [DSIJ IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CFMS])/2 
and: [WATT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "NEXT" 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9110 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the average rainfall. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 6 
RULE: NoRainfall 
IF: 

AARainfa]lAA on the region where the project is being designed is 
{not expected} 

THEN: 
[RN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0 

and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl6, [Rn]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C17, [MS]) 
and: [WATT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "NEXT" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CFMS])/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 7 
RULE: Water supply 
IF: 

[WATT] = "NEXT" 
THEN: 

X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl8, [Qw]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CFQW])/2 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, cl9f [ECw]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] + [CFECW])/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Water supply required. The DSI is reduced because the trickle system is 
supposed to be working continuously, if water supply is not very 
confident the confidence in the whole system will be reduced because of 
its importance. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 8 
IF: 

The irrigation AAwater quality classification""1 is {Good} 
THEN: 

[QUALITY] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Good" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C20, [quality]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFQUAL]*0.98 
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and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Water quality classification is a very important factor in drip 
irrigation design and performance. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 9 
IF: 

Hie irrigation **water quality classification** is {Moderate} 
THEN: 

[QUALITY] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Moderate" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C20, [quality]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFQUAL]*0.96 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Water quality classification is a very important factor in drip 
irrigation design and performance. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 10 
IF: 

The irrigation **water quality classification** is {Poor} 
THEN: 

[QUALITY] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Poor" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C20, [quality]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI] *[CFQUAL] *0.92 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Water quality classification is a very important factor in drip 
irrigation design and performance. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 11 
RULE: onelayer 
IF: 

The number of soil **layers** is {1} 
THEN: 

[ZS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [ZS] + [Z1] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C24, [Zs]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C25, [Z1J) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule computes the total depth of the soil and stores data about 
the soil. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 12 
RULE: Two layers 
IF: 

The number of soil **layersA* is {21 
THEN: 

[ZS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [ZS] + [Z1] + [Z2] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C24, [Zs]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C25, [Zl]) 



and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C28, [Z2]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
In the case of two layers the ES will look for data about the soil, and 
stores this data into the spreadsheet Forml.wkl. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 13 
RULE: 31ayers 
IF: 

The number of soil AAIayersAA is {3} 
THEN: 

[ZS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [ZS]+[Z1]+[Z2]+[Z3] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C24, [Zs]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C25, [Zl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkI, C28, [Z2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C31, [Z3]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.96 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
In case of three layers the complication of the water hydraulics of the 
soil will reduce a little bit the design success. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 14 
RULE: soil#l 
IF: 

The number of soil '""•'layers'*"' is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil "AtextureAA of the first layer is {Sands} 
THEN: 

[TEXTI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sands" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkI, C7, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 15 
RULE: soil#2 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the first layer is {Sandy loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXTI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sandy loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C8, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C26, [textl]) 



and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 16 
RULE: soil#3 
IF: 

The number of soil AAIayersAA is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the first layer is {Loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C9, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\formI.wkl, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/I0 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 17 
RULE: soil#4 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the first layer is {Clay loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, CIO, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
i* RULE NUMBER: 18 
RULE: soil#5 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the first layer is {Silty clay} 
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THEN: 
[TEXT1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Silty clay" 

and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, Cll, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [WalJ) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 19 
RULE: soil#6 
IF: 

The number of soil ""layers** is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil **texture** of the first layer is {Clay} 
THEN: 

[TEXT1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C12, [wal]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkI, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the first layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 20 
RULE: Layer^l 
IF: 

The number of soil ""layers"'* is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil **texture** of the first layer is {None of these} 
THEN: 

X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C26, [textl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C27, [Wal]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
If your layer is not on the list this rule will define it. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 21 
RULE: soM7 
IF: 

The number of soil ""layers""" is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil """texture"1* of the second layer is {Sands} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sands" 
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and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C7, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml .wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 22 
RULE: soi)#8 
IF: 

The number of soil "layers*""1 is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the second layer is {Sandy loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sandy loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C8, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 23 
RULE: soil#9 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil '""•"texture'"* of the second layer is {Loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C9, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 24 
RULE: soil#10 
IF: 
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The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the second layer is {Clay loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, CIO, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2j) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G, James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 25 
RULE: soil#l 1 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the second layer is {Silty clay} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Silty clay" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, Cll, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\formI.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 26 
RULE: soil#12 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the second layer is {Clay} 
THEN: 

[TEXT2] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C12, [wa2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the second layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 



Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 27 
RULE: Layers 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} OR {3} 
and: The soil **textureAA of the second layer is {None of these} 
THEN: 

X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C29, [text2]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl> C30, [Wa2]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
If your layer is not on the list this rule will define it. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 28 
RULE: soil#13 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Sands} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sands" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C7, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 29 
RULE: soil#14 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Sandy loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sandy loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C8, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 30 



RULE: soil# 15 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C9, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\fonnl.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 31 
RULE: Soil#16 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Clay loam} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay loam" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc,wkl, CIO, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Conftdence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 32 
RULE: soiW17 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Silty clay} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Silty clay" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, Cll, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
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into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 33 
RULE: soil#18 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {Clay} 
THEN: 

[TEXT3] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Clay" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\whc.wkl, C12, [wa3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the soil texture of the third layer and reads the 
data about the soil from the specific spreadsheet, and then stores it 
into another SS. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Blisener, 1990; L. G. James, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 34 
RULE: LayenSG 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: The soil AAtextureAA of the third layer is {None of these} 
THEN: 

X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C32, [text3]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C33, [Wa3]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
If your layer is not on the list this rule will define it. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 35 
RULE: Soillimit 
IF: 

The field AAsoil limitations"1* is (are) {None} 
THEN: 

[LIM] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "None" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C34, [lim]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE «DSI] + [CFLIM])/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
this rule asks if there is some limitation on the field like soil non 
uniformity or else. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 36 
IF: 

The field AAsoiI limitations** is (are) {Some} 
THEN: 



[LIM] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Some" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C34, [lim]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE (([DSI]+[CFLIMJ)/2)»0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
For the case of some limitation the DSI will be equal to the actual 
value of confidence in DSI plus the confidence in the actual answer 
divided by two. 
/# RULE NUMBER: 37 
RULE: soillim3 
IF: 

The field """soil limitations** is (are) {Serious} 
THEN: 

[LIM] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Serious" 
and: X> SS WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C34, [lim]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE (([DSI] + [CFLIM])/2)*0.96 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The same apply to here, the DSI wil depend on the limitation of the 
field soil. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 38 
RULE: crop#l 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Apples} 
and: The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid**} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Apples" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B13, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C13, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D13, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E13, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, HI3, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 113, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J13, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K13, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 39 
RULE: crop#2 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Apples} 
and: The **general climate** in the region is {**Arid**} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Apples" 
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and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B13, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C13, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F13, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G13, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H13, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 113, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J13, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K13, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 40 
RULE: crop#3 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Cotton} 
and: The AAgeneral climateAA in the region is {AAHumidAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Cotton" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B14, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI.wkl, C14, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D14, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E14, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H14, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI.wki, 114, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J14, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K14, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 41 
RULE: crop#4 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Cotton} 
and: The AAgeneral climateAA in the region is {AAAridAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Cotton" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B14, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C14, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F14, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G14, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H14, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 114, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J14, [ECEMAX]) 



and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K14, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 42 
RULE: crop#5 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Grapes} 
and: The AAgeneral climate** in the region is {AAHumidAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Grapes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B15, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C15, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D15, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E15, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H15, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 115, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J15, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K15, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 43 
RULE: crop#6 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Grapes} 
and: The AAgeneral climateAA in the region is {AAAridAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Grapes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI.wkl, B15, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropt.wkl, C15, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI.wkl, F15, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G15, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H15, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 115, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J15, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI.wkl, K15, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 44 



RULE: Crop#7 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Green beans} 
and: The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Humid**} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Green beans" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B16, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD (c:\exsysp\crop 1 .wkl, C16, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D16, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E16, [Us]) 
and: X> SSJRD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, HI6, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 116, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J16, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl .wkl, K16, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 45 
RULE: crop#8 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Green beans} 
and: The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Arid"*} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Green beans" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, BI6, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C16, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F16, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G16, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H16, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 116, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J16, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K16, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 46 
RULE: crop#9 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Sugar beets} 
and: The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Humid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sugar beets" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B17, [Pd]) 



and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C17, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D17, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E17, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H17, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 117, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J17, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K17, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 47 
RULE: crop# 10 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Sugar beets} 
and: The ""general climate"'' in the region is {""Arid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sugar beets 
and: X> SSJRD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B17, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C17, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F17, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropI. wk 1, G17, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H17, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 117, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J17, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K17, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 48 
RULE: crop#ll 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Potatoes} 
and: The ""general climate*" in the region is {""Humid"" 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Potatoes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B18, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\crop 1.wk 1, C18, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D18, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E18, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H18, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 118, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J18, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K18, [CFDATA]) 



and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI] "[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 49 
RULE: crop# 12 
IF: 

Hie crop you will grow on the field is {Potatoes} 
and: The """general climateAA in the region is {AAAridAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Potatoes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B18, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C18, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F18, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G18, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H18, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 118, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS~RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J18, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS~RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K18, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 50 
RULE: crop# 13 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Tomatoes} 
and: The """general climateAA in the region is {AAHumidAA} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Tomatoes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B19, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C19, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D19, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E19, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H19, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 119, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J19, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K19, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 51 
RULE: crop#14 
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IF: 
The crop you will grow on the field is {Tomatoes} 

and: The ""general climate** in the region is {""Arid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Tomatoes" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B19, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, CI9, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\crop 1.wk 1, F19, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G19, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H19, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 119, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J19, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K19, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 52 
RULE: crop# 15 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Sweet corn} 
and: The ""general climate*" in the region is {""Humid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sweet corn" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, B20, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C20, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, D20, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, E20, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H20, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 120, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J20, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, K20, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DS1]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 53 
RULE: crop# 16 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Sweet corn} 
and: The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Arid"*} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Sweet corn" 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl,wkl, B20, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, C20, [Z]) 
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and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, F20, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_RD (c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, G20, [Us]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, H20, [MAD]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, 120, [ECEMIN]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\cropl.wkl, J20, [ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_RD(c:\exsysp\crop 1.wk 1, K20, [CFDATA]) 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CFDATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/I0 
NOTE: 
This rule reads the crop data from a spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 54 
RULE: crop# 17 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {None of these} 
and: The ""general climate** in the region is {""Humid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWCROP] 
and: [Z] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWZ] 
and: [MAD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWMAD] 
and: [UD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWUD] 
and: [US] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWUS] 
and: [ECEMIN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWECEMIN] 
and: [ECEMAX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWECEMAX] 
and: [SR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWSR] 
and: [SP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWSP] 
and: [CFDATA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [CF IN DATA] 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CF IN DATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER:-55 
RULE: crop/'18 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {None of these} 
and: The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Arid""} 
THEN: 

[CROPNAME] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWCROP] 
and: [Z] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWZ] 
and: [MAD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWMAD] 
and: [UD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWUD] 
and: [US] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWUS] 
and: [ECEMIN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWECEMIN] 
and: [ECEMAX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWECEMAX] 
and: [SR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWSR] 
and: [SP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [NEWSP] 
and: [CFDATA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [CF IN DATA] 
and: [CROPCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
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and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[CF IN DATA] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the new crop data. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 56 
RULE: crop# 19 
IF: 

[CROPCASE]="Ready" 
THEN: 

X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C35, [mad]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C36, [Cropname]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C37, [Sr]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C38, [Sp]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C39, [Z]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C40, [Pd]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C41, [Ud]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C42, [Us]) 
and: [LRT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [ECW]/(2*[ECEMAX]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C43, [LRt]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule summarize the crop data and write it to the spreadsheet. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 57 
RULE: Emittspacing#l 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.4 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.5 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT] + [CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 I/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 58 
RULE: emittspacing#2 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.6 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.8 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
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and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 I/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 59 
RULE: emittspacing#3 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.9 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 60 
RULE: emittspacing#4 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.7 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.9 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 61 
RULE: Emittspacing05 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.0 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 



The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 62 
RULE: emittspacing#6 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.5 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] + [CDTEXT] + [CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 63 
RULE: Emittspacing#7 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.9 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE {[DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 64 
RULE: emittspacing#8 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.5 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT] + [CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
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Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 65 
RULE: emittspacing#9 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
and: [ZS]<=0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.5 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.8 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 66 
RULE: emittspacingifl 1 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.6 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0.8 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 67 
RULE: emittspacing#12 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.4 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] + [CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 68 



RULE: emittspacing#13 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
and: [ZSj>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.4 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.8 
an3: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > Hie design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 69 
RULE: emittspacing#14 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.0 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] + [CDTEXT] + [CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 70 
RULE: emittspacing#I5 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.7 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 71 
RULE: emittspacing#17 
IF: 



The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.2 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.7 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 72 
RULE: emittspacing#18 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Homogeneous} 
and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.5 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT] + [CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 73 
RULE: emittspacing#19 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Stratified} 
and: {ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.6 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.0 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] + [CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 4 1/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 74 
RULE: emittspacing#20 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The soil stratification characteristics is {Layered} 
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and: [ZS]>0.75 
THEN: 

[SE1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.0 
and: [W] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.4 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+[CDTEXT]+[CFSTRAT])/3 
and: > Hie design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The wetting pattern is based on a standard emitter discharge of 41/h. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 75 
RULE: PwH 
IF: 

[SE]< =[SE1] 
THEN: 

[NP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE INT([SP]/[SEJ) 
and: [PW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE (([NP]*[SE]*[W])/([SP]*[SR]))*100 
and: [EMITTDATA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
ELSE: 

[NP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE INT([SP]/[SE1]) 
and: [PW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE (([NP]*[SE1]*[W])/([SP]*[SR]))*100 
and: [EMITTDATA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Ready" 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule asks for the emitter spacing and compare it to the optimum 
spacing. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 76 
RULE: emittspacing#21 
IF: 

[PW]> = 100 
THEN: 

[SL] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [SR] 
and: [PW1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 100 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C15, [Se]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C16, [SI]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C17, [Np]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C18, [Pwl]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The Pw has to be between 33 and 100%, for this reason Pw has to be 
adjusted if not within the limits. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 77 
RULE: Pw#2 
IF: 
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[PW] < =33 
THEN: 

[PW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 33 
and: [SL] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [SR] 
and: [PW1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 33 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, CIS, [Se]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wk 1, C16, [SI]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C17, [Np]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C18, [Pwl]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The Pw has to be between 33 and 100%, for this reason Pw has to be 
adjusted if not within the limits. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 78 
RULE: Pw#3 
IF: 

[PW] > 33 
and: [PW]<100 
THEN: 

[SL] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [SR] 
and: [PW1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [PW] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C15, [Se]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C16, [SI]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C17, [Np]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C18, [Pw]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C18, [Pwl]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The Pw has to be between 33 and 100%, for this reason Pw has to be 
adjusted if not within the limits. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 79 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {1} 
and: [Z]<=[ZS] 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [WA1] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*IOO) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
For one layer case the water capacity available is just the one layer 
water holding capacity Wal. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 80 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {1} 
and: [Z] > [ZS] 



THEN: 
[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [WAl] 

and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[ZS])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 81 
RULE: emittsapcing#22 
IF: 

The number of soil *AIayersA* is {2} 
and: [Z]<=[Z1] 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [WAl] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\form 1.wk 1, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 82 
RULE: emittspacing#23 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} 
and: [Z]>[Z1] 
and: [Z]< =([Z1] + [Z2]) 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([Z1]*[WA1] + (([Z]-[Z1])*[WA2]))/[Z] 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 83 
RULE: emittspacing#24 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {2} 
and: [Z]>([Z1]+[Z2]) 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([Z1]*[WA1] + [Z2]*[WA2])/[ZS] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[ZS])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 84 
RULE: Emittspacing#25 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: [Z]<=[Z1] 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [WAl] 
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and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE «MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 85 
RULE: emittspacing#26 
IF: 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is {3} 
and: [Z]>[Z1] 
and: [Z]< =([Z1]+[Z2]) 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([Z1]*[WA1] + (([Z]-[Z1])*[WA2]))/[Z] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 86 
RULE: emittspacing#27 
IF: 

The number of soil ""layers*" is {3} 
and: [Z]> ([Z1]+[Z2]) 
and: [Z]<=[ZS] 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 
([Z1 ] *[WA1] + [Z2]*[WA2] + (([Z]-[Z1]-[Z2])*[WA3]))/[Z] 

and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[Z])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 87 
RULE: emittsapcing#28 
IF: 

The number of soil AAIayersAA is {3} 
and: [Z] > [ZS] 
THEN: 

[WA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([Z1]*[WA1] + [Z2]*[WA2] + [Z3]*[WA3])/[ZS] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\form 1.wk 1, C44, [Wa]) 
and: [DX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([MAD]*[PW1]*[WA]*[ZS])/(100*100) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C19, [dx]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
I* RULE NUMBER: 88 
RULE: Croptypetfl 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Apples} OR {Grapes} 
THEN: 

The AAcrop typeAA is {Orchard} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 



NOTE: 
This rule will determine the category of the crop being grown on the 
field. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 89 
RULE: Croptype#2 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Cotton} OR {Sweet corn} 
THEN: 

The AAcrop type*" is {Vines} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will determine the category of the crop being grown on the 
field. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 90 
RULE: Croptype#3 
IF: 

The crop you will grow on the field is {Green beans} OR {Sugar beets} 
OR {Potatoes} OR {Tomatoes} 

THEN: 
The AAcrop typeAA is {Row crop} 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will determine the category of the crop being grown on the 
field. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 91 
RULE: emitselect#l 
IF: 

The irrigation AAwater quality classificationAA is {Good} 
THEN: 

The AAwater supply quaIityAA (in all aspects) is {Good} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will restrict the classification of the water quality to a 
more general case to be used in the emitter selection. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 92 
RULE: emitselect#2 
IF: 

The irrigation AAwater quality classification^ is {Moderate} 
THEN: 

The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Fair} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will restrict the classification of the water quality to a 
more general case to be used in the emitter selection. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 93 
RULE: emitselect#3 
IF: 
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The irrigation **water quality classification** is {Poor} 
THEN: 

The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Poor} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule will restrict the classification of the water quality to a 
more general case to be used in the emitter selection. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990; L. G. James, 1988; R. H. Cuenca, 1989. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 94 
RULE: emitselect#5 
IF: 

The **crop type** is {Orchard} 
and: The **budget available** for emitter selection is {**Good**} 
and: The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {**Compensating** **point source** emitter} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 95 
RULE: emitselect#6 
IF: 

The **crop type** is {Orchard} 
and: The **budget available** for emitter selection is {**Good**} 
and: The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {**Compensating** **point source** emitter with 
**flushing abilities**} 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 96 
RULE: emitselect#7 
IF: 

The **crop type** is {Orchard} 
and: The **budget available** for emitter selection is {**Medium**} OR 

{**Tight**} 
and: The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {Simple **point source** emitter} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 97 
RULE: emitselect#8 
IF: 
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The ""crop typeAA is {Orchard} 
and: The AAbudget available*A for emitter selection is {AAMediumAA} OR 

{AATightAA} 
and: The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {AAPoint sourceAA} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {AAPoint sourceAA AAemitterAA with AAflushing 
abilities*"**} 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 98 
RULE: emselct#l 
IF: 

The AAcrop typeAA is {Vines} 
and: The field AAsoil IimitationsAA is (are) {Some} OR {Serious} 
and: The AAbudget availableAA for emitter selection is {AAGoodAA} 
and: The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {AAPoint sourceAA} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {AACompensatingAA AApoint sourceAA emitter} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 99 
RULE: emselectfl 
IF: 

The AAcrop typeAA is {Vines} 
and: The field AAsoil limitationsAA is (are) {Some} OR {Serious} 
and: The AAbudget availableAA for emitter selection is {AAGoodAA} 
and: The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {AAPoint sourceAA} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {AACompensatingAA AApoint sourceAA emitter with 
AAfIushing abilities""} 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 100 
RULE: emitslect#ll 
IF: 

The AAcrop typeAA is {Vines} 
and: The field AAsoil limitationsAA is (are) {Some} OR {Serious} 
and: The AAbudget availableAA for emitter selection is {AAMediumAA} OR 

{AATightAA} 
and: The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {AAPoint sourceAA} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {Simple AApoint sourceAA emitter} 
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and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
I* RULE NUMBER: 101 
RULE: emselec#2 
IF: 

The ""crop type"" is {Vines} 
and: The field AAsoiI limitations'1* is (are) {Some} OR {Serious} 
and: The ""budget available""" for emitter selection is {""Medium""} OR 

{AATightAA} 
and: The AAwater supply qualityAA (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {AAPoint sourceAA} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {AAPoint sourceAA AAemitterAA with "flushing 
abilities AA} 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 102 
RULE: emselec#3 
IF: 

The AAcrop typeAA is {Vines} 
and: The field AAsoiI limitations"" is (are) {None} 
and: The ""water supply quality"" (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The ""emitter"" general type is {""Line source""} 
and: [FE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {""Biwall"" drip tubing} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 103 
RULE: emitselect#14 
IF: 

The ""crop type"" is {Vines} 
and: The field ""soil limitations"" is (are) {None} 
and: The ""water supply quality"" (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The ""emitter"" general type is {""Line source""} 
and: [FE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {""Mono wall"" drip tubing} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 104 
RULE: emitselect#15 
IF: 

The ""crop type"" is {Row crop} 
and: The ""budget available"" for emitter selection is {""Good""} 
THEN: 

The ""emitter"" general type is {""Point source""} 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 



conditions is {Simple **point source** emitter} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 105 
RULE: emitselect#16 
IF: 

The AAcrop type'"'' is {Row crop} 
and: The """budget available** for emitter selection is {**Medium**} OR 

{AATightA*} 
and: The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Good} 
THEN: 

The AAemitterAA general type is {**Line source**} 
and: [FE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {**Biwall** drip tubing} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 106 
RULE: emitselect#17 
IF: 

The **crop type** is {Row crop} 
and: The **budget available** for emitter selection is {**Medium**} OR 

{**Tight**} 
and: The **water supply quality** (in all aspects) is {Fair} OR {Poor} 
THEN: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Line source**} 
and: [FE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 0 
and: The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 

conditions is {**Mono wall** drip tubing} 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 107 
RULE: emitspecif 
IF: 

The [[*QV11]] **specifications** are required now, by mean of 
{**Direct values** (Kd, X, v, q and fe)} 

THEN: 
X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C52, [X]) 

and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C54, [Kd]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C53, [V]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C51, [q]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C55, [fe]) 
and: [H] IS GIVEN THE VALUE (([Q]/[KD])*(1/[X])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C50, [H]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C49, [EM]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EM] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 108 
RULE: emitspecif#2 
IF: 



The [[*QV11]] """"specifications** are required now, by mean of {""Table 
of data** (v, fe will be supplied alone)} 

THEN: 
X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C53, [V]) 

and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\form 1. wk 1, C51, [q]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml .wkl, C55, [fe]) 
and: X > RUN(c:\exsysp\emitt/M) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C54, [Kd]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C52, [X]) 
and: [H] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([Q]/[KD])*(1/[X]) 
and: X> SS_WR{c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C50, [H]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\forml.wkl, C49, [EM]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EM] 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
/* RULE NUMBER: 109 
RULE: uniformity#! 
IF: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: [NP]>=3 
and: The field **general topography** is {**Uniform**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 93 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 
EP405.1. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 110 
RULE: uniformity^ 
IF: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: [NP]<3 
and: The field **general topography** is {**Uniform**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 87 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 



EP405.1. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 111 
RULE: uniformity#? 
IF: 

The **emitter*A general type is {AAPoint source**} 
and: [NPJ > — 3 
and: The field ""general topography** is {**UnduIant**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 87 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]*0.95/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 
EP405.1. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 112 
RULE: uniformity#4 
IF: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Point source**} 
and: [NP]<3 
and: The field **general topography** is {**Undulant**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 85 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]*0.95/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 
EP405.1. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 113 
RULE: uniformity^ 
IF: 

The **emitter** general type is {**Line source**} 
and: The field **general topography** is {**Uniform**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 85 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
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design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 
EP405.1. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 114 
RULE: uniformity/!^ 
IF: 

The **emitter*A general type is {**Line source**} 
and: The field AAgeneraI topography** is {**Undulant**} 
THEN: 

[EU] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 80 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C24, [Eu]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*[EU]*0.95/100 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The design emission uniformity is the assumed EU at the begining of the 
design. 
REFERENCE: 
ASAE, 1988. Design and installation of micro-irrigation systems, ASAE 
EP405.1. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 115 
RULE: Transrate^l 
IF: 

The number of soil **layers** is {1} OR {2} OR {3} 
THEN: 

[TD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [UD]*(0.I*([PD]*O.5» 
and: [TS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [US]*(0.1*([PD]*0.5)) 
and: [DN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([US]-[RN]-[MS])*(0.1 *([PD]*0.5)) 
and: [FX] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DX]/[TD] 
and: [DN1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [TD] 
and: [Fl] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C20, [Td]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C21, [fx]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C22, [fl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C23, [dnl]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C32, [Fl]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990 
/* RULE NUMBER: 116 
RULE: transratiotfl 
IF: 

[Z]<0.8 
THEN: 

The crops' root depth classification is {Shallow} 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.96)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
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NOTE: 
This is based on a fully developed crop. The DSI is reduced because of 
anticipated problems due to shallow roots. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 117 
RULE: transratio#2 
IF: 

[Z]> =0.8 
and: [Z]< = 1.5 
THEN: 

The crops' root depth classification is {Medium} 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.98)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This is based on a fully developed crop. The DSI will be reduced here 
too. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 118 
RULE: transratio#3 
IF: 

[Z]> 1.5 
THEN: 

The crops' root depth classification is {Deep} 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI] +1)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This is based on a fully developed crop. The DSI will be averaged with 
a value of one because the root depth is deep which reduces the danger 
of plant with soil. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 119 
RULE: transratio#4 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Shallow} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
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KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 120 
RULE: transratio#5 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Shallow} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 121 
RULE: transratio#6 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Shallow} 
THEN: 

[TRJ IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 3 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 122 
RULE: transratio#7 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Medium} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 4 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 123 



RULE: transratio#8 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The crops* root depth classification is {Medium} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 5 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 124 
RULE: trans ration 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Medium} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.0 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 6 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
t* RULE NUMBER: 125 
RULE: transratio^lO 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Coarse} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Deep} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 7 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 126 
RULE: transratio#l 1 
IF: 



The soil general texture is {Medium} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Deep} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 8 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 127 
RULE: trans ratio# 12 
IF: 

The soil general texture is {Fine} 
and: The crops' root depth classification is {Deep} 
THEN: 

[TR] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: [TRSCASE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 9 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The peak period transmission ratio is the depth of irrigation water 
transmitted to exactly satisfy Td divided by the depth of water 
actually transpired 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 128 
RULE: Stransratiotfl 
IF: 

The ""general climate**" in the region is {""Arid"'"} 
and: [TRSCASE] =1 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/I0 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 129 
RULE: stransratio#2 
IF: 

The ""general climate"* in the region is {""Arid*"} 
and: [TRSCASE]=2 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 



and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 130 
RULE: stransratio#3 
IF: 

The AAgeneral climate'""1 in the region is {"AAridAA} 
and: [TRSCASE]=3 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 131 
RULE: stransratio#4 
IF: 

The """general climate** in the region is {AAAridAA} 
and: [TRSCASE]=4 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.1 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 132 
RULE: stransratio#5 
IF: 

The AAgeneral climate""" in the region is {AAAridA*} 
and: [TRS CASE]=5 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KElIer and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 133 
RULE: stransratio#6 
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IF: 
The AAgeneral climate** in the region is {"""'Arid**} 

and: [TRS CASE] =6 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEUer and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 134 
RULE: stransratio#7 
IF: 

The '""'general climate""* in the region is {**Arid**} 
and: [TRSCASE]=7 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 135 
RULE: stransratio#8 
IF: 

The "general climate** in the region is {**Arid**} 
and: [TRSCASE] = 8 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 136 
RULE: stransratio#9 
IF: 

The "general climate** in the region is {**Arid**} 
and: [TRSCASE]=9 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/I0 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 



deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 137 
RULE: stransratio#10 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid**} 
and: [TRSCASE] = 1 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.25 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 138 
RULE: stransratio#l 1 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid**} 
and: [TRSCASE]=2 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.15 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 139 
RULE: stransratio#12 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid*A} 
and: [TRSCASE]=3 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.10 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 140 
RULE: stransratio#13 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid*A} 
and: [TRSCASE]=4 



THEN: 
[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.2 

and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 141 
RULE: stransratio#14 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {'"Humid**'} 
and: [TRSCASE]=5 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.10 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 142 
RULE: stransratio#15 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid**} 
and: [TRSCASE]=6 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 143 
RULE: stransratio#16 
IF: 

The **general climate** in the region is {**Humid**} 
and: [TRSCASE]=7 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.10 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 



/* RULE NUMBER: 144 
RULE: stransratio#17 
IF: 

The ""general climate** in the region is {""Humid""} 
and: [TRSCASE]=8 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.05 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 145 
RULE: stransratio#18 
IF: 

The ""general climate"" in the region is {""Humid"*} 
and: [TRSCASE]=9 
THEN: 

[TRS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1.00 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The TRs seasonal transmission ratio represent the unavoidable seasonal 
deep percolation losses on a seasonal basis. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 146 
RULE: unifor#l 
IF: 

(TRJ < = (1.0/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[ES] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [EUJ 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wklt C42, [Es]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
In this case the avoidable scheduling losses are assumed to be zero. An 
the unavoidable seasonal deep percolation is less than LRt. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 147 
RULE: Uniformity^ 
IF: 

[TR] > (1.0/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[ES] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [EU]/([TR]*(1.0-[LRT])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C42, [Es]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 



NOTE: 
In this case the avoidable scheduling losses are assumed to be zero. 
And the unavoidable seasonal deep percolation is greater than LRt. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 148 
RULE: grossdepthtfl 
EF: 

[LRT] < =0.1 OR [TR] > = (0.9/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[D] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DN1]*[TR]/([EU]/100) 
and: [G] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [D]*[SP]*[SR]/[F1] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C25, [d]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C26, [G]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C33, [d]) 
and: [TA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[Q]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C27, [Ta]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The gross depth per irrigation, d, should include sufficient water to 
allow for unavoidable deep percolation. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 149 
RULE: grossdepth#2 
IF: 

[LRT] >0.1 OR [TR]< (0.9/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[D] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 100*[DN1]/([EU]*(1.0-[LRT])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C25, [d]) 
and: [G] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [D]*[SP]*[SR]/[F1] 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C26, [G]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C33, [d]) 
and: [TAJ IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[Q]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C27, [Ta]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The gross depth per irrigation, d, should include sufficient water to 
allow for unavoidable deep percolation. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 150 
RULE: sgrossdepth^l 
IF: 

[TR] > (1.0/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[DG] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DN]*[TRS]/([EU]/100) 
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and: [VS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DG]*[A]/1000 
and: X> SS WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, c43, [Vs]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Hie gross seasonal depth required is to satisfy uniformity, leaching, 
and unavoidable losses. 
REFERENCE: 
KEiler and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 151 
RULE: sgrossdepth#2 
IF: 

[TR]< =(1.0/(1.0-[LRT])) 
THEN: 

[DG] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 100*[DN]/([EU]*(1.0-[LRT])) 
and: [VS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DG]*[A]/1000 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, c43, [Vs]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The gross seasonal depth required is to satisfy uniformity, leaching, 
and unavoidable losses. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 152 
RULE: appltime^l 
IF: 

[TA]> =21.6 
THEN: 

[NS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [TANEW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 21.0 
and: [QA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[TANEW]) 
and: [HA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [H]*(([QA]/[Q])A(1/[X])) 
and: [HYDRO] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C31, [Tanew]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C34, [qa]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C35, [Ha]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C40, [Ns]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.98)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
When the preliminary application time is more than 21.6 hrs (90% of the 
available time) the number of station should be equal to 1 and qa 
adjusted. In the same time trough the computation the DSI will be 
reduced a little bit. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 



/* RULE NUMBER: 153 
IF: 

[TA] > 12 
and: [TA]<21.6 
THEN: 

[NS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [TANEW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 21 
and: [QA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[TANEW]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C31, [Tanew]) 
and: X> SS WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C34, [qa]) 
and: [HA] IS~GIVEN THE VALUE [H]*(([QA]/[Q])A(1/[X])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C35, [Ha]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C40, [Ns]) 
and: [HYDRO] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.98)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
When the preliminary application time is between 18 & 21.6 hrs (90% of 
the available time) the number of station should be equal to 1 and qa 
adjusted. 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 154 
IF: 

[TA]< = 12 
and: [TA]>7 
THEN: 

[NS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2 
and: [TANEW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 18 
and: [QA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[TANEW]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C31, [Tanew]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C34, [qa]) 
and: [HA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [H]*(([QA]/[Q])A(1/[X])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C35, [Ha]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C40, [Ns]) 
and: [HYDRO] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.98)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 155 
IF: 

[TA] < =7 
THEN: 

[NS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [TANEW] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [TA] 
and: [QA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [G]/([NP]*[TANEW]) 



and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C31, [Tanew]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C34, [qa]) 
and: [HA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [H]*(([QA]/[Q])A(1/[X])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C35, [Ha]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C40, [Ns]) 
and: [HYDRO] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 1 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([DSI]+0.98)/2 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
REFERENCE: 
KEller and Bliesner, 1990. 
I* RULE NUMBER: 156 
RULE: Hydraulic# 1 
IF: 

[HYDRO]=1 
THEN: 

[VS1] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [V]/([NP]A0.5) 
and: [QN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [EU]*[QA]/(100*(1.0-1.27*[VS1])) 
and: [HN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [HA]*([QN]/[QA])A(1/[X]) 
and: [DHS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.5*([HA]-[HN]) 
and: [QS] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2.778*([A]*[QA])/([NS]*[SE]*[SL]) 
and: [OT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 2778*([VS]/[QS]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C36, [DHs]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C41, [Qs]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C44, [Ot]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule computes different hydraulic variables and store them in 
dtat.wkl spreadsheet. 
REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 157 
IF: 

[HYDRO] =1 
THEN: 

[SL] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [SR] 
and: [LAYOUT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "READY" 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C15, [Se]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C16, [SI]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C17, [np]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C18, [Pw]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C37, [Se]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C38, [SI]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C39, [Pw]) 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule computes different hydraulic variables and store them in 
dtat.wkl spreadsheet. 



REFERENCE: 
Keller and Bliesner, 1990. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 158 
RULE: Layout 
IF: 

[LAYOUT] = "READY" 
THEN: 

X> RUN(C:\exsysp\LAYOUT /M) 
and: [LATERAL] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "READY" 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
The rule calls the layout program to compute the system layout. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 159 
RULE: Lateral 
IF: 

[LATERAL] = "READY" 
THEN: 

X> RUN(c:\EXSYSP\LATERAL [qa] [Ha] [LL] [Se] [LLSLOPE] [DHS] [Fe] /M) 
and: [MANIFOLD] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "READY" 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
Lateral hydraulics computations. Also the DSI will be reduced due to 
the anticipated complexity of the hydraulics (based on personal 
thought). 
/* RULE NUMBER: 160 
RULE: manifold# 1 
IF: 

[MANIFOLD] = "READY" 
and: Do you want the manifold pipe to be ^tapered'"* {NO} 
THEN: 

[TAP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "NO" 
and: X> RUN(c:\exsysp\manifoId [LFLOW] [HL] [LM] [SI] [MFSLOPE] [LLSLOPE] 

[DHS] [DHL] [TAP] /M) 
and: [MAINLINE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "READY" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule computes the manifold hydraulics 
/* RULE NUMBER: 161 
RULE: manifold#2 
IF: 

[MANIFOLD] = "READY" 
and: Do you want the manifold pipe to be AAtaperedAA {YES} 
THEN: 

[TAP] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "YES" 
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and: X> RUN(c:\exsysp\manifold [LFLOW] [HL] [LM] [SI] [MFSLOPE] [LLSLOPE] 
[DHS] [DHL] [TAP] /M) 

and: [MAINLINE] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "READY" 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.95 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/10 
NOTE: 
This rule computes the manifold hydraulics when its tapered. 
/* RULE NUMBER: 162 
RULE: mainline 
IF: 

[MAINLINE] = "READY" 
THEN: 

[EHFM] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [CHLOSS] + [MLS] 
and: X> RUN(c:\exsysp\main [ML] [MFQ] [NB] [NS] [HM] [MSLOPE] [MFSLOPE] [LM] 

[MAINM] [EHFM] [Ha] /M) 
and: [PROJECT] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "Complete" 
and: [EUA] IS GIVEN THE VALUE 100*(1.0-1.27*[VS1])*([QN]/[QA]) 
and: [IN] IS GIVEN THE VALUE ([EUA]/100)*(([NP]*[QA])/([SP]*[SR])) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C45, [TDH]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C46, [EUa]) 
and: X> SS_WR(c:\exsysp\dtat.wkl, C47, [In]) 
and: [DSI] IS GIVEN THE VALUE [DSI]*0.98 
and: > The design is complete - Confidence=9/I0 
NOTE: 
This rule computes the mainline hydraulics and complete the design. In 
the same time the DSI will be reduced because of the hydraulics 
computation and assumptions used when computing them. 



APPENDIX B 

EXTERNAL PROGRAMS LISTING 



>***********************************************«************* 

** PROGRAM: EMITT.BAS/.EXE 
'* This program will ask the user for a table of data about 
'* the emitter, and then will compute the emitter Kd, x 
'* where (q=Kd*H*x, using a logarithmic regression. 
** The program can display the Q vs H curve. 
** Kamel Didan, U of A. 
'* June, 1991) 

I************************************************************* 

CLS 0 

•** Variable definitions 
'** X = Pressure exponent of the emitter. 
'** Kd = Emitter coefficient of discharge. 
•** q = Emitter discharge. 
'** H = Emitter pressure head. 
CLS 0 
OPEN "RETURN.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
2 : CLS 0: LOCATE 6, 6 
INPUT ; "Number of data points available (more than 2)"; N 
IF N < 2 THEN GOTO 5 
IF N > = 2 THEN GOTO 10 

'** Error message to warn the use about N value 

5 : CLS : BEEP: LOCATE 10, 6: PRINT "You have made an error!" 
LOCATE 12, 6 
PRINT "The value of N should be at least 2 or higher" 
LOCATE 14, 6 
PRINT "Press any key and you will be able to enter N again" 
DO: LOOP WHILE INKEY$ = "" 
CLS 0: GOTO 2 

10 : DIM Q(N): DIM H(N): DIM LQ(N): DIM LH(N) 
'** Initialize the variables 
SUMLQ = 0 
SUMLH = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
LOCATE 8, 6: PRINT ; "Discharge Q("; I; "), (in 1/h)" 
LOCATE 9, 6: INPUT "Q ->Q(I) 
LOCATE 10, 6 
PRINT ; "P corresponding to Q("; I; ")="; Q(I); ",(in m)" 
LOCATE 11, 6: INPUT ; "H H(I) 
LQ(I) = LOG(Q(I)) 
LH(I) = LOG(H(I)) 



SUMLQ = SUMLQ + LQ(I) 
SUMLH = SUMLH + LH(I) 
CLS 0 
NEXT I 
LQBAR = SUMLQ / N 
LHBAR = SUMLH / N 
SUMLHLQ = 0! 
SUMLHDS = 0! 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
LHdiff = LH(I) - LHBAR 
SUMLHLQ = SUMLHLQ + (LHdiff * (LQ(I) - LQBAR)) 
SUMLHDS = SUMLHDS + ((LHdiff) A 2) 
NEXT I 
B = SUMLHLQ I SUMLHDS 
A = LQBAR - (B * LHBAR) 
X = B 
Kd = EXP(A) 
PRINT #2, USING "[X] ##.##"; X 
PRINT #2, USING "[Kd] Kd 
CLOSE n 
'** Set the range for the emitter, to be used. 
'** Assumptions: range of: 
*** o =< Q =< 201/h 
'** 0 = < P = < 80 m 
LOCATE 12, 10 
INPUT ; "Do you want to see the plot of Q VS h (Y/N)"; A$ 
IF A$ = "Y" OR A$ = "y" GOTO 11 
IF A$ < > "y" AND A$ < > "Y" GOTO 30 
11 : 
SCREEN 2 
CLS 
'** This will define the type of display available. 
LOCATE 8, 10 
PRINT "THIS PROGRAM WORKS UNDER TWO SCREEN DEFINITIONS:" 
LOCATE 10, 10 
PRINT "SCREEN 2: LOW RESOLUTION GRAPHICS (CGA MONO MCGA):" 
LOCATE 12, 10 
PRINT "SCREEN 9: HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS (EGA VGA):" 
LOCATE 14, 10: PRINT "SCREEN 0: NO GRAPHICS AVAILABLE" 
LOCATE 17, 10 
INPUT ; "Kind of monitor you are using (0,2 Or 9 )->"; N 
IF N = 0 THEN SCREENS = "No graphics ": GOTO 30 
IF N = 2 THEN VI = 50: V2 = ISO: SCREEN N: GOTO 1 
IF N = 9 THEN VI = 90: V2 = 260: GOTO 15 
15 : CLS : SCREEN N: COLOR 1, 7 
1 :CLS: 
CLS 
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*** Set the range for the emitter: 
*** Assumptions: range of: 
'** 0 = < Q = < 20 I/h 
'** 0 = < P = < 80 m 
*** See if the user wants the curve on a grid background. 
CLS : LOCATE 10, 10 
PRINT "The graph can be plotted on a grid background" 
LOCATE 12, 10 
INPUT ; " Do you want to use grids (y/n)"; grid$ 
CLS 
'** Set the view port of the graph! 
VIEW (100, Vl)-(450, V2), , 1 
WINDOW (0, 0)-(80, 20) 
FOR XI = 0 TO 80 STEP 10 
LINE (XI, .4)-(Xl, -.4) 
NEXT XI 
*** labels and legends displayed with the curve: 
LOCATE 21, 13 
PRINT " 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80" 
LOCATE 4, 20: PRINT "Q VS P Where: Q=" 
LOCATE 4, 37: PRINT USING Kd 
LOCATE 4, 44 
PRINT "PA": LOCATE 4, 46: PRINT USING "##.##"; X 
LOCATE 22, 30: PRINT "Pressure [m]" 
FOR y = 0 TO 20 
LINE (0, y)-(l, y) 
NEXTy 
LOCATE 7, 10: PRINT "20" 
LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT "15" 
LOCATE 12, 6 
PRINT "Q": LOCATE 10, 60: PRINT "Characteristics" 
LOCATE 13, 10: PRINT "10": LOCATE 13, 4: PRINT "[1/h]" 
LOCATE 13, 60: PRINT "Disch Coeff C=" 
LOCATE 13, 74: PRINT USING "MM#"-, Kd 
LOCATE 16, 11 
PRINT "5": LOCATE 16, 60: PRINT "Press Expon X=" 
LOCATE 16, 74: PRINT USING "MM"; X 
LOCATE 19, 11: PRINT "0" 
'** grid drawing routine: 
IF grid$ = "y" OR grid$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 18 
IF grid$ = "N" OR grid$ = "n" THEN GOTO 19 
'draw grid lines in the y direction: 
18 : FOR XI = 0 TO 80 STEP 10 
LINE (XI, 0)-(Xl, 20) 
NEXT XI 
'** draw grid lines in the x direction: 
FOR y = 0 TO 20 STEP 2 



LINE (0, y)-(80, y) 
NEXTy 
19 : PSET (0, 0) 
FOR XI = 0 TO 80 STEP .05 
y = Kd * (XI " X) 
•*# test tlie value of y (q) if it stills in the view port. 
IF y > 450 THEN GOTO 111 
LINE -(XI, y), 4 
NEXT XI 
111 : LOCATE 23, 22: PRINT "Press any key to continue" 
DO 
LOOP WHILE INKEY$ = "" 
30 : 
CLS 0: LOCATE 10, 10: PRINT SCREENS 
END 
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****************************************************** 

'* PROGRAM LAYOUT.BAS/.EXE * 
'* This program is actually an expert system that will * 
'* design the system layout based on the user's input * 
'* in response to a graphical display. The approach is * 
'* mainly based on the field slopes and water position * 
'* also a block size of less than 4 ha will be used to * 
'* maximize the efficiency of the system. The output * 
'* will be written back to the expert system and will * 
'* be used in the hydraulic design of the drip network * 
'* Kamel Didan, U of A. * 
•* June, 1991 * 
****************************************************** 

CLS 0 

'** VARIABLE DEFINITIONS ** 
*** Variable used in the program. 

*** DIS1 = Horizontal distance of the field. 
*** DIS2 = Vertical distance of the filed. 
'** L = Length of the field (longest edge). 
*** yy = width of the field (Smallest edge). 
*** POS$ = Water source position. 
*** HS = Horizontal slope. 
**# vs = Vertical slope. 
*** Vertslope = Vertical slope direction. 
*** Horislope = Horizontal slope direction. 
'** NB = Number of blocks (or subunits). 
'** WBLK = Width of the block (or subunit). 
'** LBLK = Length of the block (or subunit). 
*** Mnslope = Main line slope. 
*** Mfsiope = Manifold slope. 
'** Ltslope = Lateral slope. 
*** Mncase = Coefficient for flow computation 
*** a = Field area. 
*** BA = Block (or subunit area). 
'** NBW = Number of block on the shorter edge (width). 
'** NBL = Number of blocks on the longer edge (length). 

*** Variables returned to the Expert system. 

'** [FLL] 
'** [FWD] 
*** [ML] 

= L: Variable returned to ES (Field length) 
= W: Variable returned to ES (Field width) 

= Mainline length. 



'** [LM] = Manifold length. 
'** [LL] = Lateral length. 
'** [MNSLOPE] = Mainline slope. 
'** [MFSLOPE] = Manifold slope. 
•** [LLSLOPE] = Lateral slope. 
'** [NB] = Number of blocks (or subunits) 
»*• 

'** This part of the program prepares the graphics. 
OPEN "RETURN.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS »2 
666 : CLS 0: SCREEN 2 
VIEW SCREEN (50, 50)-(400, 150), , 1 
LOCATE 2, 8 
PRINT "IMPORTANT !!: For the slopes even when you don't have" 
LOCATE 3, 8 
PRINT "one enter a direction, but enter zero for its value" 
LOCATE 6, 6: PRINT "CI": LOCATE 6, 51: PRINT "C2" 
LOCATE 20, 6: PRINT "C3" 
LOCATE 6, 29: PRINT "Al": LOCATE 13, 5: PRINT HA2" 
LOCATE 5, 25 
PRINT "1 11 + CHR$(27): LOCATE 5, 32: PRINT CHR$(26) + " 2" 
LOCATE 11, 4: PRINT CHR$(24): LOCATE 10, 4: PRINT "3" 
LOCATE 15, 4: PRINT CHR$(25): LOCATE 16, 4: PRINT "4" 
LOCATE 8, 54: INPUT ; "Distance:Cl-C2(m)="; disl 
LOCATE 9, 54: INPUT ; "Distance:Cl-C3(m)="; dis2 
LOCATE 10, 54: INPUT ; "Water position:"; Pos$ 
IF Pos$ < > "CI" AND Pos$ < > "cl" AND Pos$ < > "Al" 
AND Pos$ < > "al" AND Pos$ < > "A2" AND Pos$ < > "a2" 
THEN GOTO 555 
LOCATE 14, 10: PRINT "HS: refers to the horizontal slope" 
LOCATE 11, 54: INPUT ; "HS direction (1 or 2):"; horislope 
IF horislope < > 1 AND horislope < > 2 THEN GOTO 555 
LOCATE 12, 54: INPUT ; "Its value (%)"; HS 
LOCATE 15, 10: PRINT "VS: refers to the vertical slope" 
LOCATE 13, 54: INPUT ; "VS direction (3 or 4): vertslope 
IF vertslope < > 3 AND vertslope < > 4 THEN GOTO 555 
LOCATE 14, 54: INPUT ; "Its value (%)"; VS 
GOTO 777 

*** Error messages display ** 

555 : CLS 0 
LOCATE 4, 8: PRINT "You have made an error in the data input" 
LOCATE 6, 8 
PRINT "Please make sure that you are entering the expected data" 
LOCATE 8, 8 
PRINT "The screen will be redisplayed and you have to reenter data" 
LOCATE 10, 8 



PRINT "Remember that water source positions are CI, A1 or A2" 
LOCATE 12, 8: PRINT "And that Slopes directions are 1,2,3 or 4" 
LOCATE 16, 20: PRINT "Pres any key now to run again" 
DO 
LOOP WHILE INKEYS = nn 

CLS 0 
GOTO 666 

777 : 
'** Computational part 

IF disl > = dis2 THEN L = disl: W = dis2: GOTO 7 
IF disl < dis2 THEN L = dis2: W = disl: GOTO 7 
7 : 
'Field area in hectares 
AREA = L * W 
A = AREA / 10000 
* Block area computation, based on a block area < = 4 ha 
' and a maximum distance of run less than or equal to 200 m 
IF disl < = 200 OR dis2 < = 200 THEN GOTO 4 
IF disl > 200 AND dis2 > 200 THEN GOTO 14 
4 : N = 0 
15 : N = N + 1 
BA = A / N 
IF BA > 4 THEN GOTO 15 
IF BA < = 4 THEN GOTO 16 
16 : NBLKS = N: BLKA = BA * 10000 
IF W < = 200 THEN GOTO 161 
IF W > 200 THEN GOTO 162 
161 : NBW = 1 
NBL = NBLKS 
wblk = W 
Iblk = BLKA / wblk 
GOTO 3 
162 : NBW = INT((W - 1) / 200) + 1 
NBL = NBLKS / NBW 
wblk = W / NBW 
Iblk = BLKA / wblk 
GOTO 3 
14 : N = 0 
5 : N = N + 2 
BA - A / N 
IF BA > 4 THEN GOTO 5 
IF BA < = 4 THEN GOTO 6 
6 : NBLKS = N: BLKA = BA * 10000 
NBW = INT((W - 1) / 200) + 1 
NBL = NBLKS / NBW 



wblk = W / NBW 
Iblk = BLKA / wblk 
GOTO 3 
3 : CLS 0 

' The laterals will run on the steepest slope 
' The program will find the steepest slope. 

IF HS < > 0 AND VS < > 0 AND HS > => VS THEN Islopecase = 4: GOTO 9 
IF HS < > 0 AND VS < > 0 AND HS < VS THEN Islopecase = 3: GOTO 9 
IF HS < > 0 AND VS = 0 THEN Islopecase = 2: GOTO 9 
IF HS = 0 AND VS < > 0 THEN Islopecase = 1: GOTO 9 
IF HS = 0 AND VS = 0 THEN Islopecase = 0: GOTO 9 
9 : 
************** 

IF (Pos$ = "CI" OR Pos$ = "cl" AND Islopecase = 4 THEN GOTO 10 
IF (Pos$ = "CI" OR Pos$ = "cl" AND Islopecase = 3 THEN GOTO 20 
IF (Pos$ = "CI" OR Pos$ = "cl" AND Islopecase = 2 THEN GOTO 30 
IF (Pos$ = "CI" OR Pos$ = "cl" AND Islopecase — 1 THEN GOTO 40 
IF (Pos$ = "CI" OR Pos$ = "cl" AND Islopecase = 0 THEN GOTO 50 
IF (Pos$ = "Al" OR Pos$ = "al" AND Islopecase = 4 THEN GOTO 60 
IF (Pos$ r= "Al" OR Pos$ = "al" AND Islopecase = 3 THEN GOTO 70 
IF (Pos$ = "Al" OR Pos$ s= "al" AND Islopecase = 2 THEN GOTO 80 
IF (Pos$ = "Al" OR Pos$ = "al" AND Islopecase = 1 THEN GOTO 90 
IF (Pos$ ss "Al" OR Pos$ = "al" AND Islopecase = 0 THEN GOTO 100 
IF (Pos$ = "A2" OR Pos$ = "a2" AND Islopecase 4 THEN GOTO 110 
IF (Pos$ = "A2" OR Pos$ "a2" AND Islopecase = 3 THEN GOTO 120 
IF (Pos$ = "A2" OR Pos$ = "a2"; AND Islopecase = 2 THEN GOTO 130 
IF (Pos$ "A2" OR Pos$ = "a2"' AND Islopecase = 1 THEN GOTO 140 
IF (Pos$ = 
i********* 

"A2" OR Pos$ = "a2" AND Islopecase = 0 THEN GOTO 150 

10 : 
IF horislope = 1 GOTO 11 
IF horislope = 2 GOTO 12 
11 : 
IF disl > dis2 THEN GOTO 111 
IF disl < = dis2 THEN GOTO 112 
12 : 
IF disl > dis2 THEN GOTO 121 
IF disl < = dis2 THEN GOTO 122 
111 : 
main! = L - (Iblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = Iblk 
latslope = HS 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 



mflslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
112 : 
mainl = L - (folk / 2) 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mn case = 1 
latslope = HS 
mills lope = ((-1) * vertislope) * VS 
mflslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
121 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
latslope = HS 
mnlslope = HS 
mflslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
122 : 
mainl = L - (lblk I 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) A vertislope) * VS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
20 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 21 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 22 
21 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 211 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 212 
22 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 221 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 222 
211 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) * horslope) * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 



212 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mfl slope = HS 
latrlope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
221 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl — wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) " horislope) * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
222 : 
mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = VS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
30 : 
IF horislope = 1 THEN GOTO 31 
IF horislope = 2 THEN GOTO 32 
31 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 311 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 312 
32 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 321 
IF dis < dis2 THEN GOTO 322 
311 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
312 : 
mainl = L - lblk 



mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
ran] slope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
321 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
322 : 
mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
40 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 41 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 42 
41 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 411 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 412 
42 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 421 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 422 
411 : 
mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
412 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 



Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mfl slope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
421 : 
mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl - wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
422 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = VS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
50 : 
main! = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = 0 
GOTO 9999 
60 : 
IF horislope = 1 THEN GOTO 61 
IF horislope = 2 THEN GOTO 62 
61 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 611 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 612 
62 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 621 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 622 
611 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl - wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 



mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
612 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
Iatrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = {(-1) A vertislope) * VS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
621 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
622 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) " vertislope) * VS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
70 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 71 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 72 
71 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 711 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 712 
72 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 721 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 722 
711 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) I 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 



GOTO 9999 
712 : 
mainl = L - Oblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
Iatrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
721 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
722 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
Iatrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = VS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
80 : 
IF horislope = 1 GOTO 81 
IF horislope - 2 THEN GOTO 82 
81 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 811 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 812 
82 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 821 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 822 
811 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
812 : 



mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mf] slope — 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
821 • 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
822 : 
mainl - L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
90 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 91 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 92 
91 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 911 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 912 
92 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 921 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 922 
911 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
912 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
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latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
921 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
922 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = VS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
100 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1001 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1002 
1001 : 
mainl = ((L - lblk) / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = 0 
GOTO 9999 
1002 : 
mainl = L - (lblk 1 2) 
mfldl = wbik 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = 0 
GOTO 9999 
110 : 
IF horislope = 1 THEN GOTO 1111 
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IF horislope = 2 THEN GOTO 1112 
1111 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 11111 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 11112 
1112 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 11121 
IFdisl < dis2 THEN GOTO 11122 
11111 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = -1 * HS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
11112 
mainl = (L - lblk) / 2 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope — VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
11121 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = HS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
11122 : 
mainl = (L - lblk) / 2 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = VS 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
120 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 1121 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 1122 
1121 : 



IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 11211 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 11212 
1122 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 11221 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 11222 
11211 : 
mainl = L - (Iblk / 2) 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) A horislope) * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
11212 : 
mainl = (L - Iblk) / 2 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = Iblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
11221 : 
mainl = L - (Iblk / 2) 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = ((-1) A horislope) * HS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
11222 : 
mainl = (L - Iblk) / 2 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = Iblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = HS 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
130 : 
IF horislope = 1 THEN GOTO 131 
IF horislope = 2 THEN GOTO 132 
131 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1311 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1312 



132 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1321 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1322 
1311 : 
mainl = L - (Iblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = Iblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope - -1 * HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
1312 : 
mainl = (L - Iblk) / 2 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
1321 : 
mainl = L - (Iblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = Iblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = HS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
1322 : 
mainl = (L - Iblk) / 2 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = HS 
GOTO 9999 
140 : 
IF vertslope = 3 THEN GOTO 141 
IF vertslope = 4 THEN GOTO 142 
141 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1411 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1412 
142 : 
IF disl > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1421 



IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1422 
1411 : 
mainl = L - flblk / 2) 
mfldl = Iblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
1412 : 
mainl = (L - lblk) / 2 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
1421 : 
mainl = L - lblk 
mfldl = lblk 
latrl = wblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
1422 : 
mainl = (L - lblk) / 2 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = -1 * VS 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = VS 
GOTO 9999 
150 : 
IF dsil > = dis2 THEN GOTO 1501 
IF disl < dis2 THEN GOTO 1502 
1501 : 
mainl = L - (lblk / 2) 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = 1 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 



latslope = 0 
GOTO 9999 
1502 : 
raainl = (L - lblk) / 2 
mfldl = wblk 
latrl = lblk 
Mncase = .5 
mnlslope = 0 
mflslope = 0 
latslope = 0 
GOTO 9999 
9999 : SCREEN 2: CLS 0: 
PRINT #2, "[MAINM]"; Mncase 
PRINT #1, USING "[FLL] L 
PRINT »2, USING "[FWD] W 
PRINT #2, USING "[ML] m#M"\ mainl 
PRINT #2, USING "[LM] MfflM"; mfldl 
PRINT #2, USING "[LL] ####.##"; latrl 
PRINT #2, "[MSLOPE] -mnlslope 
PRINT #2, "[MFSLOPE] -mflslope 
PRINT nt "[LLSLOPE] -latslope 
PRINT #2, "[NB] N 
CLOSE n 
END 
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************************************************************ 

'# PROGRAM LATERAL.BAS/.EXE * 
'* This program will compute the lateral hydraulics design * 
** based on the input coming ftom the expert system. The * 
'* design approach is from the same source as for manifold * 
'* for laterals are not tapered because of the problems of * 
'* installations and flushing. The results will be written * 
'* back to the expert system. Two strategies will be used * 
'* paired and non single laterals depending on the slope. * 
'* Kamel Didan, U of A * 
'* June, 1991 * 
************************************************************ 

CLS 0 

'**Program name: Lateral./bas/exe 
'*** Single lateral procedures 
'*** nomenclature *** 
'•** LI = length of the lateral 
'** Q1 = Flow in the lateral 
'** qa = Average emitter flow 
'*# Sel= Emitter spacing 
*#* nd = Number of diameters available on the market. 

d = Diameter of the pipe 
'** j = Friction headloss per 100 m 
'** F = F-factor depending on the number of emitter 
*** hf = Headloss in the pipe 
>** fe _ emitter headloss in equivalent length 
*** K,F = Constants for the friction loss computations. 
*** Lp = Length of the pair of laterals. 
*** Qp = Flow in the pair of laterals. 
'** DHS= Allowable pressure head variation in the subunit. 
'** DH1= Maximum pressure head variation in the lateral. 
'** HI = Required inlet pressure head for the lateral. 
'** DEp.DE = Absolute elevation difference of the lateral 

OPEN "PASS.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #\ 
OPEN "RETURN.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS ft! 
DIM D(10) 
ND = 10 
'** Diameters used here are PE pipes and IPS-PVC pipes. 
D(l) = 12.7: D(2) = 14.7: D(3) = 15.88: D(4) = 17.78 
D(5) = 20.93: D(6) = 25.4: D(7) = 38.9: D(8) = 44.6 
D(9) = 55.4: D(10) = 67.4 
'** Reading data from PASS.DAT passed by expert system. 
INPUT #1, qa 



INPUT #1, Ha 
INPUT #1, LI 
INPUT #1, Sel 
INPUT #1, Slope: Sol = Slope /100 
INPUT #1, DHS 
INPUT #\t Fe 
CLOSE #1 
K = 7.89E+07' Constant for metric units 
F = .36 
IF Sol = 0 THEN GOTO 90 
IF Sol < > 0 THEN GOTO 95 
90 : '** Computation for single lateral ** 
Q1 = (INT(L1/Sel)) * (qa/3600) 
DE = ABS(Sol * LI) 
I = 0 
5 : 1  =  1 + 1  
J = K * ((Ql A 1.75) / (D(I) A 4.75)) 
Jo = J * ((Sel + Fe) / Sel) 
hf = Jo * F * LI / 100 
IF hf < = .5 * DHS THEN D1 = D(I): GOTO 10 
IF hf > .5 * DHS THEN GOTO 5 
10 : 
'** 0.75 because no tapered lateral are used, single size 
HI = Ha + .75 * hf + .5 * Sol * LI 
IF Sol > = 0 THEN DHc = 0: GOTO 20 
IF -1 * Sol > = Jo THEN DHc = -1 * Sol * LI - hf: GOTO 25 
IF Sol < 0 AND -1 * Sol < = Jo THEN GOTO 15 
15 : J1 = -1 * Sol * LI / (LI / 100) 
Y = (-1 * Sol / Jo) A .57 
Y = ((F * DE) / hf) A .57 
DHcl = (DE * ((F * DE) / hf) * .57) 
DHc = DHcl - (hf * ((F * DE) / hf) A 1.57) 
GOTO 35 
20 : Hn = HI - hf - DE: GOTO 30 
25 : Hn = HI: GOTO 30 
35 : 
B1 = 1 - (DE / hf) + .36 * ((DE / hf) A 1.57) 
Hn = HI - B1 * hf 
GOTO 30 
30 : 
He = HI - hf - Sol * LI 
IF (HI - Hn) > = DHc THEN DH1 = HI - Hn 
IF (HI - Hn) < DHc THEN DH1 = DHc 
'** No slope 
Y1 = 1 
GOTO 100 
'** Pair of laterals with shifting because of the slope ** 
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' **  

95 : 
Lp = LI 
DEp = ABS(Sol * Lp) 
Lla = Lp / 2 
Q1 = (INT(Lp/Sel)) *(qa/3600) 
QIp = Q1 / 2 
I = 0 
65 : 
1  =  1 + 1  
J = K * ((Qlp A 1.75) / (D(I) A 4.75)) 
Jo = I * ((Sel + Fe) / Sel) 
hf = Jo * F * Lla / 100 
IF hf < = .5 * DHS THEN D1 = D(I): GOTO 75 
IF hf > .5 * DHS THEN GOTO 65 
75 : 
hfp = hf * ((Lp / Lla) A 2.75) 
Y1 = 0 
45 : Y1 = Y1 + .001 

*** Check that Y1 do not go beyond the limit =1. 

IF Y1 > = 1 THEN Y1 = 1: GOTO 50 
Difl = (DEp / hfp) - .36 * ((DEp / hfp) A 1.57) 
Dif = Difl - (Y1 A 2.75) + ((1 - Yl) A 2.75) 
IF ABS(Dif) < = .01 GOTO 50 
IF ABS(Dif) > .01 GOTO 45 
50 : 
Avhfpl = .25 * hfp * ((Yl A 3.75) + ((1 - Yl) A 3.75)) 
Avhfp2 = hfp * ((Yl A 2.75) - ((1 - Yl) A 2.75)) * (1 - Yl) 
AvhQ) = Avhfpl + Avhfp2 
AvDEp = .5 * DEp 
Alpha = .75 * (Yl A 3.75 + ((1 - Yl) A 3.75)) 
HI = Ha + Alpha * hfp - (Yl = .5) * DEp 
Beta = (1 - Yl) * (DEp / hfp) + ((1 - Yl) * 2.75) 
Hn = HI - (1 - Yl) * DEp - ((1 - Yl) A 2.75) * hfp 
DHl = HI - Hn 
GOTO 100 
100 : 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFP] MM"\ Yl 
PRINT ft2, USING "[LTD] MM"; D1 
PRINT ft2, USING "[LFLOW] Q1 
PRINT #2, USING "[HI] MMn\ HI 
PRINT #2, USING "[DHI] MM"; DHl 
CLOSE #2 
END 
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>**************************************************************************  

'* PROGRAM MANIFOLD.BAS/EXE 
'* This program will compute the manifold hydraulics based 
'* the input coming from the expert system. The design is 
** of two types, tapered and non tapered manifolds which 
'* depends on the user's choice. The number of sections to 
** design the pipe depends on the pipe sizes available on 
** the market. The design output will be written back to 
'* the expert system. The design approach used here from 
'* Sprinkle and Trickle irrigation (Keller and Bliesner, 
'* 1990). 
'* Kamel Didan, U of A 
'* June, 1990 
•ft*******************:****************************************************** 

CLS 0 
•**pr0gram name: manifold./bas/exe 
•*** nomenclature and variable definitions *** 
'** Lm = length of the lateral 
'** Q1 = Flow in the lateral 
'** qa = Average emitter flow 
>** _ Lateral spacing 
*** d = Diameter of the pipe 
>** j _ Friction headloss per 100 m 
*** F = F-factor depending on the number of emitter on the pipe 
*** hf = Headloss in the pipe 
'** Qm = Flow in the manifold 
'** DHm= Allowable head loss for the manifold 
•*# = Manifold inlet pressure 
'** S = Absolute slope of the HGL to which the pipe friction curve is 
'** tangent. 
'** LSEC(I) = Length of a manifold section 
'** MFD(I) = Pipe size of the manifold section. 
'** Tap$ = Manifold tapering status (Yes/No) 
'** Som = Manifold slope 
'** Sol = Lateral slope 
'** X(I) = Location of intersection between manifold sections. 
'** DEm = Absolute difference between both of the manifold ends 
'** NSEC = Number of sections manifold pipe is made of 
>******* 

OPEN "PASS.DAT" FOR INPUT AS tt\ 
OPEN "RETURN.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
DIM D(13): DIM DD(13) 
'** The series of pipe sizes used in the program. These pipes are 
•** IPS-PVC and SDR 41-PVC pipes. 
D(l) = 20.91: D(2) = 25.4: D(3) = 38.9: D(4) = 44.6: D(5) = 55.4 
D(6) = 67.4: D(7) - 83.4: D(8) = 108.7: D(9) = 127: D(10) = 160! 
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D(ll) = 208.4: D(12) = 259.7: D(13) = 308.1 
ND = 13 

' * *  Data read from the PASS.DAT file coming from the expert system. 

INPUT #1, Q1 
INPUT #i, HI 
INPUT #1, Lm 
INPUT #1, SI 
INPUT #1, Mfslope: Som = Mfslope / 100 
INPUT #1, LAtslope: Sol = LAtsIope / 100 
INPUT #1, DHS 
INPUT #I, DH1 
INPUT #1, Tap$ 
CLOSE #\ 

'** Allowable head loss for the manifod. 
Dhm = DHS - DH1 

'** When there is no slope on the lateral economically it is wise 
*** to pair them, and so the manifold flow has to multiplied by P=2. 

IF Sol = 0 THEN P = 2 
IF Sol < > 0 THEN P = 1 
IF Tap$ = "YES" OR Tap$ = "yes" THEN GOTO 95 
IF Tap$ = "NO" OR Tap$ = "no" THEN GOTO 90 
90 : '** Computation for non tapered manifold. 
Qm = (INT(Lm / SI)) * P * Q1 
DEm = ABS(Som * Lm) 
I = 0 
5 : 1  =  1 + 1  
IF D(I) < = 125 THEN GOTO 51 
IF D(I) > 125 THEN GOTO 52 
51 : 
K = 7.89E+07 
b = 1.75 
c = 4.75 
a = 1 + b 
F = 1 /a 
GOTO 53 
52 : 
K = 9.58E+07 
b = 1.83 
c = 4.83 
a = 1 + b 
F = 1 /a 
GOTO 53 
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53 : J = K * ((Qm A b) / (D(I) A c)) 
hfm = J * F * Lm / 100 
IF hfm < = Dhm THEN D1 = D(I): GOTO 10 
IF hftn > Dhm THEN GOTO 5 
10 : 
Hm = HI + .75 * hftn + .5 * Som * Lm '** 0.75 because no tapered lateral are used 
IF Som > = 0 THEN DHc = 0: GOTO 20 
IF (-1 * Som > = J) THEN DHc = -1 * Som * Lm - hftn: GOTO 25 
IF (Som < 0) AND (-1 * Som < = J) THEN GOTO 15 
15 : J1 = -1 * Som * Lm / (Lm / 100) 
Y = (-1 * Som / J) A .57 
Y = ((F * DEm) / hftn) A (1 / b) 
DHc = (DEm * (((F * DEm) / hfm) A (1 / b))) - (hftn * ((F * DEm) / hftn) A (1 + (1 / b))) 
GOTO 35 
20 : Hn = Hm - hfm - DEm: GOTO 30 
25 : Hn = Hm: GOTO 30 
35 : 
B1 = 1 - (DEm / hftn) + F * ((DEm / hftn) * (1 + (1 / b))) 
Hn = Hm - B1 * hftn 
GOTO 30 
30 : 
He = Hm - hftn - Som * Lm 
N2 = 1 
GOTO 220 
95 : *** Tapered manifold 
Qm = (INT(Lm / SI)) * P * Q1 
DEm = ABS(Som * Lm) 
Hx = Dhm - Som * Lm 
IF Som < 0 THEN GOTO 101 
IF Som > = 0 THEN GOTO 102 
101 : 
I = 0 
103 : 
1  =  1 + 1  
IF D(I) < = 125 THEN K = 7.89E+07: b = 1.75: c = 4.75: a = 1 + b: F = 1 / a 
IF D(I) > 125 THEN K = 9.58E+07: b = 1.83: c = 4.83: a = 1 + b: F = 1 / a 
J = K * ((Qm A b) / (D(I) A c)) 
IF (Hx - (J * F * Lm / 100)) < 0 THEN GOTO 103 
S = (((Hx - (J * F * Lm / 100)) * J A (1 / b) / ((Lm / 100) * (1 - F))) A (b / a)) 
IF S > = 100 * DEm / Lm THEN N1 = I: GOTO 104 
IF S < 100 * DEm / Lm THEN GOTO 103 
102 : 
I = 0 
105 : 
1  =  1 + 1  
IF D(I) < = 125 THEN K = 7.89E+07: b = 1.75: c = 4.75: a = 1 + b: F = 1 / a: GOTO 
201 
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IF D(I) > 125 THEN K = 9.58E+07: b = 1.83: c = 4.83: a = 1 + b: F = 1 / a: GOTO 201 
201 : 
J = K * ((Qm A b) / (D(I) ~ c)) 
hfm = F * Lm * J / 100 
IF hftn < - Hx THEN N1 « I: GOTO 104 
IF hfm > Hx THEN GOTO 105 
104 : 
S = (((Hx - hfm) * (J A (1 / b))) / ((Lm / 100) * (1 - F») A (b / a) 
IF N1 > = 4 THEN DD(1) « D(N1 - 3): DD(2) = D(N1 - 2): DD(3) = D(N1 - 1): DD(4) = 
D(N1): N2 = 4: GOTO 110 
IF N1 = 3 THEN DD(1) = D(N1 - 2): DD(2) = D(N1 -1): DD(3) = D(N1): DD(4) = 0: N2 
= 3: GOTO 110 
I F  N 1  = 2  T H E N  D D ( 1 )  =  D ( N 1  -  1 ) :  D D ( 2 )  =  D ( N 1 ) :  D D ( 3 )  =  0 :  D D ( 4 )  =  0 :  N 2  =  2 :  
GOTO 110 
IF N1 = 1 THEN DD(1) = D(N1): DD(2) = 0: DD(3) = 0: DD(4) = 0: N2 = 1: GOTO 110 
110 : 
PHI = (Lm / Qm) * ((S / K) A (1 / b)) 
IF N2 = 1 THEN L(2) = 0: L(3) = 0: L(4) = 0: cl = .75: GOTO 111 
IF N2 = 2 THEN L(3) = 0: L(4) = 0: cl = .63: GOTO 112 
IF N2 = 3 THEN L(4) = 0: cl = .5: GOTO 112 
IF N2 > = 4 THEN cl = .5: GOTO 112 
111 : 
X(l) = Lm 
L(l) = Lm 
DD = DD(1) 
GOTO 113 
112 : 
X(0) = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N2 - 1 
X(I) = PHI * ((((b * (DD(I + 1) A (c / b))) - (b * (DD(I) A (c / b)))) / ((DD(I) A (-c)) - (DD(I 
+ 1) A (-c)))) A (1 / a)) 
Lfl) = X(I) - X(I - 1) 
NEXT I 
L(N2) = Lm - X(N2 - 1) 
GOTO 113: 
113 : 
hf = 0 
XX(0) = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N2 
XX(I) = XX(I - 1) + L(I) 
hf = hf + (F * K / 100) * ((Qm / Lm) A b) * ((((XX(I) A a) - pCXG - 1) A a)) / (DD(I) A c))) 
NEXT I 
Hm = HI + cl * hf + .5 * Som * Lm 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFQ] Qm 
PRINT #2, USING "[Hm] Hm 
PRINT #2, USING "[LSECl] mM"; L(l) 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFDI] mMDD(1) 
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PRINT n, USING "[LSEC2] MUM"\ L(2) 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFD2] MttM DD(2) 
PRINT t i l ,  USING "[LSEC3] #ti#.M"; L(3) 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFD3] DD(3) 
PRINT #2, USING "[LSEC4] #MMn \  L(4) 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFD4] DD(4) 
PRINT #2, "[NSEC]"; N2 
CLOSE #2 
GOTO 222 
220 : 
*** Case of non tapered manifold. 
PRINT #2, USING "[MFD] D1 
PRINT #2, USING H[MFQ] ###.###"; Qm 
PRINT #2, USING "[Hm] MUM# Hm 
PRINT #2, "[NSEC]"; N2 
CLOSE n 
GOTO 222 
222 : END 



I******************************************************)*** 

'* PROGRAM MAIN.BAS/.EXE 
'* This program will compute the main line design based 
'* on the input coming from the expert system. Design 
'* will be based on the velocity which have to be kept 
'* less than 1.5 m/s. The total dynamic head (TDH) will 
'* be computed too based on the friction head loss and 
'* anticipated miscellaneous head losses due to filters 
** control units, allowance for emitter deterioration 
'* and others. The design approach is from Keller and 
"* Bliesner, 1990. Data will be written back to the ES 
'* Kamel Didan, U of A. 
'* June, 1990 
•********************************************************* 

CLSO 

'** Variable definitions. 
*** Qs = System flow, actually in the main line 
'** Lm = Length of the manifold 
*** nb = Number of blocks 
*** NS = Number of operating stations 
'** DM = Pipe diameter 
'** Qm = Manifold diameter 
'** VM = Velocity in the main line 
'** Ml = Main line length 
*** Hm = Manifold inlet pressure 
*** TDH= Total dynamic head 
'** Msl= Main line slope 
'** Som= Manifold slope 
'** A = Diameter of the main pipe. 
'** HFM= Friction head loss in the main line pipe. 
*** EHFM=Extra head loss by fitting in the system. 
'** Ha = Average emitter pressure head. 

OPEN "PASS.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #1 
OPEN "RETURN.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS U2 
DIM D(10) 
'** Diameter used here are IPS-PVC, 
*** SDR 41-IPS-PVC and SDR 41-PIP-PVC 
D(l) = 108.7: D(2) = 160: D(3) = 208 
D(4) = 259.7: D(5) = 308.1: D(6) = 369.7 
ND = 6 
'** Reading data form PASS.DAT. 
INPUT #1, ML 
INPUT #1, Qm 



INPUT tfly NB 
INPUT #1, NS 
INPUT #l,Hm 
INPUT #1, MSLOPE: Msl = MSLOPE / 100 
INPUT #1, MFslope: Som = MFslope / 100 
INPUT #l,Lm 
INPUT #1, Mn 
INPUT #1, EHFM 
INPUT #1, Ha 
CLOSE #\ 
*** Compute the maximum flow in the main line pipe. 
Qs = Mn * NB * Qm / NS 
FOR I = 1 TO ND 
'** The design is based on a velocity less than 1.5 m/s. 
'** Determine the largest diameter that should be used. 
A = 3.1416 * (((D(I) / 1000) A 2) / 4) 
VM = (Qs / 1000) / A 
IF VM < = 1.5 THEN DM = D(I): GOTO 10 
NEXT I 
10 : 
'** Constants for friction computation 
IF DM > 125 THEN 
K = 9.58E+07 
b = 1.83 
c = 4.83 
GOTO 11 
IF DM < = 125 THEN 
K=7.89e+07 
b=1.75 
c=4.75 
GOTO 11 
11: 
DHE = Msl * ML 
J = K * ((Qs A b) / (DM A c)) 
HFM = J * ML / 100 
Hfe = HFM + Msl * ML 
SFL = .1 * (Hfe + Hm + EHFM - Ha - DHE) 
'** TDH is now the summation head loss plus allowance 
'** for the emitter deterioration (0.5*Ha). 
TDH = (Hm + Hfe) + SFL + EHFM + .5 * Ha 
PRINT #2, USING "[TDH] m.M*\ TDH 
PRINT V2, USING "[MAIND] DM 
PRINT 02, USING "[SYSFLOW] MttM"; Qs 
CLOSE »2 
END 
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EXAMPLE RESULTS 
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EXPERT SYSTEM RESULTS FOR EXAMPLE 1, 

*** INPUT DATA *** 
Do you want to continue (Y/N) Yes 

""Rainfall"" on the region where the project is being designed is not 
expected 

The irrigation ""water quality classification*""' is Good 

The number of soil ""layers"" is 1 

The field ""soil limitations"* is (are) None 

The crop you will grow on the field is Apples 

The """"budget available"* for emitter selection is ""Good"" 

The AACompensatingAA AApoint source"" emitter ""specifications"" are 
required now, by mean of ""Direct values"" (Kd, X, v, q and fe) 

The field ""general topography"" is ""Uniform"" 

The soil general texture is Medium 

The soil stratification characteristics is Stratified 

The ""general climateAA in the region is ""Arid"" 

The soil ""texture"" of the first layer is Loam 

Do you want the manifold pipe to be ""tapered"" YES 

CFBUDGET = .95 

CFMS = .95 

CFQW = .95 

CFLIM = .95 

CDTEXT = .95 

CFSTRAT = .95 

CFECW = .95 
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CFQUAL = .95 

PROJECT NAME = Examplel 

MS = 20 

QW = 30 

ECW = 2 

Z1 = 1 

WA1 = 170 

Z = 1 

MAD = 50 

UD = 7.599999904633 

US = 813 

ECEMIN = 1.700000047684 

ECEMAX - 8 

SR = 4 

SP = 4 

PD = 66 

SE = 2 

X = .37 

KD = 1.8537 

V = .07 

EM = .95 

Q = 4 

FE = .1 

CFDATA = .899999976158 



A = 10 

FLL = 400 

FWD = 250 

NB = 4 

SYSFLOW = 10. 

TDH = 16.26 

ML = 300 

MSLOPE = -0.5 

MAIND = 108.7 

LM = 125 

MFSLOPE = 0 

MAINM = 1 

MFQ = 2.666 

HM = 5.14 

MFP = .605 

NSEC = 4 

LSECl = 4.07 

MFD1 = 25.4 

LSEC2 = 4.99 

MFD2 = 38.9 

LSEC3 = 5.49 

MFD3 = 44.6 

LSEC4 = 110.44 

MFD4 = 55.4 
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LL = 200 

LLSLOPE = -0.5 

LFLOW = .086 

LTD = 12.7 

HL = 4.614 

DHL = .756 

CHLOSS = 4 

MLS = 4 

The irrigation ""water quality classification"" is Good 
The number of soil "layers"* is 1 
The field ""soil limitations"" is (are) None 
The crop you will grow on the field is Apples 
The ""budget available"" for emitter selection is ""Good"" 
The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 
conditions is ""Compensating"" ""point source"" emitter 
The field ""general topography"" is ""Uniform"" 
The soil ""texture"" of the first layer is Loam 
The DESIGN SUCCESS INDICATOR of the system "DSI" (out of 1) is equal to 
= .833974 
The ""project name"" is = Examplel 
The ""source water supply"" for the field (in I/s) is = 30 
The ""irrigation water salinity"" (in dS/m) is = 2 
the crop ""rooting depth"" at maturity (in m) is = 1 
the ""management allowable deficit"" associated with the crop (in %) is 
= 50 
The ""peak daily consumptive use"" of the crop (in mm/day) is = 7.6 
the ""seasonal crop water requirements"" (in mm) is = 813 
The ""minimum crop salts tolerance"" no yield reduction (in dS/m) is = 
1.7 
The ""crop maximum salts tolerance"" with zero yield (in dS/m) is = 8 
The ""plant spacing on the same row"" (in m) is = 4 
The ""plant spacing between rows"" (in m) is = 4 
The ""leaching requirement"" for the proposed crop (fraction) is = 
.125 
The ""optimal emitter spacing"" (in m) is = 1.7 
""Number of emission points"" per plant = 2 
The available ""water holding capacity"" for the plant (in mm/m) = 170 
The adjusted wetted area (in %) is = 44.625 
For the emitter you have chosen the ""connection loss"" as an 



equivalent length (in ra) is = .1 
The **peak period transmission ratio** is = 1 
The **gross volume required per plant** (or unit length of row) per day 
(in 1/day) = 129.771173 
The number of **operating stations** is = 1 
The **adjusted irrigation application time** (in hr/day) is = 21 
The system coefficient of manufacturing variation = .049497 
The **total system capacity** (in 1/s) is = 10.729295 
The field area (in ha) is = 10 
The field length (in m) is = 400 
The field width (in m) is = 250 
The **number of blocks** in the field is = 4 
The recommended range of **design emission uniformity** (in %) is = 87 
The **seasonal irrigation efficiency** (%) is = 87 
The **minimum emission rate** (in 1/hr) is = 2.868432 
The **minimum permissible pressure head** (in m) is = 3.254215 
The **average emitter discharge** (in 1/hr) is = 3.08979 
The average emitter pressure head (in m) = 3.978335 
The **operating time per season** (in hours) is = 2191.184238 
The **al!owable head variation** (in m) is = 1.8103 
The **total dynamic head** required by the system (in m) is = 16.26 
The main line length (in m) is = 300 
The main line slope (in %) is = -0.5 
The mainline pipe diameter (in mm) is = 108.7 
The length of the manifold (in m) is = 125 
The manifold slope (in %) is = 0 
The manifold average discharge (in 1/s) is = 2.666 
The manifold **required inlet pressure** head (in m) is = 5.14 
The **manifold best position** (as a length ratio) is = .605 
The **number of sections** used in the manifold pipe are/is = 4 
The length of the first **section of the manifold** (in m) is = 4.07 
The manifold first **section pipe size** (in mm) is = 25.4 
The length of the second **section of the manifold** (in m) is = 4.99 
The manifold second **section pipe size** (in mm) is = 38.9 
The length of the third **section of the manifold** (in m) is = 5.49 
The manifold third **section pipe size** (in mm) is = 44.6 
The length of the fourth **section of the manifold** (in m) is = 
110.44 
The manifold fourth **section pipe size** (in mm) is = 55.4 
The lateral length (in m) is = 200 
The lateral slope (in %) is = -0.5 
The lateral average discharge (in 1/s) is = .086 
The lateral pipe diameter (in mm) is = 12.7 
The lateral required inlet pressure head (in m) is = 4.614 
**Miscellaneous losses** in the system (in m) are = 8 
The **controI system head losses** "filter, flow meter, plumbing system 
etc" (in m) is = 4 



The miscellaneous head losses in the subunit "Pressure control, Safety 
screens, etc" (in m) are — 4 
The AAnet application rateAA for the system (in mm/hr) is = .336015 
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Table 7. Design parameters, part 1, for example 1. 

I PROJECT 'Example 1 

II WATER AND LAND. Notation Data 

Field area-(ha): A 10 

Effective rain-(mm): Rn 0 

Residual soil water-(mm): Ms 20 

Water supply-(l/s): Qw 30 

Water quality-(dS/m): ECw 2 

Water quality classification: Class 'Good 

III SOIL AND LAND. 

Total soil depth-m: Zs I 

First layer-m Z1 1 

Texture of first layer: Textl 'Loam 

WHC of first layer-mm/m: Wal 170 

Second layer-m: Z2 

Texture of second layer: Text2 

WHC of second Iayer-mm/m: Wa2 

Third layer-m: Z3 

Texture of third layer: Text3 

WHC of third layer-mm/m: Wa3 

Soil limitations: Lim 'None 

Management allowable deficit-%: MAD 50 

Crop: Name 'Apple 

Plant spacing (between lines) Sr 4 

Plant spacing (on the row)-m: Sp 4 

Plant root depth-m: Z 1 

Percent shaded area-%: Pd 66 

Average daily peak ET -mm/day: Ud 7.6 
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Table 7-Continued 

Seasonal water requireraent-mm: Us 813 

Leaching requirement-ratio: LRt 0.125 

Actual AW : mm/m Wa 170 

IV EMITTER. 

Type: Type 

Confidence in the emitter data (< = 1): 0.95 

Pressure [head]- m: H 7.994 

Rated discharge @ H- 1/hr: q 4 

Discharge exponent: x 0.37 

Coefficient of variability: v 0.07 

Discharge coefficient: Kd 1.854 

Connection loss equivalent-m: fe 0.1 



Table 8. Design parameters, part 2, for example 1 

I. PROJECT 

n. TRIAL DESIGN Notation Data 

Emision point layout: 

Emitter spacing on row -m: Se 2 

Emitter spacing betwen lines-m: SI 4 

Emission points per plant: Np' 2 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 44.625 

Maximum net depth-mm: dx 37.931 

Average peak transpiration-mm/day: Td 6.1743 

Maximum interval-days: fx. 6.1434 

Irigation frequency-days: f(l) 1 

Net depth per irrigation-mm: dn 6.1743 

Assumed uniformity-%: EU 87 

Gross depth per irrigation-mm: d 8.1107 

Gross water/plant-l/d/plant: G 129.77 

Application time-hr: Ta 16.221 

III. FINAL DESIGN 

Application time-hr: Ta 21 

Irrigation interval-days: f 1 

Gros depth per irrigation-mm: d 8.1107 

Average emitter discharge-l/hr: qa 3.0898 

Average emitter head-m: Ha 3.9783 

Allowable head variation-m: DHs 1.8103 

Emitter spacing on row-m: Se 2 

Emitter spacing between rows-m: SI 4 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 44.625 

Number of stations: Ns 1 
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Table 8—Continued 

System capacity-l/s: Qs 10.729 

Seasonal efficiency-%: Es 87 

Seasonal irrigation-ha-m: Vs 8.4629 

Seasonal operation-hr: a 2191.2 

Total dynamic head-m: TDH 16.26 

Actual uniformity-%: EU 87 

Net application rate-mm/hr: In 0.336 
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EXPERT SYSTEM RESULTS FOR EXAMPLE 2. 

*** INPUT DATA *** 
Do you want to continue (Y/N) Yes 

AARainfallAA on the region where the project is being designed is 
expected 

The irrigation AAwater quality classification"" is Good 

The number of soil AAlayersAA is 1 

The field AAsoil limitationsAA is (are) None 

The crop you will grow on the field is None of these 

The AAbudget availableAA for emitter selection is AAMediumAA 

The AAcrop typeAA is Row crop 

The AABiwalIAA drip tubing AAspecificationsAA are required now, by mean of 
AADirect vaIuesAA (Kd, X, v, q and fe) 

The field AAgeneral topographyAA is AAUniformAA 

The soil general texture is Fine 

The soil stratification characteristics is Stratified 

The AAgeneraI climateAA in the region is AAHumidAA 

The soil AAtextureAA of the first layer is Non of these 

Do you want the manifold pipe to be AAtaperedAA YES 

CFBUDGET = .95 

CFRAIN = .95 

CFMS = .95 

CFQW = .95 

CFLIM = .95 

CDTEXT = .95 
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CFSTRAT = .95 

CFECW = .95 

CFQUAL = .95 

PROJECT NAME = Example2 

RN = 88.9 

MS = 50.8 

QW = 12.62 

ECW = 1 

Z1 = 1.83 

TEXT1 = Clay loam 

WA1 = 175 

NEWCROP = Tomatoes 

CF IN DATA = .95 

NEWMAD = 30 

NEWSR = .91 

NEWSP = 1.542 

NEWZ = .762 

NEWUD = 7.112 

NEWUS = 635 

PD = 50 

SE = .4572 

X = .48 

KD = .96 

V = .12 
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EM = .95 

Q = 1.476 

NEWECEMAX = 12.5 

NEWECEMIN = 2.5 

A = 1.89 

FLL = 195 

FWD = 97 

NB = 1 

SYSFLOW = 18.55 

TDH = 10.95 

ML = 97.5 

MSLOPE = -2 

MAIND = 160 

LM = 97 

MFSLOPE = 0 

MAINM = 1 

MFQ = 18.55 

HM = 3.834 

MFP = .992 

NSEC = 4 

LSEC1 = 16.97 

MFD1 = 67.4 

LSEC2 = 14.74 

MFD2 = 83.4 
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LSEC3 = 24.13 

MFD3 = 108.7 

LSEC4 = 41.16 

MFD4 = 127 

LL = 195 

LLSLOPE = -2 

LFLOW = .175 

LTD = 20.9 

HL = 3.463 

DHL = .031 

CHLOSS = 5 

MLS = 2 

The irrigation ""water quality classification** is Good 
The number of soil ""layers** is 1 
The field **soil limitations** is (are) None 
The crop you will grow on the field is None of these 
The **budget available** for emitter selection is **Medium** 
The general type of emitter that you should consider for your 
conditions is **Biwall** drip tubing 
The field **general topography** is **Uniform** 
The soil **texture** of the first layer is Non of these 
The DESIGN SUCCESS INDICATOR of the system "DSI" (out of 1) is equal to 
= .828325 
The **project name** is = Example2 
The **source water supply** for the field (in 1/s) is = 12.62 
The **irrigation water salinity** (in dS/m) is = 1 
The **name of the new crop** is = Tomatoes 
the crop **rooting depth** at maturity (in m) is = .762 
the **management allowable deficit** associated with the crop (in %) is 
= 30 
The **peak daily consumptive use** of the crop (in mm/day) is = 7.112 
the **seasonal crop water requirements** (in mm) is = 635 
The **minimum crop salts tolerance** no yield reduction (in dS/m) is = 
2.5 
The **crop maximum salts tolerance** with zero yield (in dS/m) is = 
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12.5 
The "plant spacing on the same row" (in m) is - .91 
The "plant spacing between rows" (in m) is = 1.542 
The "leaching requirement** for the proposed crop (fraction) is = .04 
The "optimal emitter spacing** (in m) is = 1.6 
**Number of emission points** per plant = 3 
The available **water holding capacity** for the plant (in mm/m) = 175 
The adjusted wetted area (in %) is = 100 
For the emitter you have chosen the **connection loss** as an 
equivalent length (in m) is = 0 
The **peak period transmission ratio** is = 1 
The **gross volume required per plant** (or unit length of row) per day 
(in 1/day) = 8.302016 
The number of "operating stations** is = 1 
The "adjusted irrigation application time** (in hr/day) is = 1.874891 
The system coefficient of manufacturing variation = .069282 
The "total system capacity** (in 1/s) is = 18.626566 
The field area (in ha) is = 1.89 
The field length (in m) is - 195 
The field width (in m) is = 97 
The "number of blocks** in the field is = 1 
The recommended range of "design emission uniformity** (in %) is = 85 
The "seasonal irrigation efficiency** (%) is = 85 
The "minimum emission rate** (in 1/hr) is = 1.37564 
The "minimum permissible pressure head** (in m) is = 2.115859 
The "average emitter discharge** (in 1/hr) is = 1.476 
The average emitter pressure head (in m) = 2.450181 
The "operating time per season** (in hours) is = 120.983022 
The "allowable head variation** (in m) is = .835806 
The "total dynamic head** required by the system (in m) is = 10.95 
The main line length (in m) is = 97.5 
The main line slope (in %) is = -2 
The mainline pipe diameter (in mm) is = 160 
The length of the manifold (in m) is = 97 
The manifold slope (in %) is = 0 
The manifold average discharge (in 1/s) is = 18.55 
The manifold "required inlet pressure** head (in m) is = 3.834 
The "manifold best position** (as a length ratio) is = .992 
The "number of sections** used in the manifold pipe are/is = 4 
The length of the first "section of the manifold** (in m) is = 16.97 
The manifold first "section pipe size** (in mm) is = 67.4 
The length of the second "section of the manifold** (in m) is = 14.74 
The manifold second "section pipe size** (in mm) is = 83.4 
The length of the third "section of the manifold** (in m) is = 24,13 
The manifold third "section pipe size** (in mm) is = 108.7 
The length of the fourth "section of the manifold** (in m) is = 41.16 
The manifold fourth "section pipe size** (in mm) is = 127 



The lateral length (in m) is = 195 
The lateral slope (in %) is = -2 
The lateral average discharge (in 1/s) is = .175 
The lateral pipe diameter (in mm) is = 20.9 
The lateral required inlet pressure head (in m) is = 3.463 
^Miscellaneous lossesAA in the system (in m) are — 7 
The AAcontrol system head losses** "filter, flow meter, plumbing system 
etc" (in m) is = 5 
The miscellaneous head losses in the subunit "Pressure control, Safety 
screens, etc" (in m) are = 2 
The AAnet application rateAA for the system (in mm/hr) is = 2.682259 
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Table 9. Design parameters, part 1, for example 2. 

I PROJECT 'Example2 

n WATER AND LAND. Notation Data 

Field area-(ha): A 1.89 

Effective rain-(mm): Rn 88.9 

Residual soil water-(mm): Ms 50.8 

Water supply-(l/s): Qw 12.62 

Water quality-(dS/m): ECw 1 

Water quality classification: Class 'Good 

III SOIL AND LAND. 

Total soil depth-m: Zs 1.83 

First layer-m Z1 1.83 

Texture of first layer: Textl 'Clay loam 

WHO of first layer-mm/m: Wal 175 

Second layer-m: Z2 

Texture of second layer: Text2 

WHC of second layer-mm/m: Wa2 

Third layer-m: Z3 

Texture of third layer: Text3 

WHC of third layer-mm/m: Wa3 

Soil limitations: Lim 'None 

Management allowable deficit-%: MAD 30 

Crop: Name 'Tomatoes 

Plant spacing (between lines) Sr 0.91 

Plant spacing (on the row)-m: Sp 1.542 

Plant root depth-m: z 0.762 

Percent shaded area-%: Pd 50 

Average daily peak ET -mm/day: Ud 7.112 
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Table 9-Continued 

Seasonal water requirement-mm: Us 635 

Leaching requirement-ratio: LRt 0.04 

Actual AW capacity: mm/m Wa 175 

IV EMITTER. 

Type: Type 

Confidence in the emitter data (< = 1): 0.95 

Pressure [head]- m: H 2.45 

Rated discharge @ H- 1/hr: q 1.476 

Discharge exponent: x 0.48 

Coefficient of variability: v 0.12 

Discharge coefficient: Kd 0.96 

Connection loss equivalent-m: fe 0 



Table 10. Design parameters, part 2, for example 2. 
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I. PROJECT 

II. TRIAL DESIGN Notation Data 

Emision point layout: 

Emitter spacing on row -m: Se 0.46 

Emitter spacing betwen lines-m: SI 0.91 

Emission points per plant: Np' 3 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 195 

Maximum net depth-nun: dx 40 

Average peak transpiration-mm/day: Td 5.03 

Maximum interval-days: fx 7.95 

Irigation frequency-days: f(l) 1 

Net depth per irrigation-mm: dn 5.03 

Assumed uniformity-%: EU 85 

Gross depth per irrigation-mm: d 5.92 

Gross water/plant-l/d/plant: G 8.3 

Application time-hr: Ta 1.87 

III. FINAL DESIGN 

Application time-hr: Ta 1.87 

Irrigation interval-days: f 1 

Gros depth per irrigation-mm: d 5.92 

Average emitter discharge-l/hr: qa 1.48 

Average emitter head-m: Ha 2.45 

Allowable head variation-m: DHs 0.84 

Emitter spacing on row-m: Se 0.46 

Emitter spacing between rows-m: SI 0.91 

Percent wetted area-%: Pw 195 

Number of stations: Ns 1 
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Table 10—Continued 

System capacity-I/s: Qs 18.6 

Seasonal efficiency-%: Es 85 

Seasonal irrigation-ha-m: Vs 0.81 

Seasonal operation-hr: Ot 121 

Total dynamic head-m: TDH 11 

Actual uniformity-%: EU 85 

Net application rate-mm/hr: In 2.68 
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